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Abstract
This Article-the first in a three-part series-analyzes the affirmative and
disciplinary duties imposed on tax lawyers that require them to make prob-
ability assessments about the merits of a client's tax position or tax-favored
transaction and to reflect those estimates with numerical precision. It describes
how the Treasury, Congress, and the American Bar Association (often in con-
cert, occasionally at odds) forged this obligatory standard of care over the last
three decades with the shared goal of facilitating accurate advice, accurate tax
returns, and compliance with the law. The resulting regulatory standard of
care (which swept aside the old regime of self-regulation) assists tax lawyers
in avoiding flawed methodological processes and in minimizing psychologi-
cal biases and misaligned incentives that can distort professional judgment.
In this way, the standard of care for tax lawyers-particularly its emphasis on
improving accuracy and reducing errors by updating subjective beliefs with
new, relevant information-reflects a branch of probabilistic decision theory
known as Bayesian reasoning.
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I. Introduction: Tax Practice and Bayes' Theorem
Lawyers are not mathematicians. Nor are they statisticians or economists.1
Yet they regularly make probability assessments pertaining to the outcome
of pleadings, motions, hearings, litigation strategies, written and oral opin-
ions, and business transactions. Moreover, they make these predictions in a
sea of uncertainty, subject to conditions and interdependent variables largely
beyond their ken or control. Even more daunting, while some lawyers render
these estimates without tangible fear of negative professional implications or
discipline thanks to ethical rules that tolerate debased levels of confidence
(e.g., not frivolous and colorable), others within the profession must meet
considerably higher standards of care while risking harsher and more palpa-
ble penalties, including monetary fines, censure, suspension, and disbarment.
These understandably cautious souls are known as tax lawyers.
'With apologies to Pierre de Fermat-a French lawyer and mathematician credited with
developing infinitesimal calculus through his study of "adequalities" and a pioneer in algebraic
number theory (which effectively sprung forth from "Fermat's Last Theorem"), analytic geom-
etry, geometrical optics (including "Fermat's Principle" pertaining to the laws of reflection and
refraction), and probability theory (of which he, along with Blaise Pascal, is considered one of
the "fathers")-lawyers are more apt to possess analytical and inductive skills than aptitude in
mathematical sciences.
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To be sure, tax lawyers must abide by rules of conduct applicable to all
attorneys. These guidelines,2 broadly designed to regulate the quality of legal
advice and advocacy and to align the incentives of the lawyer with her cli-
ent, provide generalized standards pertaining to, for instance, due diligence
and competence, communication with clients, conflicts of interest, and
unreasonable fees.
In addition to these professional guidelines, tax lawyers are subject to the
highly particularized, affirmative, and disciplinary practice rules promulgated
by the Treasury.3 Rather than offering a vague obligation that lawyers "act
with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a client,"4 which
reflects the basic diligence standard contained in the ABA Model Rules,
the Treasury's code of conduct provides an exhaustive guide to assist tax
"practitioners"5 in meeting their standard of care pertaining to due diligence:
exercising "diligence as to accuracy"6 in the preparation, approval, and filing
of all documents with the Service and in determining the "correctness" of any
oral or written representations made to the Service or to clients; 7 ascertaining
'The ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct have contained the prevailing standards of
care since 1983 (last amended in February 2013 pertaining to foreign and multi-jurisdictional
practice) and have been adopted in whole or in part in every domestic jurisdiction except
California. See infra note 62. Prior codes of conduct for lawyers in the United States included
the Model Code of Professional Responsibility (adopted in 1969) and the Canons of Profes-
sional Ethics (adopted in 1908), the latter of which was based primarily on the Code of Ethics
promulgated in 1887 by the Alabama State Bar Association, which in turn relied on a series of
published lectures delivered by George Sharswood (published in 1854), which itself was pre-
ceded by (and invoked) David Hoffman's "fifty resolutions" described in A COURSE OF LEGAL
STUDY (1836). For histories of these prior codes of conduct, see James M. Altman, Considering
the ABA' 1908 Canon of Ethics, 71 FORDHAM L. Ruv. 2395 (2003); Margaret Colgate Love,
7he RevisedA.B.A. Model Rules of Professional Conduct: Summary of the Work of Ethics 2000,15
GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 441 (2002); Susan D. Carle, Lawyers Duty to Do Justice. A New Look at
the History of the 1908 Canons, 24 LAw & Soc. INQUIRY 1 (1999); Allison Marston, Guiding
the Profession: The 1887 Code ofEthics of theAlabama State BarAssociation, 49 ALA. L. REv. 471
(1998); Russell G. Pearce, Rediscovering the Republican Origins of the Legal Ethics Codes, 6 GEO.
J. LEGAL ETHICS 241 (1992); Ted Schneyer, Professionalism as Bar Politics: The Making of the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct, 14 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 677 (1989); Stephen E. Kalish,
David Hoffinans Essay on Professional Deportment and the Current Legal Ethics Debate, 61 NEB.
L. REV. 54 (1982); Maxwell Bloomfield, David Hoffman and the Shaping of a Republican Legal
Culture, 38 MD. L. Rv. 673 (1979); Edward L. Wright, The Code ofProfessionalResponsibility:
Its History and Objectives, 24 ARK. L. REv. 1 (1970).
331 C.ER. §§ 10.0-.93 (2014).
4MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.3 (2013), available at http://www.americanbar.
org/groups/professional-responsibility/publications/model-rules-of professional-conduct/
model-rules-of professional-conduct table of contents.html.
531 C.ER. § 10.2(a)(5) (2014) (defining practitioners as any person described in section
10.3(a)-(f), including attorneys, certified public accountants, enrolled agents, enrolled actuar-
ies, enrolled retirement plan agents, and registered tax return preparers).
'Id. § 10.22 (2014).
7d. § 10.22(a) (2014).
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and considering all relevant facts;8 relating the applicable law (including
potentially applicable judicial doctrines) to the relevant facts;9 never basing
advice on unreasonable factual or legal assumptions,10 including "assump-
tions as to future events;"11 and never, in evaluating the merits of a "Federal
tax matter," 12 "tak[ing] into account the possibility that a tax return will not
'See, e.g., id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (urging practitioners to "[e]srablish[] the facts, determin-
ing which facts are relevant"); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(i) (2007) (pertaining to "covered opinions" and
obligating the practitioner to "use reasonable efforts to identify and ascertain the facts, which may
relate to future events if a transaction is prospective or proposed, and to determine which facts
are relevant. The opinion must identify and consider all facts that the practitioner determines to
be relevant"); id. § 10.37(a)(2)(ii)-(iii) (2014) (requiring practitioners to "[rleasonably consider
all relevant facts and circumstances that the practitioner knows or reasonably should know,"
and to "[u]se reasonable efforts to identify and ascertain the facts relevant to written advice on
each Federal tax matter"). At relevant points throughout the Article, we cite to former section
10.35 pertaining to the now-repealed covered opinion standards. Also, at infra notes 143-153
and accompanying text, we discuss the June 2014 amendments to Circular 230, which repealed
section 10.35. However, we need to emphasize that notwithstanding the repeal of section 10.35,
many of the former section's requirements live on in the current Circular. In fact, the final imple-
menting regulations state very clearly that although the Treasury removed the detailed disclosure
rules pertaining to certain written opinions, "[r]obust and relevant standards for written tax
advice remain appropriate because Treasury and the IRS continue to be aware of the risk for the
issuance and marketing of written tax opinions to promote abusive transactions," the precise
concerns that originally animated adoption of former section 10.35 (the history of which we
discuss in Part IMB.). 79 Fed. Reg. 33,685, 33,686 (June 12, 2014). Indeed, many of the stan-
dards reflected in former section 10.35-relating applicable law and authorities to fact, avoiding
conflicts of interest, basing written advice on reasonable factual and legal assumptions, including
assumptions as to future events, among others-appear in other parts of Circular 230. At the
end of the day, the Treasury may have repealed the over-particularized, rigid, and burdensome
rules contained in section 10.35, but it replaced them with a "comprehensive, principles-based
approach" that the government believes "strike[s] an appropriate balance between allowing flex-
ibility in providing written advice, while at the same time maintaining standards that require
individuals to act ethically and competently." Id. at 33,687.
'See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (practitioner should "relat[e] the applicable law
(including potentially applicable judicial doctrines) to the relevant facts" when rendering
advice to taxpayer-clients); id. § 10.35(c)(2)(i) (2007) (in the context of covered opinions,
practitioner "must relate the applicable law (including potentially applicable judicial doctrines)
to the relevant facts").
"See, e.g., id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (expecting practitioners to evaluate "the reasonableness
of any assumptions or representations ... and arriv[e] at a conclusion supported by the law and
the facts"); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(ii) (2007) (prohibiting "unreasonable factual assumptions" in the
context of covered opinions); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(iii) (2007) (prohibiting "unreasonable factual
representations, statements or findings of the taxpayer or any other person" in the context of
covered opinions); id. § 10.35(c)(2)(ii) (2007) (prohibiting opinions based on "any unreason-
able legal assumptions, representations, or conclusions" in the context of covered opinions); id.
§ 10.37(a)(2)(i) (2014) (requiring practitioners to base written advice "on reasonable factual
and legal assumptions").
"See, e.g., id. § 10.37(a)(2)(i) (2014).
12See id. § 10.37(d) (2014) (providing an encompassing definition of "Federal tax matter"
that "reflects the broad nature of advice rendered by Federal tax practitioners in today's practice
environment). Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 79 Fed.
Reg. 33,685, 33,688 (June 12, 2014).
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be audited or that a matter will not be raised on audit."13 Additional diligence
duties reflected in the Treasury's practice rules pertain to, among other things,
relying in good faith on information furnished by taxpayer-clients14 or upon
representations, statements, findings, agreements, or conclusions of clients or
other persons,15 or on the work product or opinion of another professional.16
Tax lawyers must also abide by the practice and penalty standards under the
Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder, which reflect and rein-
force the Treasury's practice rules and harmonize the tax lawyer's standard of
care with that of her taxpayer-clients.1
With respect to the Treasury's rules providing a more affirmative and dis-
ciplinary code of conduct than the legal professions ethical standards, con-
sider that while many of the lawyer's ethical guidelines are aspirational and
permissive,1 the Treasury's standards, with only one exception, 9 are manda-
tory.2" Also consider that while the disciplinary boards of state bar associations
possess authority to suspend or disbar members for professional misconduct,
these bodies are "notoriously underfunded" and fail to police their members'
behavior with any consistency or enthusiasm.21 By comparison, the Treasury's
practice rules contain detailed provisions pertaining to prohibited behavior,
22
"See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.37(a)(2)(vi) (2014); see also id. § 10.35(c)(3)(iii) (2007) (same, in
the context of covered opinions, while also prohibiting practitioners from considering whether
an "an issue will be resolved through settlement if raised" on audit).
"See, e.g., id § 10.34(d) (2011) (pertaining to tax return positions, documents, affidavits,
or other submissions to the Service).
15See, e.g., id. § 10.35(c)(1)(iii) (2007) (pertaining to covered opinions); id. § 10.37(a)(2)
(iv) (2014) (pertaining to written or oral advice).
1
"See, e.g., id. § 10.22(b) (2007); id. § 10.35(d)(1) (2007) (pertaining to reliance in the
context of covered opinions).
17 See infra notes 126 and 137 and accompanying text and Parts III.A.1 and III.E.
"See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.2(c) (2013) (pertaining to limiting the
scope of the representation); id. R. 1.6(b) (pertaining to revealing information relating to the
representation of a client); id. R. 1.13(c) (pertaining to "reporting out" information of organi-
zational misconduct after failing to receive a "timely and appropriate" internal response); id. R.
1.14(b) (pertaining to clients with diminished capacity); id. R. 1.16(b) (pertaining to declin-
ing or terminating representation); id. R. 2.1 (pertaining to acting as "advisor" to a client); id.
R. 3.1 (pertaining to meritorious claims and contentions); id R. 3.6(b), (c) (pertaining to trial
publicity); id. R. 3.7(b) (pertaining to lawyer as witness); id. R. 6.1 (pertaining to voluntary
pro bono public service); id. R. 6.4 (pertaining to law reform activities affecting client inter-
ests); id. R. 8.3(c) (pertaining to reporting professional misconduct).
"See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.33 (2004) (pertaining to "best practices for tax advisors").
2'See id. §§ 10.20-38 (pertaining to "duties and restrictions relating to practice before the
Internal Revenue Service," except section 10.33).
21Susan P. Koniak & George M. Cohen, Under Cloak of Settlement, 82 VA. L. REv. 1051,
1121 (1996) (also finding that state bar disciplinary boards are "unable or reluctant to mount
the effort needed to do battle with wealthy class action lawyers and powerful members of the
defense bar"). ABA Model Rules 8.1 and 8.4 offer general guidelines pertaining to discipline
and misconduct, but leave specific procedures and application of the rules to state bar associa-
tions. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.1, 8.4 (2013).
22See 31 C.F.R. §§ 10.51, 10.52 (2014).
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penalties and other sanctions for engaging in such behavior,23 and adversarial
disciplinary proceedings for those accused of engaging in such behavior.24
In addition, the Treasury's Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) has,
unlike state bar disciplinary boards, embraced its authority to regulate and
prosecute all "matters related to practitioner conduct and discipline."25
In providing particularized, affirmative, and disciplinary rules, the
Treasury's code of conduct requires much of tax lawyers and other tax prac-
titioners. Perhaps most importantly, the Treasury's practice rules, in conjunc-
tion with the Code and associated regulations, require tax lawyers to make
rigorous probability assessments about the merits of a client's tax return
position or tax-favored transaction. In fact, due to the standard of care out-
lined in the Treasury's practice rules and the Code, the tax lawyer's lexicon is
filled with predictive terms and phrases: "more likely than not,"26 "substan-
23See id. § 10.50 (2014).
24See id. §§ 10.60-82 (2014).
5Id. § 10.1(a) (1) (2014); see also infra notes 89-111 and accompanying text.
26See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6664(d)(3)(C) (pertaining to reasonable cause exception for reportable
transactions); § 669 4 (a)(2)(C) (pertaining to an "unreasonable position" in the context of
tax shelters and reportable transactions); Reg. § 1.6662-4(b)(4)(ii)(C) (pertaining to reduc-
tions in tax liability "shown on the return" for tax shelter items); Reg. § 1.6 6 62- 4 (c)(3)(ii)
(pertaining to tax shelter items as "tainted items" in the context of carrybacks and carryovers);
Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to the substantial authority standard); Reg. § 1.6 6 6 2 -4 (g)
(1)(i)(B) (pertaining to required authority at the time the return was filed in the context of
tax shelters for noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6662- 4 (g)(4 )(i) (pertaining to "reasonable
belief" in the context of tax shelter items for noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6 6 6 2 -4 (g)(5)
(pertaining to "reasonable belief" for passthrough entities in the context of tax shelter items);
Reg. § 1.6664-4(f)(2)(i)(B) (pertaining to the belief requirement for reasonable cause excep-
tion for corporate taxpayers in the context of tax shelter items); Reg. § 1.6694-1 (a)(1) (pertain-
ing to the standard of care to avoid penalty in the context of tax shelters); Reg. § 1.6694-1(e)
(2) (pertaining to verifying information on previously filed returns); Reg. § 1.6 69 4 -2(a)(1)(i)
(pertaining to the standard of care to avoid penalty in the context of tax shelters and report-
able transactions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(1) (pertaining to "reasonable belief" standard and its
effect on avoiding penalties in the context of tax shelters and reportable transactions); Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(b)(2) (pertaining to permissible authorities when making more likely than not
determination); Reg. § 1.6694.2(b)(3) (pertaining to avoiding penalty by virtue of a "writ-
ten determination"); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(4) (pertaining to effect of taxpayer's jurisdiction on
more likely than not determination); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(5) (pertaining to when the more
likely than not standard must be satisfied); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(4) (2007) (pertaining to
reliance opinions); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(c)(3)(ii) (2007) (pertaining to the practitioner's conclu-
sion as to the proper treatment of each significant federal tax issue); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(c)(3)
(iv) (2007) (pertaining to marketed opinions and the proper treatment of each significant
federal tax issue); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(c)(4)(ii) (2007) (pertaining to overall evaluation as to the
proper tax treatment for marketed opinions); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(e)( 4 ) (2007) (pertaining to
required disclosures for opinions that fail to reach a more likely than not conclusion); see also
ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 346 (Revised) (1982) (requiring,
in evaluating the overall merits of material tax issues pertaining to a marketed tax shelter, that
tax lawyers "state that the significant tax benefits, in the aggregate, probably will be realized or
probably will not be realized, or that the probabilities of realization and nonrealization of the
significant tax benefits are evenly divided").
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tial authority,"2  "realistic possibility of success,"" "reasonable basis,"29 and
"See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6662(d) (2) (B) (i) (pertaining to reduction for understatement); § 6664(d)
(3)(B) (pertaining to reasonable cause exception for reportable transactions); § 6694(a)(2)(A)
(pertaining to required authority for a position not to be considered an "unreasonable posi-
tion"); Reg. § 1.6662- 4 (a) (pertaining to reductions in understatements); Reg. §§ 1.6662-4(b)
(4)(ii)(A), (C) (pertaining to reductions in tax liability "shown on the return" for, respec-
tively, non-tax shelter items and tax shelter items); Reg. §§ 1.6662-4 (c)(3)(i)-(ii) (pertaining
to, respectively, non-tax shelter items and tax shelter items as "tainted items" in the context
of carrybacks and carryovers); Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (defining substantial authority standard,
determining when and whether substantial authority exists, and discussing the effect of achiev-
ing substantial authority); Reg. § 1.6662- 4 (g) (pertaining to items relating to tax shelters for
noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6664-4(f)(2)(i) (A) (pertaining to the authority requirement
for reasonable cause exception for corporate taxpayers in the context of tax shelters); Reg.
§ 1.6694-1 (a)(1) (pertaining to standard of care to avoid penalty in the context of undisclosed
positions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(a)(1)(ii) (pertaining to standard of care to avoid penalty in the
context of undisclosed positions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(1) (pertaining to the substantial author-
ity standard in determining "more likely than not" certainty in the context of the "reasonable
belief" standard to avoid penalty with respect to tax shelters and reportable transactions); Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(d)(3)(i) (pertaining to signing preparers and the effect of adequate disclosure on
reasonable basis positions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(d)(3)(ii) (pertaining to nonsigning preparers and
the effect of adequate disclosure on reasonable basis positions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(d)(3)(iii)
(pertaining to requirements for rendering advice on disclosed positions without substantial
authority); 31 C.F.R. § 10.34(a)(1)(i)(B), (ii)(B) (2011) (pertaining to an "unreasonable posi-
tion" as described in § 6 69 4 (a)(2), which reflects a position lacking substantial authority); 31
C.ER. § 10.35(b)(2)(ii)(E) (2007) (pertaining to advice excluded from the covered opinion
standards).
21See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(2)(ii)(E) (2007) (pertaining to advice excluded from the
covered opinion standards); ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op.
85-352 (1985) (requiring, in advising reporting positions, that tax lawyers demonstrate a good
faith belief that the position "is warranted in existing law or can be supported by a good faith
argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of existing law," and the position has
"a realistic possibility of success if the matter is litigated"). As discussed in Part 4.E, until as
recently as 2007, the "realistic possibility of success" standard reflected the required level of
certainty for practitioners when advising return positions and transactions, at which point it
was replaced with the "substantial authority" standard.
21 See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6694(a)(2)(B) (pertaining to disclosed positions); § 6662(d)(2)(B)(ii)(II)
(pertaining to reduction for understatement); Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(3) (defining the reasonable
basis standard); Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to the substantial authority standard); Reg.
§ 1.6662- 4 (e)(2)(i) (pertaining to circumstances where adequate disclosure does not save certain
return items); Reg. § 1.6662- 4(e)(3) (pertaining to the effect of adequate disclosure for corporate
taxpayers in the context of multi-party financing transactions); Reg. § 1.66 94-1 (a)(1) (pertaining
to standard of care for disclosed positions to avoid penalty); Reg. § 1.669 4-1 (e) (2) (pertaining to
verifying information on previously filed returns); Reg. § 1.66 94-2(a) (1) (iii) (pertaining to stan-
dard of care to avoid penalty in the context of disclosed positions); Reg. % 1.6694-2(d)(1)-(3)
(pertaining to effect of adequate disclosure of positions with a reasonable basis); 31 C.ER.
§ 10.34(a)(1)(i)(A), (ii)(A) (2011); see also 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(2)(ii)(E) (2007) (pertaining to
advice excluded from the covered opinion standards); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(3) (2007) (pertaining
to definition of "Federal tax issue"); ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op.
314 (1965) (stating that a lawyer, in preparing a client's tax return, "may freely urge the state-
ment of positions most favorable to the client just as long as there is reasonable basis for those
positions").
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"not frivolous/frivolous."3 Each of these predictive levels of certainty, more-
over, can be reduced to numerical probabilities with "more likely than not"
reflecting more than 50% certainty,31 "substantial authority" ranging from
40% to 50% certainty,32 "realistic possibility of success" pegged at more than
one-third likelihood,33 "reasonable basis" extending from ten to 20%,34 "not
frivolous" from five to ten percent,3 5 and "frivolous" below five percent. 6 At
the same time, while the standard of care requires tax lawyers to render prob-
ability assessments as to the likelihood of success on the merits of a client's
reporting position or transaction (and to reduce the assessment to a numeri-
cal range), they are not the guarantors of that determination.3 Indeed, they
are prohibited from making such guarantees.3"
More than anything, the standard of care established by the Treasury's prac-
tice rules, the Code, and relevant regulations emphasizes process and profes-
sionalism, not predictive absolutism. By focusing on how tax lawyers render
advice, the standard of care puts advisors in the best position to make accu-
rate and unbiased judgments about a client's tax matters. It helps practitio-
ners avoid flawed methodological processes, such as ignoring relevant facts,
attributing too much or too little significance to certain facts or law, failing
to investigate the representations and statements of other persons, or casually
making factual or legal assumptions about a client's desired tax treatment.
The practice rules further improve accuracy and reduce errors by helping tax
lawyers minimize potential psychological biases and misaligned incentives,
such as adopting a client's perspective as one's own, ignoring the implications
of personal financial relationships, or charging fees calculated as a percent-
age of taxes saved rather than work performed. In other words, and as this
Article describes, the prevailing standard of care for tax lawyers and other
tax practitioners aims to reduce human error caused by carelessness, incom-
petence, insufficient inquiry, conflicting interests, and lack of independent
professional judgment.
In this way, the standard of care for tax lawyers, particularly its emphasis
on improving accuracy by sharpening subjective beliefs, reflects a theory of
decision-making known as Bayesian reasoning. The decision theory carrying
30See, e.g., Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(3) (defining the reasonable basis standard); 31 C.ER.
10.34(b)(1), (2)(ii) (2011) (pertaining to rendering advice on documents, affidavits, and
other papers); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(2)(ii)(E) (2007) (pertaining to advice excluded from cov-
ered opinion standards).
31 See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d) (2) (calling "more likely than not" the standard "that is met when
there is a greater than 50-percent likelihood of the position being upheld").
32See infra notes 160-163 and accompanying text and Part 1II.A.1.
"See infra note 475 and accompanying text.
4See infra notes 161-162 and accompanying text.
35j. Timothy Philipps et al., What Part of RPOS Don't You Understand?. An Update and Sur-
vey of Standards for Tax Return Positions, 51 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1163, 1176 (1994).
16 Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(3).
37See infta notes 127-129 and accompanying text.
31See infra notes 221-233 and accompanying text.
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the name of Thomas Bayes, an 18th century English minister, provides a
formally inductive and analytically rigorous way to make probability assess-
ments about the likelihood of future events by updating existing probabilities
as new, relevant information becomes available. Bayes' theorem is elegant in
its simplicity-more knowledge leads to fewer errors-and is reflected in an
aphorism uttered by John Maynard Keynes (himself a Bayesian probabilist)
in response to criticism that he had changed his position on monetary policy
during the course of the Great Depression: "When my information changes,
I alter my conclusions. What do you do sir?"39
Bayes, like Keynes, expressed probability as a logical and conditional rela-
tionship between hypothesis and evidence: (1) form a probabilistic belief
or hypothesis about the likelihood of a future event (what Bayes called the
"prior" probability or simply the "prior"); (2) update the likelihood of the
probabilistic belief as new, relevant information becomes available (what
Bayes called the "posterior probability" or the "posterior"); and (3) start the
process anew with the posterior serving as a recalculated prior.40 The pro-
cess of learning through iterative approximation in light of new evidence and
information, according to Bayesian decision theory, yields increasingly accu-
rate predictions. Or, as statistician Nate Silver has described Bayesian reason-
ing, it focuses on "how we formulate probabilistic beliefs about the world
when we encounter new data,"41 it brings us "closer and closer to the truth as we
gather more evidence, 42 and it reduces uncertainty due to lack of knowledge.
By emphasizing the accumulation of information as a way to reduce uncer-
tainty, Bayesian probability-also known as "subjective" or "conditional"
probability-comprises a form of "epistemic" reasoning (or reasoning about
knowledge and beliefs). The unifying feature of this branch of probability
theory considers additional information as the pathway to acquiring addi-
tional knowledge, forming stronger beliefs, and achieving greater certainty.
As reflective of epistemic reasoning, Bayes' theorem regards uncertainty as
a function of the limits of our knowledge. By comparison, the other major
31 Paul Samuelson, The Keynes Centenary, in THE COLLECTED SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF PAUL
SAMUELSON: VOLUME 5, at 275 (Kate Crowley ed., 1986). The quotation often appears in
shortened form as, "When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?" For
Keynes' thoughts on probability, see JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES, A TREATISE ON PROBABILITY
(1921).
4 The simplest expression of Bayes' theorem states that the (posterior) probability of a
hypothesis is equal to the product of (i) the prior probability of the hypothesis and (ii) the
conditional probability of the new information in light of the hypothesis, divided by (iii) the
probability of the new information. For Bayes' clearest explication of formulating probabilistic
beliefs with the accumulation of new, relevant information, see Thomas Bayes, An Essay Toward
Solving a Problem in the Doctrine of Chances, 53 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY
OF LONDON 370 (1763), as Communicated by Mr. Richard Price in a Letter to John Canton,
M.A. and F.R.S.
4 1 NATE SILVER, THE SIGNAL AND THE NOISE: WHY So MANY PREDICTIONS FAIL-BUT
SOME DON'T 241 (2012).
4 2 1Id. at 242 (emphasis in original).
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branch of probability theory, "aleatory" reasoning-more commonly called
"objective" or "frequency" probability-attempts to improve certainty not
by accumulating knowledge but by measuring random events.43 According
to "frequentists," ascertaining the relative recurrence of randomly uncertain
events through a series of repetitive trials (such as tossing dice, spinning a
roulette wheel, or flipping a coin) reduces uncertainty as the frequency of an
event converges on its natural probability. Thus, for frequentists, the prob-
ability that flipping an honest coin will result in heads coming up 50% of the
time and tails the other 50% is not derived from the fact that the event (i.e.,
flipping an honest coin) involves two equally likely outcomes (or, without
being flippant, equipossible sides of the same coin) but instead that infinitely
repetitive and random experiments derive a frequency of 50%.
Among statisticians, philosophers, and mathematicians, the popularity and
application of the two paradigmatic theories over time has largely depended
on two factors: one's appetite for subjectivity (particularly Bayes' individu-
alistic "prior") and the subject matter under study. 44 Bayes' theorem is silent
on how one determines the original prior probability of a hypothesis, which
can lead to divergent and idiosyncratic estimates. At the same time, theorists
43See, e.g., Edi Karni, Axiomatic Foundations of Expected Utility and Subjective Probability,
in HANDBOOK OF THE ECONOMICS OF RISK AND UNCERTAINTY: VOLUME 1, at 3 (Mark J.
Machina & W Kip Viscusi ed., 2014) (writing that from the very beginning, "the idea of
probability assumed dual meanings: the aleatory meaning, according to which probability is
a theory about the relative frequency of outcomes in repeated trials; and the epistemological
meaning, according to which probability is a theory of measurement of a person's 'degree of
belief' in the truth of propositions, or the likelihoods he assigns to events. Both the 'objective'
and the 'subjective' probabilities, as these meanings are commonly called, played important
roles in the developments that led to the formulation of modern theories of decision making
under risk and under uncertainty and to the theory of statistics").
44For the last 300 years the predominant theory of probability has oscillated between the
epistemic and aleatory approaches. During the 18th century and most of the 19th century,
epistemic probability prevailed, while in the late 19th century the aleatory approach sup-
planted the epistemic approach (including Bayes' decision theory and its variants). See, e.g.,
Andreas Kamlah, The Decline of the Laplacian Theory of Probability: A Study of Stumpf on
Kries, andMeinong, in THE PROBABILITIES REVOLUTION: VOLUME 1, at 91, 112 (Lorenz Kriger
et al. eds., 1990) (describing the turn away from epistemic probability to aleatory probability
beginning in the late 19th century). The dominance of the aleatory approach lasted until the
late 1970s or early 1980s when the epistemic approach experienced a resurgence (thanks,
among other factors, to advances in computing which made complex calculations under Bayes'
theorem more practical). For a discussion of Bayes' theorem, its place in history alongside
aleatory approaches to probability (particularly the frequentist approach), and its recent renais-
sance, see SHARON MERTSCH McGRAYNE, THE THEORY THAT WOULD NOT DIE: How BAYES'
RULE CRACKED THE ENIGMA CODE, HUNTED DowN RUSSIAN SUBMARINES, AND EMERGED
TRIUMPHANT FROM Two CENTURIES OF CONTROVERSY (2011).
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(most notably Leonard Savage45 and his students46) have provided methods
"to furnish the missing ingredient ... necessary to complete Bayes' model."4
Moreover, Bayes' theorem itself accounts for divergent original priors: a first
prior (assuming it was not assigned 100% certainty) loses its influence as
subsequent prior-to-posterior-to-prior iterations of incorporating relevant
information merge toward the truth.4"
With respect to subject matter influencing the preferred decision theory,
the aleatory approach augments inquiries (such as tossing dice) that seek cer-
tainty through improved measurement rather than improved judgment.49
The epistemic approach, and particularly Bayes' theorem, adopts a less anti-
septic view of uncertainty and embraces the variable of human error, which
no tool of measurement-primitive or sophisticated-can overcome.5" Stated
differently, rather than treat probability as the act of counting random events
as precisely as possible, Bayesian decision theory acknowledges its insepa-
rable link to fallible human judgment. It then incorporates the messy reality
of human subjectivity into a rigorous epistemic methodology that increases
accuracy in judgment.
For the subject matter under study in this Article-how the prevail-
ing standard of care for tax lawyers facilitates accurate advice and accurate
returns-Bayesian principles supply the underlying philosophy. We examine
the standards that govern the professional behavior of tax lawyers, that reduce
4 5See, e.g., LEONARD J. SAVAGE, THE FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICS (1954).
4"Three of Savage's best-known pupils include Donald A. Berry (see, e.g., DONALD A. BERRY
& DALENE K. STANGE, BAYESIAN BIOSTATISTICS (1996); DONALD A. BERRY & BERT FRISTEDT,
BANDIT PROBLEMS: SEQUENTIAL ALLOCATION OF EXPERIMENTS (1985); Donald A. Berry, A
Bernoulli Two-Armed Bandit, 43 ANN. MATH. STATIST. 871 (1972)), Morris De Groot (see, e.g.,
RICHARD M. CYERT & MORRIS H. DEGROOT, BAYESIAN ANALYSIS AND UNCERTAINTY IN ECO-
NOMIC THEORY (1987); MORRIS H. DEGROOT, OPTIMAL STATISTICAL DECISIONS (1970)), and
Roy Radner (see, e.g., RoY RADNER, NOTES ON THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC PLANNING (1963);
RoY RADNER & JACOB MARSCHAK, ECONOMIC THEORY OF TEAMS (1972); Roy Radner, Team
Decision Problems, 33 ANN. MATH. STATIST. 857 (1962)).
17Karni, supra note 43, at 5-6 (describing Savage's attempt to provide the "missing link" as
"infer[ring] from the decision maker's choice behavior the prior probabilities that represent
his/her beliefs and, by so doing, to provide choice-based foundations for the existence of a
Bayesian prior. In Savage's theory, new information indicates that an event that a priori is
considered possible is no longer so. The application of Bayes' rule requires that the probability
of the complementary event be increased to 1, and the probabilities assigned to its subevents
be increased equiproportionally").
4 See also SILVER, supra note 41, at 260 (writing that "provided ...everyone is on the
Bayesian train, even incorrect beliefs and quite wrong priors are revised toward the truth in
the end").
491d. at 243 (stating that the aleatory approach "deemphasized the role of prediction and
tried to recast uncertainty as resulting from errors of our measurement rather than the imper-
fections in our judgments").
5'Id. at 253 ("Essentially, the frequentist approach toward statistics seeks to wash its hands
of the reason that predictions most often go wrong: human error. It views uncertainty as some-
thing intrinsic to the experiment rather than something intrinsic to our ability to understand
the real world.").
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errors in judgment and deficits in knowledge, and that protect taxpayers (from
making uninformed decisions due to inaccurate advice), the tax system (from
revenue loss due to inaccurate returns), and tax lawyers themselves (from
professional misconduct and discipline due to inaccurate advice). The tax
lawyer's standard of care, like Bayesian reasoning, assists in thinking through
problems more thoroughly and in "detecting when our gut-level approxima-
tions are much too crude."51 Particularly in the context of novel, aggressive,
or grey-area tax positions, where tax advisors, in calculating probabilities of
success or levels of certainty, might be tempted to rely on the subjective "smell
test,"52 on trusting their gut,53 or on borrowing from the science of handi-
capping horses,54 the tax lawyer's standard of care offers a more analytically
rigorous methodology than mere intuition. That is not to say that experi-
ence and intuition have no place in the ethical tax lawyer's mode of analysis,
particularly in instances where the law offers scant guidance in ascertaining
requisite levels of certainty. But it does mean that the prevailing standard of
care commands tax lawyers to abide by diligent methods of investigation,
independence, and self-reflection before resorting to intuitive conclusions.
The fundamental tenet of Bayes' theorem-updating one's beliefs as new,
relevant information becomes available-is already embedded in the tax
lawyer's affirmative and disciplinary standard of care. For example, the dili-
gence duties briefly noted above obligate tax advisors to update probability
estimates of return positions and tax-minimizing transactions. 55 The detailed
requirements for determining whether a taxpayer's sought after tax treatment
possesses "substantial authority ' 56 provide a particularly clear example of the
duty to update one's advice. These rules prompt tax advisors to make prob-
ability determinations that consider the "evaluation of authorities,' 57 the
51 d. at 246.
52See, e.g., Sheryl Stratton, Circular 230 Changes Fall Short of Expectations, 107 TAx NOTES
(TA) 939, 941 (June 1, 2005) (discussing a "smell test" for whether advice falls inside or out-
side the covered opinion rules); Michael J. Knight, Did the Audit Tick Ruin a Profession?, 104
TAx NOTES (TA) 514, 515 (Aug. 2, 2004) (discussing the "smell test" in the context of evaluat-
ing whether tax advice meets, exceeds, or fails minimum thresholds of professional conduct);
FrankJ. Gould, Giving Tax Advice: Some Ethical Professional, and Legal Considerations, 97 TAx
NOTES (TA) 523, 526 (Oct. 22 2002); Brian H. Holland et al., WhatIs Good Tax Practice: A
PanelDiscussion, 21 N.Y.U. INST. ON FED. TAx'N 23, 38 (1963) (discussing Mortimer Caplin's,
then Commissioner of the Service, lamenting how the lack of formally promulgated ethical
standards specific to tax lawyers results in practitioners relying on subjective "smell tests").
5 When asked by the authors what tax lawyers relied upon most in making probability
assessments on grey-area tax positions, a longtime tax scholar-lawyer smiled, patted his midsec-
tion, and said, "It's all about the gut."
54 Robert P Rothman, Tax Opinion Practice, 64 TAx Law. 301, 326 (2011) (stating that tax
practitioners "like to believe (or at least like to give the impression to our clients) that what we
do is different than handicapping racehorses," but concluding that making informed guesses
may be the best practitioners can do in some circumstances).
55See supra notes 6-17 and accompanying text.
5'6 See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3).
57See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(i).
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"nature of the analysis,"5 and the "types of authority" '59 that influence the
likelihood of success on the merits of a position or transaction."0 In this way,
the standard of care for tax lawyers offers an even more complete method for
making decisions and reducing uncertainty than Bayes' theorem by providing
a roadmap for calculating original prior probabilities (as well as subsequent
posterior probabilities) pertaining to the success or failure of a client's desired
tax treatment.
In demonstrating how the prevailing standard of care for tax lawyers and
other tax practitioners reduces errors and improves accuracy, we pay particu-
larly close attention to the standards pertaining to due diligence, communi-
cating with clients, conflicts of interest, and unreasonable fees. We discuss
the development of these standards, and how the Treasury, Congress, and
the American Bar Association (ABA) forged them over the last 35 years with
the shared goal of facilitating accurate advice and accurate returns, a process
that ultimately harmonized the standard of care for tax advisors with that
for taxpayer-clients. To further illustrate the harmonization of the standards,
we explore five key historical developments involving (1) due diligence as to
marketed tax shelters, (2) communicating with clients as to penalties, judicial
anti-abuse doctrines, covered opinions, and informed written consent to con-
flicts, (3) avoiding and overcoming conflicts of interest, (4) abstaining from
contingent fees, and (5) due diligence as to advising return positions.
While this Article associates for the first time the tax lawyer's standard of
care with principles of probability theory-and specifically with Bayesian
reasoning-it saves for two subsequent articles a more rigorous examina-
tion of the relationship. The second article in this three-part series illustrates
the relationship with a hypothetical case study involving a tax advisor and
her client's tax-planning strategy (a like-kind exchange of collectibles). After
describing the transaction and its interdependent sub-issues, and layering
5
1See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(ii).
5 See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(iii).6
'For another example of the updating responsibility, the prevailing standard of care requires
tax professionals to revise probability assessments appropriately until, and depending on the
circumstances, the date the return or claim for refund is filed, the last day of the taxable year,
the date the return is signed, the date the return is prepared, the date the tax professional
advised on the tax position that gave rise to an understatement of tax, or at any time the
tax professional knew or should have known that the advice was no longer reliable due to
developments in the law. See, e.g., Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(iv)(C) (pertaining to when substan-
tial authority is determined); Reg. % 1.6662-4(g)(1)(i)(A)-(B) (pertaining to overcoming the
understatement penalty for items relating to tax shelters for noncorporate taxpayers); Reg.
§ 1.66 94 -1(a)(2) (pertaining to the date a return is deemed prepared); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(5)
(pertaining to when the more likely than not standard must be satisfied in the context of tax
shelter positions); Reg. § 1.6694-2(e)(5)(iii) (pertaining to reliance on advice of others); Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(e) (6) (pertaining to reliance on generally accepted administrative or industry prac-
tice); Reg. § 6664(d)(4)(A)(i) (pertaining to "reasonable belief" under the reasonable cause
exception for reportable transaction understatements); Reg. § 1.6664-4(f)(2)(i)(B) (pertaining
to the "belief requirement" in the context of substantial understatement penalties attributable
to tax shelter items of corporations).
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the hypothetical with complicating factors (such as ascertaining the relevant
facts and evolving law, relying on the advice of other professionals, commu-
nicating potential risks to the client, and addressing conflicts of interest), we
simulate ranges of likely outcomes for the sub-issues, and derive estimates
(some obtained through Bayesian reasoning) for the overall transaction's like-
lihood of success on the merits. Preliminary results from our analysis have
prompted one reader to urge, "I hope you won't flinch from telling advisors
how unlikely overall success can be, even with relatively favorable outcomes
"161on the sub-issues.
Meanwhile, the third and final article will aim to show how courts interpret
tax advisors' reasoning and conclusions as to overall success on the merits
of tax-favored transactions. We endeavor to learn how courts evaluate the
behavior of tax advisors vis-h-vis the prevailing standard of care. With pub-
lished misconduct cases involving tax advisors in short supply (due to set-
tlements and arbitration clauses), we needed a proxy to investigate judicial
evaluation of tax practitioner behavior. In the end, we decided to inventory
and analyze all cases involving the section 6664 "reasonable cause and good
faith" defense to penalties, a defense that taxpayers can establish by showing
reasonable reliance on professional tax advice. It is our hope that a complete
dataset involving section 6664 cases-many of which focus on the behavior
of tax advisors-will illuminate what aspects of the tax advisor's standard of
care courts consider most important.
Before unduly frightening tax professionals everywhere-by predicting low
probabilities of success and quantifying the interrogating nature of section
6664 cases-we must first examine how the prevailing standard of care gov-
erning tax practice, with its emphasis on improved knowledge and reduced
errors in judgment, helps practitioners render accurate advice while also help-
ing taxpayers report accurate returns.
II. Regulating a Profession: Circular 230 as the (Gold) Standard of Care
Tax professionals are subject to more than one standard of care. For tax
advisors who are also lawyers, the applicable standards include the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct (which every state except California
6 This same commentator, a longtime and highly-respected member of the New York tax
bar, further stated, "I hope your audiences howl with shock when you show them what can
produce overall expectations of 1% or even 10%."
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has adopted in whole or in part), 2 ABA formal ethics opinions interpreting
the Model Rules as applied to tax lawyers,63 and Circular 230, the Treasury
regulations governing federal tax practice.64 Tax professionals who are also
certified public accountants are similarly subject to the strictures of Circular
230 in addition to the practice standards promulgated by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).65 Finally, both tax lawyers
and accountants must abide by the standards of care pertaining to tax return
positions contained in the penalty provisions of the Code and the regulations
62Members of the California State Bar are regulated by the Rules of Professional Conduct,
a compilation of ethical guidelines that for most of its existence resided in the state's Business
and Professions Code. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code % 6000-6243 (West 2014), available at
http://rules.calbar.ca.gov/Rules/RulesofProfessionalConduct/CurrentRules.aspx. California is
not alone in customizing its ethical rules governing attorneys. Many states that adopted the
ABA Model Rules have enacted their own versions. New York, for instance, replaced its long-
standing New York Code of Professional Responsibility in April 2009 with the New York Rules
of Professional Conduct, making it the last state to abandon the traditional format of the ABA
Model Code of Professional Responsibility, an architecture that the ABA itself abandoned in
1983 and that included binding disciplinary rules and nonbinding ethical considerations all
arranged under canons. The (new) New York Rules of Professional Conduct largely track the
structure of the ABA Model Rules but "maintain much of the language and substance" of the
(old) New York Code. Roy Simon, Comparing the New NY Rules of Professional Conduct to
the NY Code of Professional Responsibility, last accessed Oct. 13, 2014, http://www.nysba.org/
correlationchart/.
6 There are three such opinions: Formal Op. 85-352, supra note 28; Formal Op. 346, supra
note 26; and Formal Op. 314, supra note 29.
64See 31 C.ER. § 10 (2014). Tax law is not the only practice area subject to federal regula-
tion. Securities lawyers face particularized practice standards under the disciplinary rules gov-
erning the professional conduct of attorneys "appearing and practicing" before the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC). See SEC Standards of Professional Conduct for Attorneys
Appearing and Practicing Before the Commission in the Representation of an Issuer, 17 C.ER.
205 (2012); SEC Rules of Practice, 17 C.ER. § 201.102(e) (2003).
65For ethical standards governing CPAs, see AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS, CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT (2014), available at http://www.aicpa.org/
RESEARCH/STANDARDS/CODEOFCONDUCT/Pages/default.aspx; AMERICAN INSTI-
TUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, STATEMENTS ON STANDARDS FOR TAX SERVICES
(2010), available at http://www.aicpa.org/Research/Standards/Pages/default.aspx.
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promulgated thereunder, including most prominently sections 6662, 6664,
and 6694.66
While each of the above standards possesses independent moral and legal
authority, Circular 230 has emerged as the prevailing standard for tax profes-
sionals. No other standard provides such detailed rules of behavior for tax
"practitioners" nationwide, not only for lawyers and accountants, but also for
enrolled agents, enrolled actuaries, enrolled retirement plan agents, and reg-
istered tax return preparers. 7 No other standard, moreover, garners as much
'6While section 6694 applies most directly to practitioners by imposing penalties on return
preparers for understatements of a taxpayer-client's tax liability, both section 6662 (pertaining
to accuracy-relared penalties imposed on taxpayers) and section 666 4 (c) (pertaining to the
reasonable cause and good faith defense against penalties for taxpayers) implicate and inform
practitioners' standard of care. See I.R.C. § 669 4 (a)(1); see also Reg. % 1.6694-1, 1.6694-2,
1.6694-3. For example, practitioners can avoid imposition of penalties by showing that a posi-
tion on which they advised had "substantial authority," a level of certainty defined in Regula-
tion section 1.6662-4(d) and explicitly cross-referenced in Regulation sections 1.6694-1 (a)(1),
1.6694(a)(1)(ii), and 1.6694-2(b)(1)-(3). In the same manner, Regulation section 1.6694-
2(d)(2) adopts the definition of "reasonable basis" under Regulation section 1.6662-3(b)(3),
while Regulation section 1.6694-2(d)(3) adopts the definition of "adequate disclosure" under
Regulation section 1.6662-4(f). For its part, taxpayers can establish the section 6664 defense
to penalties by showing reasonable reliance on professional tax advice, with the reasonable-
ness inquiry turning on whether the taxpayer's advisor met her standard of care in rendering
the advice. See Reg. § 1.6664 -4 (c). Throughout this Article, we discuss the overlap of the tax
advisor's standard of care with that of the taxpayer's, with special focus on the "substantial
authority' standard (see Part III.A. 1) and the section 6664 defense to penalties (see Part IIIE).
617See 31 C.ER. § 10.3(a)-(f) (2014). A recent U.S. Court of Appeals decision challenged
the authority of the Treasury to regulate "tax return preparers" under Circular 230. See Loving
v. IRS, 742 E3d 1013 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (invalidating CLE and certification requirements-
which the Service had imposed in an effort to tackle widespread fraud, on hundreds of thou-
sands of unregulated tax return preparers-on grounds that the authorizing statute provides
insufficient authority). The decision, at least as currently interpreted, has no bearing on the
brand of tax practice and tax advising discussed in this Article. See also Lawrence B. Gibbs,
Loving v. IRS: Treasurys Authority to Regulate Tax Return Preparers, 141 Tax NOTES (TA) 331,
337 (Oct. 21, 2013) (arguing that amendments in 2011 to Circular 230 covering tax return
preparation by commercial preparers "are authoritative and should be upheld"); Brief for For-
mer Commissioners of Internal Revenue as Amici Curiae Supporting Appellants, Loving v.
IRS, 742 E3d 1013 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (No. 13-061), 2013 WL 1386248, at *16-17 ("In 1884,
Congress empowered the Treasury to regulate the conduct of claims agents pursuing financial
benefits from the government; and in 2013 the Treasury retains that authority to regulate the
conduct of tax return preparers who similarly assist preparing and filing tax returns that pres-
ent to the Treasury millions of claims worth billions of dollars each year."). But see Steve R.
Johnson, Loving and Legitimacy: IRS Regulation of Tax Return Preparation, 60 VILL. L. Rev.
515 (2014) (arguing that the statute authorizing Circular 230 does not confer authority to
regulate tax return preparation).
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respect from tax professionals68 or imposes such strictly enforced disciplinary
rules rather than loosely enforced aspirational guidelines.69 Furthermore, no
other standard of conduct has influenced the development of the other stan-
dards as thoroughly as Circular 230,7o or embedded its principles of accuracy
and minimizing errors, 71 or been adopted as the standard of care in different
jurisdictions and in both state and federal courts.72 For more than 125 years,
the Treasury has enjoyed broad authority to regulate federal tax professionals.
In 1884, Congress authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate rules
and regulations "governing the recognition of agents ... representing claim-
ants before his Department."'71 Under this statutory authority,74 the Treasury
issued relatively few rules of practice until 192 1,75 when it first published
Circular 230. 76 Subsequently, federal courts examining the Treasury's ability
to regulate federal tax practice found that the Treasury's "disciplinary author-
ity clearly extends to all practitioners before the Treasury Department"77 and
"
5As legal scholar Michael Lang writes, "When tax practitioners think of who addresses sub-
standard behavior to their colleagues they think of the IRS Office of Professional Responsibil-
ity [which enforces Circular 230 rules] and they are right to do so." Michael B. Lang, Thinking
About Tax Malpractice, 32 ABA SECTION OF TAxATION NEws QUARTERLY 1 (Fall 2012). In
addition, it is safe to say that tax lawyers are more likely to follow changes in the law pertain-
ing to due diligence standards under Circular 230 (or the Code, for that matter) than under
the ABA Model Rules. Moreover, they surely are more likely to know that section 10.22 of
Circular 230 contains the Treasury's general due diligence requirements than that Model Rule
1.3 contains the ABA's (or their state bar's) diligence obligations.
", See supra notes 18-25 and accompanying text; see also infra notes 86-111 and accompany-
ing text.
"See infta Part IV.
' See infra Parts III and IV
72See infra notes 74, 77-78 and accompanying text; see also Lang, supra note 68, at 28 (writ-
ing that "breaches of Circular 230 rules that either parallel state bar ethics rules or are designed
to protect clients are likely to be treated like breaches of such state bar ethics rules," stating by
way of example that breaches of sections 10.21 and 10.22 "are likely to be allowed to be offered
in court as evidence of the breach of a duty to the client").
7'Act of July 7, 1884, § 3, 23 Stat. 258 (codified as 31 U.S.C. § 330, Practice before the
Department).
74See, e.g., Falsone v. United States, 205 E2d 734, 741 (5th Cit. 1953) (acknowledging the
Treasury's historical authority to promulgate rules and regulations "governing recognition of
attorneys and agents representing persons before the Treasury Department"); Agran v. Shapiro,
127 Cal. App. 2d Supp. 807, 820-21 (Super. Ct. 1954) (recognizing the longstanding author-
ity of the Treasury to promulgate and enforce regulations pertaining to the practice of persons
appearing before it).
75See Bryan T. Camp, 'Loving" Return Preparer Regulation, 140 TAx NOTES (TA) 457, 458
(July 29, 2013) (quoting a 1927 article authored by the Chairman of the Treasury's Commit-
tee on Enrollment and Disbarment stating that, until 1921, "the rules governing practice were
few, and applicants were enrolled without special investigation as to their character and qualifi-
cations"). Prior to 1921, the Treasury published at least three regulations governing federal tax
practice: Circular 13 (Feb. 6, 1886) (pertaining to internal taxes), Circular 94, (Oct. 4, 1890)
(same), and T.D. 32974 (Nov. 30, 1912) (pertaining to customs duties).
16T.D. 38773, Circular No. 230 (Feb. 15, 1921).
77Poole v. United States, 84-2 U.S.T.C. 9612, 54 A.ET.R.2d 5536 (D.D.C. 1984).
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covers "in a general way, the activities of practitioners."8 Moreover, Congress
has repeatedly reauthorized this broad grant of authority," which courts have
found permits the Treasury "to judge the character, reputation, and compe-
tence of those who practice[] before it."88
Today, Circular 230 provides the prevailing standard of care for tax prac-
titioners representing taxpayers "before the IRS.""1 It specifies sanctions for
violating its rules.82 And it prescribes disciplinary proceedings for adjudicat-
ing those violations.8 3 The Treasury broadly defines "practice before the IRS"
as "all matters connected with a presentation to the Internal Revenue Service
or any of its officers or employees relating to a taxpayer's rights, privileges,
or liabilities under laws or regulations administered by the Internal Revenue
Service."84 Moreover, "presentations" include "preparing documents; filing
documents; corresponding and communicating with the Internal Revenue
Service; rendering written advice with respect to any entity, transaction,
plan or arrangement, or other plan or arrangement having a potential for
tax avoidance or evasion; and representing a client at conferences, hearings
and meetings."8 5
"Id. at 9612, 54 A.F.T.R.2d. at 5537. For federal courts recognizing Circular 230 as the
governing standard of care for federal tax practitioners, see Banister v. U.S. Dep't of the Trea-
sury, 499 Fed. App'x 668 (9th Cit. 2012); Diaz v. Century Pac. Inv. Corp., 21 E3d 1112 (9th
Cir. 1994); Owrutsky v. Brady, 925 E2d 1457 (4th Cir. 1991); Silverton v. U.S. Dep't of the
Treasury, 644 E2d 1341 (9th Cir. 1981); Pope v. United States, 599 E2d 1383 (5th Cir. 1979);
Harary v. Blumenthal, 555 E2d 1113 (2d Cit. 1977); Falsone, 205 F.2d 734; Ryan, LLC v.
Lew, 934 F Supp. 2d 159 (D.D.C. 2013) ("Simply stated, Circular 230 delineates who may
practice before the Service, the standards and restrictions such persons must follow, and the
sanctions imposed for violations of such standards and restrictions."); United States v. Tomlin-
son, 2013-2 U.S.T.C. 1 50,414, 111 A.ET.R.2d 2431 (D. Kan. 2013); Loving v. IRS, 917 E
Supp. 2d 67, 71 (D.D.C. 2013); Legel v. U.S. Dep't of the Treasury, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
136257 (S.D. Fl. 2011); Banister v. U.S. Dep't of the Treasury, 2012-2 U.S.T.C. 50,680,
110 A.ET.R.2d 6794 (N.D. Cal. 2011); Daniels v. United States, 2006-1 USTC 50,310,
97 A.ET.R.2d 2280 (N.D. Ga. 2006); Jordan v. United States, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32076
(D. Conn. 2005); Sicignano v. United States, 127 E Supp 2d 325 (D. Conn. 2001); Inst. of
Certified Practitioners v. Bentsen, 874 E Supp 1370 (N.D. Ga. 1994). For state courts recog-
nizing Circular 230 as the standard of care for tax practitioners, see N.Y. State Ass'n of Enrolled
Agents, Inc. v. N.Y. State Dep't of Taxation and Fin., 29 Misc. 3d 332, 333-38 (N.Y Sup. Ct.
2010); Estate of Heinz, 2006 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 4230, at *2 (Surrogate's Ct. of N.Y., New York
Cnty. 2006); Carberry v. State Bd. of Accountancy, 28 Cal. App. 4th 770, 790 (Cal. Ct. App.
1994); N.Y. State Soc. of Enrolled Agents v. N.Y. State Div. of Tax Appeals, 161 A.D.2d 1, 7
(N.Y. App. Div. 1990); Agran, 127 Cal. App. 2d Supp., at 820-21.
7
1See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 82-2518, at 13 (1953); H.R. Rep. No. 89-1141, at 3 (1965) ("In
imposing admission requirements on prospective practitioners, the Internal Revenue Service is
acting under authority of the Act of July 7, 1884.").
"
5Poole, 84-2 U.S.T.C. at 9612, 54 A.ET.R.2d at 5537.
8 'See 31 C.F.R. § 10.20-.38 (2014).
82See id. § 10.50-.53 (2014).
"3See id. § 10.60-82 (2014).
4Id. § 10.2(a)(4 ) (2014).5JId.
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Substantively, Circular 230 articulates affirmative obligations for practi-
tioners and proscribes behavior that violates those obligations8" (or that oth-
erwise demonstrates "incompetence and disreputable conduct")8 with the
force of sanctions that include censure, monetary penalties, suspension, and
disbarment.88 The Treasury's Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR)
handles "matters related to practitioner conduct and.., discipline"89 with the
OPR Director initiating disciplinary proceedings under section 10.60. The
Director also has the authority to undertake "expedited proceedings" against
practitioners under section 10.82 by suspending them from practice based
on final prior adjudications in other judicial or administrative proceedings.9"
Since 1998,9' the Treasury has periodically published in the Internal
Revenue Bulletin a list of disciplinary actions taken against practitioners.
92
The description of the action taken typically includes the disciplined prac-
titioner's name, address, professional designation, a brief description of the
disciplinary sanction, and effective dates of sanction. 93 As of February 24,
2014, the Treasury had published 72 such announcements describing disci-
plinary actions against more than 2,500 practitioners. 94 While the vast major-
ity of disciplinary dispositions involve "expedited proceedings" under section
10.82, 95 the published descriptions of practitioner misconduct include a wide
range of violations under Circular 230, including section 10.20 (information
56See id. § 10.52 (2014).
87Id. 10.51 (2014).
"
5See id .§ 10.50 (2014).
89d § 10.1(a)(1) (2014).
9"See id. § 10.82 (2014). While the majority of these prior proceedings involve suspen-
sion or revocation of a professional license, they also include convictions of tax crimes, court
sanctions relating to a taxpayer's liability or the practitioner's personal tax liability, and crimes
"involving dishonesty or breach of trust, or any felony involving conduct that renders the
practitioner unfit to practice before the [Internal Revenue Service] ." See Circular 230 Disciplin-
ary Proceedings, IRS, Aug. 20, 2014, http://www.irs.gov/Tax-Professionals/Enrolled-Agents/
Circular-230-Disciplinary-Proceedings.
"'See 1998-06 I.R.B. 1 (Feb. 9, 1998).
92See 31 C.F.R. § 10.80 (2014).
93 Sanctions are published when (1) an Administrative Law Judge or the Secretary's delegate
on appeal issues a final agency decision (discussed infra at notes 103-104 and accompanying
text), (2) OPR resolves a disciplinary matter with a signed "consent to sanction" by which the
practitioner admits to violating one or more Circular 230 provisions, or (3) OPR issues "a
decision in an expedited proceeding for suspension." See Circular 230 Disciplinary Proceedings,
supra note 90.
94For IRBs containing OPR "Announcements of Disciplinary Actions," see Disciplinary
Sanctions -IRB, IRS, updated Sept. 2, 2014, http://www.irs.gov/portal/site/irspup/menuite-
m.143f806b5568dcd501db6ba54251a0a0/?vgnextoid=8272cd489f916310VgnVCM10000
0351f0a0aRCRD&vgnextchannel-9a9246d96426431OVgnVCM 1000004e0d01OaRCRD.
95See supra note 90 and accompanying text.
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to be furnished to the Service),96 section 10.22 (diligence as to accuracy),9
section 10.29 (conflicting interests),98 section 10.30 (solicitation),99 section
10.33 (tax shelter opinions, effective from 1984 to 2004, recodified as "Best
practices" in 2004),1"' section 10.34 (standards for advising tax return posi-
tions and for preparing or signing returns),1"1 and section 10.51 (disreputable
conduct). 102
In 2007, the OPR also began publishing final agency decisions on disci-
plinary proceedings, which include unappealed ALJ decisions, decisions of
the designated appellate authority, and decisions of federal district courts and
circuit courts. 10 3 As of February 24, 2014, the Treasury had published deci-
sions in 106 proceedings involving 70 practitioners. These published deci-
sions contain the usual trappings of judicial opinions, including statements of
fact, fact to law analysis, discussion, and conclusion. Compared to the short,
periodic summaries of disciplinary sanctions discussed above, these decisions
allow for broader observations on the Treasury's disciplinary authority, on the
public purposes of Circular 230, and ultimately, on federal tax practitioners'
professional responsibilities.
10 4
The agency decisions recognize that federal agencies have long had the
authority and power "to regulate those who practice before them," a power
96See, e.g., Announcement 2012-08, 2012-07 I.R.B. 373-75; Announcement 2008-52,
2008-22 I.R.B. 1040-41.
97See, e.g., Announcement 2011-44, 2011-33 I.R.B. 166-67; Announcement 2011-41,
2011-28 I.R.B. 50-51; Announcement 2011-24, 2011-12 I.R.B. 571; Announcement 2010-
53, 2010-36 I.R.B. 324; Announcement 2010-51, 2010-33 I.R.B. 264; Announcement
2009-75, 2009-42 I.R.B. 538; Announcement 2009-68, 2009-38 I.R.B. 390; Announcement
2009-65, 2009-36 I.R.B. 320; Announcement 2009-46, 2009-21 I.R.B. 1043; Announce-
ment 2008-77, 2008-33 I.R.B. 396; Announcement 2008-52, 2008-22 I.R.B. 1041, 1046,
1050.
98See, e.g., Announcement 2012-33, 2012-35 I.R.B. 327.
99See, e.g., Announcement 2008-52, 2008-22 I.R.B. 1046.1
'See, e.g., Announcement 2010-43, 2010-27 I.R.B. 44.1
'See, e.g., Announcement 2010-53, 2010-36 I.R.B. 324; Announcement 2008-52, 2008-
22 I.R.B. 1050.102See, e.g., Announcement 2010-53, 2010-36 I.R.B. 324; Announcement 2010-51, 2010-
33 I.R.B. 263-64; Announcement 2010-43, 2010-27 I.R.B. 44; Announcement 2009-75,
2009-42 I.R.B. 538, 540-41; Announcement 2009-68, 2009-38 I.R.B. 390; Announcement
2008-52, 2008-22 I.R.B. 1041.
113For final agency decisions, see FinalAgency Decisions, IRS, Aug. 21, 2014, http://www.irs.
gov/Tax-Professionals/Enrolled-Actuaries/Final-Agency-Decisions.
"'For additional analyses of these decisions and what they say about OPR's "thought pro-
cess as it enforces Circular 230 professional standards," see generally Jeremiah Coder, Circular
230 andDue Process, 135 Tax NOTES (TA) 538 (Apr. 30, 2012); Jeremiah Coder, OPR' Role in
Guiding Practitioner Sanctions, 134 TAx NOTES (TA) 1347 (Mar. 12, 2012); Jeremiah Coder,
Strong Headwinds for Those Facing Circular 230 Discipline, 131 TAX NOTES (TA) 539 (May 9,
2011).
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that the Treasury wields through Circular 230.1"5 They further recognize that
practicing before the Service "is a privilege," and "one cannot partake of that
privilege without also taking on the responsibilities of complying with the
regulations that govern such practice."1"6 These duties include obligations to
taxpayer-clients, to the general public, and to the tax system. Circular 230
provides "rules and regulations relating to a practitioner's activities as a tax-
payer representative, as an adviser to taxpayers and relating to the practitio-
ner's conduct of his or her own tax and other affairs." 1 7 As such, the Treasury's
practice rules "are designed to protect the Department and the public from
persons unfit to practice before the IRS."1 ' In meeting this "fitness to prac-
tice" standard, practitioners must conduct themselves as persons with "'spe-
cial skills' with regard to taxation" who "occup[y] a place of public trust"1 9
and on whom "the IRS relies heavily.., to perform their tasks diligently and
responsibly." ' "Breaches of professional responsibility by authorized practi-
tioners," these decisions observe, "jeopardize the achievement of the objec-
tives of our tax laws and can inflict great damage on the public perception of
fairness."1 11
The affirmative duties delineated in Circular 230 assist tax practitioners in
fulfilling their professional responsibility to render accurate advice, which, in
1
0
5Director, Office of Prof'l Responsibility v. Baldwin, No. 2010-08, slip op. at 5 (2010); see
also Director, Office of Prof'l Responsibility v. Dwayne H. Coston, No. 2010-19, slip op. at 7
(2011); Director, Office of Prof'I Responsibility v. C. Wesley Craft, No. 2010-12, slip op. at 9
(2011); Director, Office of Prof'l Responsibility v. Donald A. Navatsyk, No. 2010-03, slip op.
at 7 (2010); Director, Office of Prof'l Responsibility v. James E. Barr, No. 2009-09, slip op. at
5 (2010). Like the decisions from federal courts, see supra note 78 and accompanying text, the
agency decisions adopt a broad interpretation of what it means to practice "before the Internal
Revenue Service." See, e.g., Director, Office of Prof'I Responsibility v. Philip G. Panitz, No.
2006-25, slip op. at 2 (2009) (finding jurisdiction over a practitioner because he had practiced
as a tax attorney for 20 years (including the years at issue) and thus "engaged in practice before
the Service within the purview" of Circular 230 and "bound" by its rules and regulations);
Director, Office of Prof'l Responsibility v. Leonard Fein, No. 2006-33, slip op. at 4 (2008)
(subjecting a practitioner to the strictures of Circular 230 based on the fact that he was a CPA
and that he had represented taxpayers before the Service earlier in his career); Director, Office
of Prof'l Responsibility v. Joseph R. Banister, No. 2003-02, slip op. at 25-26 (2004) (finding
that "with regard to oral and written representations made to either the Treasury or to a client
in connection with any matter administered by the Internal Revenue Service, each attorney,
certified public accountant, enrolled agent and enrolled actuary is required to exercise due
diligence in determining the correctness of such statements").1
06Baldwin, No. 2010-08 at 6; Coston, No. 2010-19 at 9; Craft, No. 2010-12 at 13; Navat-
syk, No. 2010-03 at 9; Barr, No. 2009-09 at 7.
1"7Banister, No. 2003-02 at 15.
"'Baldwin, No. 2003-02 at 5. For more on the "fitness to practice" standard, see Direc-
tor, Office of Prof'I Responsibility v. Edgar H. Gee, Jr., No. 2009-3 1, slip op. at 38 (2011);
Coston, No. 2010-19 at 9; Craft, No. 2010-12 at 13; Director, Office of Prof'I Responsibility
v. Donald J. Petrillo, No. 2009-21, slip op. at 10 (2010); Navatsyk, No. 2010-03 at 9; Barr,
No. 2009-09 at 6.
9 Gee, No. 2009-31 at 39.
1 101.
I1Il6d.
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turn, informs accurate returns and facilitates compliance with the law. The
standard of care contained in Circular 230 explicitly aims to reduce human
error caused by carelessness, incompetence, lack of inquiry or communica-
tion, conflicting interests (including personal interests), lack of independent
professional judgment, and otherwise flawed or biased practices or mis-
aligned incentives. Consider a few examples of the most salient duties under
Circular 230:
The standards pertaining to due diligence require advisors to, among
other things, investigate facts, to remain informed and abreast of the
law, to evaluate all federal tax issues associated with a taxpayer-client's
position or transaction, to track courts' use of anti-abuse regulations
and doctrines as well as how the deployment of such doctrines var-
ies across jurisdictions and venues, to know the government's litigating
position and strategy with respect to material tax issues and tax avoid-
ance transactions, and at the end of the day, to articulate a conclusion
as to the likelihood of success on the merits not just for each material
tax issue comprising a transaction but also for the overall transaction. 112
The standards for communicating with taxpayer-clients assist practitio-
ners in reducing errors by helping them understand a client's purposes,
goals, and motives in planning a transaction, taking a filing position,
investing in litigation, or considering controverted issues. In so doing,
the standards help practitioners become familiar with their clients'
affairs, assist in meeting not just the above-noted due diligence standard
but also in satisfying the informed consent requirement under the con-
flicting interests rules (see immediately below), and in reducing the like-
lihood of biased probability assessments associated with failing to learn
or understand a client's risk profile or underlying motives in seeking tax
reduction. The communication requirement also keeps taxpayer-clients
informed of their options by, among other things, advising them of
penalties that might apply to certain reporting positions and ways to
avoid penalties through disclosure.' 13
For yet another example of Circular 230 helping practitioners and their
clients reduce errors, consider the standard for avoiding conflicts of inter-
est. This omnipresent standard forces practitioners to evaluate (and then
reevaluate regularly) whether relationships, responsibilities, pecuni-
ary incentives, fee structures, or other potential biases and misaligned
incentives might adversely affect representation of a taxpayer-client or
compromise the advisor's ability to render independent professional
advice. The standard also requires practitioners to communicate any
conflicts with taxpayer-clients, to discuss the potential implications of
"
2 See infra Part III.A.113See infta Part III.B.
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the conflicts, and to receive informed consent confirmed in writing to
continue representation.
14
Finally, Circular 230 rules further assist practitioners in rendering accu-
rate advice by prohibiting unconscionable fees and by severely restricting
contingent fees. Both kinds of fee arrangements can cloud professional
judgment and result in biased, conflicted assessments of a reporting
position or transaction's likelihood of success on the merits. Moreover,
contingent fees exploit the "audit lottery" by encouraging taxpayer-cli-
ents to take overaggressive positions for which their tax advisor earns a
fee only if the position avoids detection.115
In emphasizing accurate advice and accurate returns, Circular 230's stan-
dard of care protects taxpayers, tax advisors, and the tax system. Taxpayer-
clients can make more informed decisions about what to put on their returns,
which protects them from having a return position challenged by the Service,
litigated in court, invalidated on the merits, and subject to interest charges
and penalties (with the latter levy often imposed by both federal and state tax
authorities). For their part, tax advisors benefit by not subjecting taxpayer-
clients to undue risk and liability, which, in addition to upholding the ethical
axiom of"do no harm," protects the advisor from avoiding charges of profes-
sional misconduct (and in defending against such charges). 16 Moreover, by
fortifying its strictures of accurate advice with the palpable threat of disciplin-
ary proceedings and sanctions, Circular 230 further protects tax professionals
from losing clients to less ethical advisors. By the same token, accurate advice
and accurate returns protect the tax system by raising compliance among tax-
payers at all income levels and by bolstering fairness, both real and perceived,
under the tax laws.
Il. Building an Ober Standard: Circular 230, the Code, and the
ABA Model Rules
This Part examines more closely how the standards of care in Circular
230 aim to improve the accuracy of tax advisors' judgment and advice. It
evaluates, in particular, the rules pertaining to due diligence, communica-
tion, conflicting interests, and unconscionable and contingent fees. In dis-
cussing these rules, we evaluate complementary and overlapping standards
of care contained in the Code and its underlying regulations, especially the
rules reflected in sections 6662, 6664, and 6694. Furthermore, we highlight
specific ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, both for their relevance
to tax lawyers and their influence on the development of the Treasury's
rules and regulations. Meanwhile, we deemphasize (without ignoring) the
114,See infra Part III.C.
'15See infra Part III.D.
"'See Kip Dellinger, Beware Conflicts of Interest, 139 TAx NOTES (TA) 533, 535 (Apr. 29,
2013) (extending the universal ethical principle to tax practice: "The same requirement applies
to the tax professional as to the doctor: Do no harm.").
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persuasiveness of the three ABA formal opinions pertaining to tax practice
due to their outmoded standards (including, for example, the obsolete "realis-
tic possibility of success" standard for advising reporting positions in Opinion
85-352 or the corrupted "reasonable basis" standard for return preparation
in Opinion 314) as well as their comparative lack of authority vis-h-vis the
other standards. In addition, while we discuss the tax lawyer's duties in turn,
we are careful to illustrate how the standards overlap and inform each other;
for example, we have already seen how obligations under the communication
standard are part and parcel of the diligence and conflicts standard as well as
how restrictions on unconscionable and contingent fees reinforce the con-
flicting interests standard.
We conclude this Part with a discussion of the taxpayer's defense to statu-
tory penalties. We demonstrate that taxpayers wishing to establish reasonable
reliance on the advice of a tax professional to overcome penalties must show
that the advice itself was reasonable, a requirement that effectively turns the
tax advisor's standard of care into the taxpayer's standard of care. More point-
edly, taxpayer-clients are on the hook for professional advice that falls below
the standard of care.
A. 7he Standard for Due Diligence and Competence
The Treasury, through Circular 230, has long required tax practitioners to
exercise a high degree of due diligence. As importantly, it has recognized that
accurate returns are the byproduct of diligent and accurate advice. Indeed, the
Circular's general due diligence standard contained in section 10.22 governs
"diligence as to accuracy."117 Virtually unchanged since 1966,115 the standard
obligates practitioners to exercise due diligence in the preparation, approval,
and filing of all documents with the Service, and to determine the "correct-
ness" of any oral or written representations made by the practitioner to the
Treasury as well as to the practitioner's taxpayer-clients.119
Additional and more particularized due diligence requirements are sprin-
kled throughout the Circular. The practitioner must not base her advice on
unreasonable factual or legal assumptions, 121 including "assumptions as to
future events." '121 Prohibited assumptions encompass those that the prac-
11731 C.ER. § 10.22 (2007).
"
1 See31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug. 13, 1966).
"931 C.ER. § 10.22(a) (2007).
'
2
1See id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (expecting the practitioner to evaluate "the reasonableness
of any assumptions or representations .. .and arriv[e] at a conclusion supported by the law
and the facts"); id. § 10.37(a)(2)(i) (2014) (requiring practitioners to "[b]ase the written
advice on reasonable factual and legal assumptions"); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(ii) (2007) (prohibiting
"unreasonable factual assumptions" in the context of covered opinions); id. § 10.35(c)(1)
(iii) (2007) (prohibiting "unreasonable factual representations, statements or findings of the
taxpayer or any other person" in the context of covered opinions); id. § 10.35(c)(2)(ii) (2007)
(prohibiting opinions based on "any unreasonable legal assumptions, representations, or
conclusions").
121Id. § 10.37(a)(2)(i) (2014).
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titioner "knows or should know [are] incorrect or incomplete," '122 such as
assumptions as to the business purpose or pretax profit potential of a transac-
tion or the accuracy of valuations, projections, appraisals, and financial fore-
casts. In addition, the practitioner must ascertain and consider all relevant
facts,12 relate the applicable law-including potentially applicable judicial
doctrines-to the relevant facts,124 and never, in evaluating the merits of a tax
position or transaction, "take into account the possibility that a tax return will
not be audited or that a matter will not be raised on audit." '125 The Code and
112Id. § 10.35(c)(1)(ii) (2007).
123 See id. § 10.37(a)(2)(ii) & (iii) (2014) (practitioner must "[rleasonably consider all rel-
evant facts and circumstances that the practitioner knows or reasonably should know" and
"[u]se reasonable efforts to identify and ascertain the facts relevant to written advice on each
Federal tax matter"); id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (practitioner should "[e]stablish[] the facts" and
"determin[e] which facts are relevant"); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(i) (2007) (pertaining to "covered
opinions" and obligating the practitioner to "use reasonable efforts to identify and ascertain
the facts, which may relate to future events if a transaction is prospective or proposed, and to
determine which facts are relevant. The opinion must identify and consider all facts that the
practitioner determines to be relevant"); see also ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'I Responsibil-
ity, Formal Op. 346 (1982) (stating the lawyer "should ... make inquiry of his client as to
the relevant facts and receive answers. If any of the alleged facts, or the alleged facts taken as a
whole, are incomplete in any material respect; or are suspect; or are inconsistent; or either on
their face or on the basis of other known facts are open to question, the lawyer should make
further inquiry.").
114See 31 C.ER. § 10.37(a)(2)(v) (2014) (practitioner must "[r]elate applicable law and
authorities to facts"); id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (practitioner should "relat[e] the applicable law
(including potentially applicable judicial doctrines) to the relevant facts"); id. § 10.35(c)(2)(i)
(2007) (practitioner "must relate the applicable law (including potentially applicable judicial
doctrines) to the relevant facts" in the context of covered opinions); see also ABA Comm. on
Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 346 (1982) (in the context of tax shelter opinions,
"the lawyer should relate the law to the actual facts to the extent the facts are ascertainable
when the offering materials are being circulated").
'2531 C.F.R. § 10.37(a)(2)(vi) (2014); see also id. § 10.35(c)(3)(iii) (2007) (same, in the
context of covered opinions, while also prohibiting practitioners from considering whether an
"an issue will be resolved through settlement if raised" on audit).
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Treasury regulations reflect and reinforce these requirements, particularly in
sections 6662, 6664, and 6694.126
In heeding Circular 230's due diligence duties when rendering advice on
the merits of federal tax issues, a practitioner may reasonably rely in good faith
and without verification on information furnished by taxpayer-clients. 12 7 In
this way, tax advisors are not the absolute guarantors of their advice. Also, they
may reasonably rely on representations, statements, findings, agreements, or
conclusions of taxpayer-clients or other persons, 128 as well as on the work
product or opinion of another professional. 129 However, in relying on others,
the practitioner must take "proper account of the nature of the relationship"
between herself and the person on whom she is relying (a requirement that
imports a concern for avoiding conflicts into the due diligence standard) 13
and must not "ignore the implications of information furnished to, or actu-
ally known by, the practitioner."' 131
'
26 For no "unreasonable factual or legal assumptions," see I.R.C. § 6664(d)(4)(B)(iii)(I)
(pertaining to disqualified opinions) and Reg. § 1.6664- 4 (c)(1)(ii) (pertaining to reliance on
opinion or advice of a tax professional). For ascertaining and considering all relevant facts, see
I.R.C. § 6662(d)(2)(B)(ii)(I) (pertaining to adequate disclosure in the context of reduction
for understatements); § 6662(i)(2) (pertaining to nondisclosed noneconomic substance trans-
actions); I.R.C. § 6664(d)(3) (pertaining to adequate disclosure in the context of reasonable
cause exception for reportable transaction understatements); § 6664(d)(4) (pertaining to dis-
qualified opinions in the context of reasonable reliance on the advice of a tax professional); Reg.
§ 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to the substantial authority standard). For relating the applicable
law, including potentially applicable judicial doctrines, to the relevant facts, see § 6662(b)(6)
(pertaining to underpayment penalties "by reason of a transaction lacking economic substance
(within the meaning of section 7701 (o)) or failing to meet the requirements of any similar rule
of law"); I.R.C. § 7701(o) (pertaining to the codification of the economic substance doctrine);
§ 666 4 (c)(2), (d)(2) (prohibiting reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties in the
context of underpayments attributable to noneconomic substance transactions). For prohibition
on accounting for the chance that a return will not be audited, that an issue will not be raised
on audit, or that an issue, if raised, will be resolved through settlement, see § 6664(d)(4)(A)(ii)
(pertaining to "reasonable belief" and reasonable cause exception in the context of reportable
transactions); Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to the substantial authority standard and the
reasonable basis standard); Reg. § 1.6 6 6 2 -4 (g)(4)(i) (pertaining to "reasonable belief" in the
context of tax shelter items for noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6664-4(f)(2)(i)(B) (pertaining
to "reasonable belief" and the reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties in the context
of tax shelter items for corporations); Reg. § 1.6694-1(e)(1) (pertaining to the "verification of
information furnished by the taxpayer or other party"); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(1) (pertaining to the
"reasonable to believe that the position would more likely than not be sustained on its merits"
requirement for avoiding penalties due to advising on tax shelters).
12 See 31 CER. § 10.34(d) (2011) (pertaining to advising clients on taking positions on tax
returns, documents, affidavits, or other submissions to the Service, or in preparing or signing
tax returns); id. § 10.37(b) (2014) (pertaining to requirements for written advice).
121See id. § 10.37(a)(2)(iv) (2014); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(iii) (2007); id. § 10.35(c)(2)(ii) (2007).
129See id. § 10.22(b) (2007) (so long as the practitioner "used reasonable care in engaging,
supervising, training, and evaluating the person"); id. § 10.35(d)(1) (2007) (pertaining to
covered opinions).
'
131d. § 10.22(b) (2007).
l31jd. § 10.34(d) (2011).
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Reliance on the advice of others is further qualified if the practitioner "knows
or reasonably should know that the opinion of the other person should not be
relied on," '132 that the person "is not competent or lacks the necessary qualifica-
tions to provide the advice,"'33 that the person has a disqualifying conflict of
interest,'34 or that the advice provided is incorrect, incomplete, inconsistent, or
untrue. 135 In these instances, the practitioner must investigate the accuracy of
the information on which she is relying (a requirement that imports a concern
for communicating with clients into the due diligence standard).36 The Code
contains standards pertaining to reasonable reliance on others that complement
and reinforce the standards contained in Circular 230.137
Two additional due diligence obligations under Circular 230 deserve men-
tion. First, the practice rules hold tax advisors to a "reasonable practitioner
standard" that is explicitly cognizant of the heightened risks to diligent and
independent professional judgment when rendering opinions to nonclient,
"321d. § 10.37(b)(1) (2014); id. § 10.35(d)(1) (2007).
13Id. § 10.37(b)(2) (2014).
134See id. § 10.37(b)(3) (2014).
135See id. § 10.34(d) (2011) (prohibiting reliance on information furnished by clients that
"appears to be incorrect, inconsistent with an important fact or another factual assumption, or
incomplete"); id. § 10.35(c)(1)(iii) (2007) (prohibiting reliance on advice that is "incorrect or
incomplete"); ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof' Responsibility, Formal Op. 346 (1982) (pro-
hibiting tax lawyers, in rendering opinions on marketed tax shelters, from "accepting as true
the facts which the promoter tells him, when the lawyer should know that a further inquiry
would disclose that these facts are untrue").
136 See 31 CER. § 10.34(d) (2011) (requiring practitioners to "make reasonable inquiries"
in relying on the advice of others).
137See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6664(d)(4)(B)(iii)(II) (pertaining to disqualified opinions in the con-
text of reasonable reliance on the advice of a tax professional); Reg. § 1.6664 -4(c)(1) (pertain-
ing to professional advice that might qualify the taxpayer for the reasonable cause and good
faith defense to penalties); Reg. § 1.6694-1 (e)(1) (pertaining to verification of information
furnished by the taxpayer or other party and stating that while the practitioner "is not required
to audit, examine or review books and records, business operations, documents, or other evi-
dence to verify independently information provided by the taxpayer, advisor, other tax return
preparer, or other party," she "may not ignore the implications of information furnished to
the tax return preparer or actually known by the tax return preparer" and "must make reason-
able inquiries if the information as furnished appears to be incorrect or incomplete"); Reg.
§ 1.66 94-1(e) (2) (pertaining to verification of information on previously filed returns); Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(b)(1) (pertaining to whether the practitioner reasonably believed "that [the] posi-
tion would more likely than not be sustained on its merits" in the context of advising on a
tax shelter or reportable transaction); Reg. § 1.6694-2(d)(2) (pertaining to the exception for
adequate disclosure of positions with a reasonable basis that otherwise failed to meet the sub-
stantial authority standard); Reg. § 1.6694 -2(e)(5) (pertaining to demonstrating "reasonable
cause and good faith").
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third-party, taxpayer investors.138 Reflecting the Treasury's longstanding con-
cern over the effect of marketed opinions on both the quality of professional
advice and on taxpayer compliance,'39 Circular 230 warns of "additional risk
caused by the practitioner's lack of knowledge of the taxpayer's particular cir-
cumstances" when proffering written opinions "the practitioner knows or has
reason to know will be used or referred to by a person other than the practi-
tioner (or a person who is a member of, associated with, or employed by the
practitioner's firm) in promoting, marketing, or recommending" tax shelter
transactions. 140 Second, Circular 230 mandates that all firms with federal tax
practices institute "procedures to ensure compliance" with its requirements,
a mandate that the Treasury recently expanded to include not just covered
opinions, tax returns, and other submissions, but also all written tax advice. 141
In similar fashion, Circular 230 urges firms offering federal tax advice to tax-
payer-clients or preparing or assisting in submitting materials to the Service
to "take reasonable steps to ensure" that their procedures are "consistent with
the best practices set forth" in the practice regulations.'42
Before completing our discussion of due diligence under Circular 230 with
an analysis of the "substantial authority" standard governing both practitio-
ners (in rendering advice) and taxpayers (in reflecting advice on returns), we
highlight the effect of recently finalized amendments to Circular 230 on the
"'See 31 C.ER. § 10.37(c) (2014) (describing the standard for significant purpose transac-
tions); see also Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 79 Fed.
Reg. 33,685, 33,694, 33,688 (June 12, 2014) (explaining the standard of review to determine
whether practitioners satisfy the written advice standards when they know or have reason to
know that "the written advice will be used in promoting, marketing, or recommending an
investment plan or arrangement a significant purpose of which is the avoidance or evasion of
any tax imposed by the Code").139See infra Part IVA.
14'31 C.F.R. § 10.37(c)(2) (2014); see also 79 Fed. Reg. at 33,686 (in explaining the repeal
of detailed rules governing covered opinions, the Treasury emphasized, "Robust and relevant
standards for written tax advice remain appropriate because the Treasury and the IRS continue
to be aware of the risk for the issuance and marketing of written tax opinions to promote
abusive transactions"); § 10.35(c)(3)(iv) (2007) (requiring practitioners to reach "more likely
than not" certainty on all federal tax issues when providing a marketed opinion); § 10.35(c)
(4)(ii) (2007) (requiring practitioners to reach "more likely than not" certainty on the overall
conclusion of the transaction that is the subject matter of a marketed opinion); § 10.35(e)
(2) (2007) (requiring the practitioner to prominently disclose that the opinion was written to
support the promotion of transaction(s) reflected in the opinion and, furthermore, that the
taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax advisor as to the merits of the transaction).
141 See 34 C.F.R. § 10.36 (2014); see also 79 Fed. Reg. at 33,689-90 (explaining the recent
expansion of section 10.36 and concluding that "[t]he procedures to ensure compliance have
produced great success in encouraging firms to self-regulate without the burden often associ-
ated with a rigid one-size-fits-all approach").
'4231 C.ER. § 10.33(b) (2004).
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prevailing diligence standard.143 The final regulations eliminate "the com-
plex rules"'44 governing "covered opinions" in former section 10.35, which,
according to the Treasury, "increased the burden on practitioners and clients,
without necessarily increasing the quality of the tax advice that the client
received." 14 5 Revised section 10.37 subjects all written tax advice to the same,
principles-based standard'46 that "complement[s] the best practices of§ 10.33
and the due diligence requirements in § 10.22."14 7 It also expressly maintains
the spirit of former section 10.35, which reflected the government's long-
standing effort to discourage practitioners from rendering opinions for use by
nonclient, third-party, taxpayer investors. 4 ' In addition, the final regulations
add for the first time a section pertaining explicitly to "competence."'4 9 New
section 10.35 obligates practitioners, in language very closely resembling the
competency standard in ABA Model Rule 1.1,15° to provide "the appropri-
ate level of knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation necessary for the
matter for which the practitioner is engaged."'' Finally, and as noted above, 152
amended section 10.36 significantly broadens the responsibility of practitio-
ners and firms to institute "procedures to ensure compliance" by including
compliance with all provisions in Subparts A (Rules Governing Authority to
Practice), B (Duties and Restrictions Relating to Practice Before the Internal
1
43See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 79 Fed. Reg.
33,685 (June 12, 2014). In addition to enhancing and streamlining diligence standards under
Circular 230, the final regulations revised the category of violations subject to expedited pro-
ceedings (reflected in section 10.82) as well as the oversight and disciplinary obligations of the
IRS Office of Professional Responsibility (reflected in section 10.1 (a)(1)). See id. at 33,691-92.
479 Fed. Reg. at 33,685.
'45. at 33,686.
146See id. at 33,687 (stating that "the comprehensive, principles-based approach of these
amendments is more straightforward, simpler, and can be applied to all written tax advice in a
less burdensome manner. Overall, the Treasury and the IRS have determined that these writ-
ten advice rules strike an appropriate balance between allowing flexibility in providing written
advice, while at the same time maintaining standards that require individuals to act ethically
and competently"); Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 77
Fed. Reg. 57,055, 57,057 (Sept. 17, 2012) (to be codified at 31 C.ER. pt. 10) (explaining
that the proposed regulations "streamline the existing rules for written tax advice by... apply-
ing one standard" that outlines "basic principles to which all practitioners must adhere when
rendering written advice").
14777 Fed. Reg. at 57,058.
14See supra notes 138-140 and accompanying text.
'Previously, while a practitioner could be sanctioned for "incompetent conduct" under
31 C.ER. § 10.51, no provision of Circular 230 expressly required that practitioners exercise
competence.
1'5MODEL CODE OF PROF 'L CONDUCT R. 1.1 (staring in its entirety, "A lawyer shall provide
competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge,
skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.").
15131 C.ER. § 10.35(a) (2014).
152 See supra notes 141-142 and accompanying text.
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Revenue Service), and C (Sanctions for Violation of the Regulations) of
the Circular.153
1. Establishing "Substantial Authority" Harmonizing the Diligence
Standard for Tax Advisors and Taxpayers
The "substantial authority" standard, reflected in Circular 230 and the
Code, obligates tax practitioners154 and taxpayers155 to achieve a level of cer-
tainty before, respectively, advising (nonshelter) tax positions and reporting
those positions on returns. 15' 6 Failure to achieve substantial authority for a
position can subject a practitioner to discipline under Circular 230' and
practitioners as well as taxpayers to penalty under the Code."15 In this way, the
substantial authority standard harmonizes the standard of care for tax advisors
with that for taxpayer-clients. It makes fulfillment of the taxpayer's standard
of care rise and fall on the integrity and substance of the advice received from
her tax professional. Stated differently, by satisfying the "substantial author-
ity" standard under Circular 230 and the Code, the practitioner also satisfies
her taxpayer-client's obligations under the Code and, furthermore, preserves
her taxpayer-client's "reasonable cause and good faith" defense in the event
the Service asserts penalties on a challenged position.'59 Conversely, by fail-
ing her own "substantial authority" obligations, the practitioner also fails
to satisfy her taxpayer-client's obligations, invalidates her client's reasonable
153See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 79 Fed. Reg.
33,685, 33,689-90 (June 14, 2014) (to be codified at 31 C.ER. pt. 10).
154 See I.R.C. §§ 66 94 (a)(1)-(2) (subjecting practitioners to penalty for advising or prepar-
ing "unreasonable positions," defined as positions lacking "substantial authority," that they
knew or reasonably should have known were reflected on the return); Reg. § 1.6694-1(a)(1)
(subjecting practitioners to penalty for advising or preparing "unreasonable positions"); Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(a)(1)(ii) (same); 31 C.ER. § 10.34(a)(1)(i)(B) (2011) (prohibiting a practitioner
from signing a tax return or claim for refund that the practitioner knows or reasonably should
know contains a position that "is an unreasonable position," defined in section 6694(a)(2)(A)
of the Code as a position lacking substantial authority); 31 C.FR. § 10.34(a)(1)(ii)(B) (2011)
(prohibiting a practitioner from advising a client to take a position or prepare a portion of a
return for refund containing a position that "is an unreasonable position").
155See I.R.C. § 6662(d)(2)(B)(i) (pertaining to reducing underpayments and potential
penalties for portions of underpayments that possess substantial authority); Reg. § 1.6 6 6 2-4 (a)
(same); Reg. % 1.6662-4(d)(2) to (d)(3) (defining substantial authority standard, determining
when and whether substantial authority exists, and discussing the effect of achieving substantial
authority).
156'The standards of care pertaining to advising and reporting tax shelter items are more
stringent and discussed at infra note 176.
157See 31 C.ER. § 10.50 (2014) (pertaining to the Treasury's authority to censure, suspend,
or disbar practitioners for violations of Circular 230); id. § 10.51 (pertaining to "incompetent
and disreputable conduct"); id. § 10.52 (pertaining to violations subject to sanction).
5See I.R.C. § 6694 (a) (pertaining to the penalty for understating a taxpayer's tax liability);
6 6 6 2(a) (pertaining to the imposition of penalties for accuracy-related underpayments of
tax).
159For discussion of the reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties, see infra Parr
III.E.
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cause and good faith defense to penalties, and unreasonably exposes her cli-
ent to unnecessary risk and liability, which, in turn, exposes the practitioner
to charges of professional misconduct. The stakes are high. Fortunately, the
substantial authority standard has developed into a highly particularized set
of due diligence rules that assists practitioners in rendering accurate advice
and in facilitating accurate return positions.
Current law defines "substantial authority" as an "objective" standard that
can be reduced to objective levels of certainty. The Code defines "substantial
authority" as "less stringent than the more likely than not standard" (the lat-
ter of which reflects more than 50% certainty in a position's likelihood of suc-
cess on the merits), "but more stringent than the reasonable basis standard" 160
(reflecting ten to 20% certainty), 161 or a level of support that, although argu-
able, is "fairly unlikely to prevail in court upon a complete review of the
relevant facts and authority." 162 Under this definition, while it is possible for
a practitioner to reach "substantial authority" for a tax item or position at
low levels of confidence, most practitioners would peg the requisite level of
certainty at substantially closer to 50% than between ten to 20%. 163 Under
no circumstances may a practitioner consider the possibility that a return will
not be audited (or that an item will not be raised on audit) in determining
whether a tax position or transaction possesses either substantial authority or
reasonable basis. 164 In other words, the position or transaction must be evalu-
ated on its merits, as if it were litigated to a final conclusion in a court of law.
In determining whether substantial authority exists, practitioners and tax-
payers must demonstrate that the "weight of the authorities supporting the
treatment is substantial in relation to the weight of authorities supporting
contrary treatment."165 It is possible for more than one interpretation of a par-
16Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2).
161 Sheldon I. Banoff, Dealing with the 'Authorities"- Determining Valid Legal Authority in
Advising Clients, Rendering Opinions, Preparing Tax Returns and Avoiding Penalties, 66 TAXES
1072, 1128 (1988); see also Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(3) (defining "reasonable basis" as "a relatively
high standard of tax reporting, that is, significantly higher than not frivolous or not patently
improper. The reasonable basis standard is not satisfied by a return position that is merely
arguable or that is merely a colorable claim."); STAFF OF J. COMM. ON TAXATION, 106TH.
CONG., STUDY OF PRESENT-LAW PENALTY AND INTEREST PROVISIONS AS REQUIRED BY SEC-
TION 3801 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE RESTRUCTURING AND REFORM ACT OF 1998
(INCLUDING PROVISIONS RELATING TO CORPORATE TAX SHELTERS) 152 (1999) ("reasonable
basis" as at least 20% certainty).
'
6 H.R. REP. No. 97-760, at 575 (1982) (Conf. Rep.).
1631n fact, some authorities state that the level of certainty to achieve substantial authority
'should approach" 510% and can extend only as low as 45%. IRS, EXEc. TASK FORCE, REPORT
ON CIVIL TAX PENALTIES, ch. 8, at 43-44 (1989). Comparison ofJoint Committee Staffand Trea-
sury Recommendations Relating to Penalty and Interest Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code:
Hearing Before the H Subcomm. on Oversight of the H. Comm. On Ways & Means, 106th Cong.
14 (1999) (pegging the lower range of substantial authority at 40%); Philipps et al., supra note
35, at 1193 ("around 40 percent").
.
64 See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2).
165Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(i).
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ticular tax position to possess substantial authority,'66 but the weight of favor-
able authority for each interpretation must "substantially" outweigh contrary
or unfavorable authority. Also, the substantial authority standard is an objec-
tive standard such that a taxpayer's subjective belief that there is substantial
authority for the tax treatment of an item "is not relevant in determining
whether there is substantial authority for that treatment."167
In conducting the substantial authority analysis, tax practitioners must
understand that the weight accorded particular authorities should reflect their
"relevance and persuasiveness" as well as the "type of document providing
the authority."' 168 An authority that is "materially distinguishable" on its facts
from the sought after tax treatment, for example, or that "merely states a con-
clusion" rather than "cogently relating the applicable law to pertinent facts" is
neither relevant nor persuasive.169 Similarly, a revenue ruling is accorded more
weight than a private letter ruling as is recently published guidance versus
older guidance. 17 The regulations account for the possibility that a position
can possess substantial authority in the absence of recognized authorities
17 1
so long as it is supported "by a well-reasoned construction of the applicable
statutory provision."' 72 Furthermore, there is no substantial authority for
positions or transactions found lacking in economic substance.'73 Finally,
the determination of whether a particular tax treatment possesses substantial
authority is considered at the time the return containing the item is filed or
"on the last day of the taxable year" relating to the return. This requirement
166/d
167jd
168 Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(ii).
169 Id.
1701d.
171 These authorities include provisions of the Code; proposed, temporary, and final regulations;
revenue rulings and revenue procedures; court cases; congressional intent as reflected in committee
reports; the Joint Committee on Taxations "Blue Book" explanations of tax legislation; and private
letter rulings, technical advice memoranda, general counsel memoranda, notices, announcements,
and other administrative pronouncements. See Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(iii).
172Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(ii).
173See, e.g., Fidelity Int'l Currency Advisor A Fund LLC v. United States, 747 F Supp. 2d
49, 240 (D. Mass. 2010) (finding no substantial authority "where the transactions lack eco-
nomic substance or must be recharacerized under the step transaction doctrine"); Stobie Creek
Invs., LLC v. United States, 82 Fed. Cl. 636, 706 n.64 (2008) (holding that where taxpayers'
"transactions lack economic substance, or must be disregarded pursuant to the step transaction
doctrine, plaintiffs cannot contend successfully that substantial authority supported the tax
treatment claimed based on the form of their transactions rather than their substance"); Long
Term Capital Holdings v. United States, 330 E Supp. 2d 122, 204-05 (D. Conn. 2004) (hold-
ing that for a transaction lacking economic substance, a taxpayer cannot cite authority, much
less substantial authority, to support the claimed tax benefits). Nor can the taxpayer establish
a reasonable cause and good faith defense against penalties for underpayments (or portions
of underpayments) attributable to positions or transactions lacking economic substance (as
defined in section 7701(o)) or "any similar rule of law" (I.R.C. § 6662(b)(6)). See I.R.C.
§ 6664 (c)(1)-(2) (pertaining to general underpayments); see also I.R.C. § 6664(d)(2) (pertain-
ing to reportable transaction underpayments).
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not only obligates a practitioner to keep her substantial authority analysis up
to date; it also explicitly reflects Bayesian principles, which hold that con-
stantly updating one's beliefs as new, relevant information becomes available
improves judgment, increases accuracy, and reduces uncertainty.1 4
In the event a practitioner cannot marshal substantial authority for a
position, she can still avoid penalties or discipline for both herself and her
taxpayer-client. If she demonstrates a "reasonable basis" for the desired tax
treatment and adequately discloses the relevant facts of the position at the
time of filing, the position will be treated as if it otherwise met the substantial
authority standard. 175 Underpayments of tax attributable to tax shelter items
are subject to more stringent rules.176 Finally, and as noted above, 177 failure to
achieve substantial authority for a position or to meet the reasonable basis or
adequate disclosure exception can subject taxpayer-clients to penalty (under
the Code) and practitioners to both penalty (under the Code) and discipline
(under Circular 230). While both parties can avail themselves of a statutory
174Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(3)(iv)(C).
'75See I.R.C. § 6662(d)(2)(B)(ii)(IJ); see also I.R.C § 6694(a)(1)(A)-(B); I.R.C.
6694(a)(2)(A)-(B); Reg. § 1.6662-4(a); Reg. § 1.6662-4(b)(4)(ii)(B); Reg. §§ 1.6694-
2(a)(1)(ii)-(iii); Reg. §§ 1.6662- 4 (e), -4(f) (pertaining to the effect and form of adequate
disclosure); Reg. § 1.6694-2(d)(1) (pertaining to the exception for adequate disclosure of
positions possessing reasonable basis).
17'Understatements of tax attributable to tax shelter items are subject to a standard of care
that exceeds the "substantial authority or reasonable basis/adequate disclosure" standard. For
instance, section 6662(d)(2)(C) holds that establishing substantial authority or adequate dis-
closure with a reasonable basis for tax shelters and tax shelter items (defined in section 6662(d)
(2)(C)(ii)) will generally not qualify for a reduction in the understatement of tax (nor any
corresponding penalty). Regulation sections 1.6662- 4 (e)(2)(ii) and 1. 6 6 6 2 -4 (g)(1)(iii) under-
score that disclosure is irrelevant for all taxpayers (individual or corporate) with respect to
understatements due to tax shelters and shelter items (referring to Regulation sections 1.6662-
4 (g)( 2 ) and (g)(3)). An individual taxpayer can still rebut an underpayment pertaining to tax
shelter items if she can demonstrate both substantial authority for the item and that she "rea-
sonably believed at the time the return was filed that the tax treatment of that item was
more likely than not the proper treatment" (in other words, that the tax treatment currently
possesses at least substantial authority and that it possessed more likely than not certainty at
the time of filing). Reg. §§ 1.6662-4(g)(1)(i)(A), -4(g)(1)(i)(B); see also Reg. § 1.6 6 6 2 -4 (g)
(4). The same exception applies to practitioners attempting to establish substantial authority
for tax shelter items and reportable transactions; that is, they can avoid penalty under section
6694 for an otherwise "unreasonable position" upon showing it was "reasonable to believe that
the position would more likely than not be sustained on its merits" (I.R.C. § 6694 (a) (2) (C)),
with the determination being satisfied on the date the return was prepared or advised (Reg.
§ 1.6694-2(b)(5)). See generally Reg. § 1.6694-2(b). Corporate taxpayers are not so lucky;
they must include all tax shelter items in computing the amount of an understatement. See
Reg. § 1.6662-4(g)(1)(ii)(A). The reasonable cause and good faith defense to understatement
penalties may nonetheless still be available to corporations with underpayments attributable to
tax shelter items to the extent they meet the requirements in Regulation section 1.6664-4(f).
See infra note 246.
177See supra notes 157-158 and accompanying text.
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defense to penalties based on reasonable cause and good faith,1"' the taxpay-
er's defense is tied to her advisor's behavior.1"' In demonstrating reasonable
reliance on the advice of a tax professional-the primary method for estab-
lishing a taxpayer's reasonable cause and good faith-the taxpayer must prove
that the advice itself was reasonable, the same advice on which the taxpayer
may have relied in reporting the position that the Service subsequently disal-
lowed for failing to meet the substantial authority standard and on which it
assessed penalties. Part III.E explores in more detail the reasonable cause and
good faith defense to penalties for taxpayers and how a taxpayer's defense is
linked to the quality of her tax professional's advice.
B. The Standard for Communicating with Taxpayer-Clients
The tax professional's duty to communicate with taxpayer-clients requires
having actual conversations with clients, including discussions of the pur-
pose, terms, and expectation of the engagement; dialogue concerning relevant
facts, assumptions, representations, and future events; and frank discussions
about the consequences of reporting specific positions on returns, including
the application of potential penalties, the effect of disclosure, and reliance on
professional advice. These conversations make both the tax advisor and her
client more knowledgeable: the tax advisor as to pertinent facts and expecta-
tions, and the client as to making informed decisions. Moreover, talking with
clients assists the tax advisor in meeting her affirmative communication obli-
gations and in fulfilling her other professional obligations, including those
pertaining to due diligence, avoiding and overcoming conflicts, and eschew-
ing unconscionable and contingent fees.
Circular 230 contains a general communication obligation requiring prac-
titioners to communicate "clearly with the client regarding the terms of the
engagement," including the "expected purpose and use of the advice" and
"a clear understanding . . . regarding the form and scope of the advice or
assistance to be rendered."18 The ABA Model Rules contain similarly vague
communication requirements, 181 supplemented with the general instruction
that lawyers sufficiently discuss matters "to the extent reasonably necessary to
17'For practitioners, see I.R.C. § 6694 (a)(3) (pertaining to practitioner's "reasonable cause
exception" to penalties where it "is shown that there is reasonable cause for the understatement
and the tax return preparer acted in good faith"); Reg. § 1.66 94-2(e) (2014) (same). For tax-
payers, see J.R.C. § 66 64 (c)(1) (pertaining to taxpayer's "reasonable cause exception" to penal-
ties where "it is shown that there was a reasonable cause for such portion and that the taxpayer
acted in good faith with respect to such portion"); Reg. § 1.6664-4 (same).
"'See Reg. § 1.6664 -4 (c) (pertaining to reliance on a tax advisor's opinion or advice); see
also infta Part III.E.
18131 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(1) (2004).
1 1See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.4 (a)(2)-(5) (1983) (pertaining to "the
means by which the client's objectives are to be accomplished," keeping the client "reasonably
informed about the status of the matter," and "promptly comply[ing] with reasonable requests
for information").
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permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation" 182
and to ensure that clients possess "sufficient information to participate intel-
ligently in decisions concerning the objectives of the representation and the
means by which they are to be pursued." '183 These communication principles
assist tax lawyers in acting in the best interests of their clients.184 But for
guidance specific to tax practice, the tax lawyer must consult Circular 230,
relevant sections of the Code, and ABA Formal Opinion 85-352.
Part of the tax lawyer's duty of communication involves providing accurate
information to taxpayer-clients. She must ensure the "correctness" of all rep-
resentations made to clients, 18 5 which is also part of her due diligence obliga-
tion. She must advise taxpayers on "the import of the conclusions reached" '186
as well as on the potential consequences of taking certain positions or engag-
ing in certain transactions, 8 including any penalties "reasonably likely to
apply." '8 With respect to potential penalties, the tax lawyer must inform the
taxpayer of opportunities "to avoid any such penalties by disclosure, if rel-
evant, and of the requirements of adequate disclosure." '189 She should also
advise her taxpayer-client on the likelihood of avoiding penalties if the tax-
payer "acts in reliance on [her] advice,""19 a duty that prompts the tax lawyer
to discuss with her clients the reasonable cause and good faith defense to pen-
alties contained in section 6664(c).191 The duty to inform on penalties further
includes discussing the application of penalties to any position or transaction
H82Id. R. 1.4(b) (1983).
113M. R. 1.4 cmt. 5 (1983).
14See id. R. 1.4 cmt. 5 (1983) (stating that the "guiding principle" in communicating with
clients is to "fulfill reasonable client expectations for information consistent with the duty to
act in the client's best interests").
'M531 C.ER. § 10.22(a)(3) (2007).16Id. § 10.33(a)(3) (2004).
157SeeABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'I Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985) (instruct-
ing tax lawyers to inform clients of "potential penalties and other legal consequences should
the client take the position advised"). While Opinion 85-352 requires tax lawyers to commu-
nicate potential risks to clients (particularly those associated with penalties), the ABA Model
Rules offer lawyers a permissive communication standard pertaining to adverse eventualities
of alternative courses of action. See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 2.1 cmt. 5
(stating that a layer may advise clients "when a lawyer knows that a client proposes a course of
action that is likely to result in substantial adverse legal consequences to the client," particularly
if "the client's course of action is related to the representation").
'831 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (c)(1) (2011).
1
89Jd. § 10.3 4 (c)(2) (2011); see also ABA Comm. on Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op.
85-352 (stating the "lawyer should counsel the client as to whether the position is likely to be
sustained by a court if challenged by the IRS, as well as of the potential penalty consequence
to the client if the position is taken on the return without disclosure").
1'31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(3) (2004).
1
'For a detailed discussion of this defense, see infra Part III.E.
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found lacking in economic substance or that fails "to meet the requirements
of any similar rule of law." '192
In addition to providing accurate information to taxpayer-clients, the tax
advisor's duty of communication requires her to solicit and receive accurate
information from her clients. Indeed, in relying on information provided by
clients, tax professionals "must make reasonable inquiries if the information
as furnished appears to be incorrect, inconsistent with an important fact or
another factual assumption, or incomplete." '193 Moreover, the advisor must
query clients (and others) as to the "relevant facts" in evaluating and advising
on a federal tax issue.194 She must also ask questions and make determina-
tions as to the reasonableness of any factual or legal assumptions,195 including
assumptions pertaining to future events.196 These communication require-
ments also assist the tax advisor in fulfilling her duties of due diligence.
Finally, and as we will examine in Parts III.C and IVB, the practitioner's
duty to communicate very prominently includes the duty to have conversa-
tions with clients regarding potential and existing conflicts of interest. In fact,
communicating conflicts to taxpayer-clients is so integral to the practitio-
ner-taxpayer relationship that the default rule under Circular 230 prohibits
practitioners from representing taxpayers in the presence of a conflict, which
the Circular broadly defines to include "responsibilities to another client, a
former client or a third person, or by a personal interest of the practitioner."' 197
Indeed, the only way for practitioners to overcome a conflict under the prac-
tice regulations involves discussing the implications of the conflict with all
affected clients and, furthermore, receiving from all affected clients informed
consent, confirmed in writing, that explicitly waives the conflict and permits
continued representation.198
C. The Standard for Avoiding and Overcoming Conflicting Interests
The tax professional's standard of care governing conflicts focuses on
the adverse effects of misaligned incentives. Distorted incentives can cloud
192 I.R.C. § 6662 (b) (6) (2012). The phrase "or failing to meet the requirements of any simi-
lar rule of law" in section 6662(b)(6) refers to other judicial anti-abuse doctrines, including
the substance over form, sham transaction, and business purpose doctrines. See also I.R.C.
§ 7701(o) (pertaining to the codified economic substance doctrine); 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(3)
(2004) (requiring practitioners to advise taxpayers on "the import of the conclusions reached,"
which would include the economic substance doctrine and related anti-abuse doctrines).
'
1 3See 31 C.ER. § 10.34(d) (2011).
194See id. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004) (pertaining to best practices in establishing the facts); id.
10.37(a)(2)(ii)-(iii) (2014) (pertaining to all written advice); I.R.C. § 6664(d)(4)(B)(iii)(III)
(2012) (pertaining to "disqualified opinions" in the context of reasonable reliance on the advice
of a tax professional); Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to analyzing and establishing substantial
authority).
1 5See supra note 120.
1'6See supra note 121.
'97 31 C.ER. § 10.29(a)(2) (2014).
191. § 10.29(b)(3) (2014).
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judgment, poison the independence of advice, produce inaccurate and
incorrect advice, fail to put the taxpayer-client in the best position to make
informed decisions, and sabotage the taxpayer's ability to assert a successful
defense to penalties based on reasonable reliance on an advisor's opinion.
Indeed, the conflicts standard touches all the other standards of care govern-
ing tax practice examined in this Article, including due diligence, communi-
cation, and unconscionable and contingent fees.
Circular 230 prohibits a practitioner from representing "conflicting inter-
ests." The rules define this category broadly as direct adversity between two
or more clients199 or the existence of a significant risk that the representation
of one or more clients "will be materially limited by the practitioner's respon-
sibilities to another client, a former client or third person, or by a personal
interest of the practitioner. ' 20 The rules also permit the practitioner to over-
come the existence of a conflict if she "reasonably believes" the conflict will
not prevent her from providing "competent and diligent representation, 2 1 if
the representation is not otherwise prohibited by law, 02 and if each affected
taxpayer-client gives informed consent confirmed in writing after full disclo-
sure of the conflict and its potential implications.2 3 Importantly, the effect of
the conjunctive requirements for overcoming conflicts renders irrelevant the
practitioner's subjective reasonableness assessment (as to whether she can con-
tinue representing a client) without her client's informed and written consent.
These rules should sound familiar to lawyers. They mirror ABA Model
Rule 1.7 pertaining to current and concurrent conflicts. 204 As detailed in Part
IVC, the Treasury finalized changes in July 2002 to its longstanding.. 5 con-
flicting interests standard contained in Circular 230, only a few months after
the ABA finalized and adopted revisions to its own conflicts standard. The
complementarity of the standards was purposeful, with the Treasury stating
at the time that its rules had been "modified from the proposed regulations to
'See id. § 10.29(a)(1) (2014).
2°/. § 10.29(a)(2) (2014).
2°0 Id. § 10.29(b)(1) (2014).
212See id. § 10.29(b)(2) (2014).
"
3See id. § 10.29(b)(3) (2014).
'°
4 See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(a), (b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(4) (2002).
2°SThe preceding standard had remained unaltered for decades and provided a broad prohi-
bition forbidding practitioners from representing conflicting interests "except by express con-
sent of all directly interested parties after full disclosure has been made." Practice Before the
Internal Revenue Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug. 13, 1966).
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conform more closely with the approach of the recently revised Model Rule
1.7 of the ABA Rules of Professional Conduct."20 6
Circular 230 reminds practitioners elsewhere throughout the rules of the
dangers posed by conflicting interests. Section 10.22 pertaining to "reliance
on others," requires practitioners to "tak[e] proper account of the nature of
the relationship between the practitioner and the person" when relying on
the work product of another professional.2 7 For another example, section
10.37 permits practitioners to rely on the advice of another person unless the
practitioner "knows or reasonably should know that the opinion of the other
person should not be relied on. 20 8 Unreasonable reliance includes disqualify-
ing conflicts of interests20 9 as well as a concern over the competence of the
other practitioner,210 that the opinion does not account for all relevant facts
and circumstances," 1 or that it relies on "incorrect, incomplete, or inconsis-
tent" representations or assumptions (the origins of which might themselves
involve a conflict).212
Finally, the Treasury's concern over conflicts is perhaps most clearly reflected
in its longstanding campaign against marketed shelters (the history of which is
described in Part IV.A). Experience has shown that practitioners who provide
advice and opinions to promoters of marketed shelters often fail to establish
legitimate attorney-client or practitioner-client relationships with taxpayer-
investors. They get paid by the promoter rather than by the client (usually
from a large, flat fee paid directly to the promoter that gets divided among
the shelter professionals); they receive all facts and information pertaining
to the transaction from the promoter rather than from the client (including
purported business purpose, pretax profit potential, and investment motive);
and they assume (and often write) the representations for taxpayer-investors
without ever speaking to them. At the end of the day, these practitioners are
pawns of the promoter, getting paid to endorse a shelter's tax benefits rather
than to provide independent advice on the federal tax issues implicated by
the shelter.
Thus, to discourage practitioners from legitimizing marketed shelter prod-
ucts, Circular 230 holds them to a strict "reasonable practitioner standard"
206Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed. Reg.
48,760, 48,764 (July 26, 2002). The ABA's Model Rules of Professional Conduct, much like
Circular 230, reinforce a general aversion to conflicting interests in its other standards of care.
See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 2.1 (1983) (pertaining to lawyer as advisor
and obliging the lawyer to "exercise independent professional judgment and render candid
advice"). For the development of the complementary conflicts standards in the Model Rules
and Circular 230, see infra Part IV.C.
'°731 C.ER. § 10.22(b) (2007).
2°Id. § 10.37(b), (b)(1) (2014). This recently amended provision in 31 C.ER. § 10.37
preserves the reliance standard as reflected in 31 C.F.R. § 10.35(d)(1) (2007).211See id. § 10.37(b)(3) (2014).
2'"See id. § 10.37(b)(2) (2014).
"Seeid. § 10.37(b) (2014).
2'2See id. § 10.37(a)(3) (2014).
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when they "know or have reason to know" that their opinions will be used
"in promoting, marketing or recommending" shelter transactions.2 13 The ele-
vated standard of care in these situations reflects Treasury's heightened con-
cern over "the additional risk caused by the practitioner's lack of knowledge
of the taxpayer's particular circumstances," including the risk that these kind
of opinions are more often tailored to sell prepackaged products rather than
to provide independent, customized professional advice.214 Similar concerns
that conflicting interests taint the independence of a practitioner's advice
permeate the rules governing a taxpayer's ability to reasonably rely on the
advice of a tax professional in defending against penalties,215 court opinions
denouncing taxpayers' reliance on advice from conflicted advisors as inher-
ently unreasonable,216 and the former covered opinion standards.21
D. 7be Standard for Unconscionable and Contingent Fees
Like the standards governing conflicting interests, the practice rules per-
taining to fees address concerns over misaligned incentives and allegiances.
Unlike the conflicting interest rules, the standards for fees consider not just
the behavior of tax practitioners but also of taxpayer-clients. Thus, the stan-
dard for unconscionable and contingent fees aims to minimize biases and
inaccuracies in professional judgment, the fleecing of taxpayer-clients, exploi-
tation of the audit lottery, and noncompliance with the tax law.
The Treasury's regulations prohibit a practitioner from charging an "uncon-
scionable" fee in connection with any federal tax matter.218 While the Circular
does not define "unconscionable," the assumption has always been that
the Treasury is concerned about situations where the size of a practitioner's
fee is disproportionate to the amount and quality of work performed for a
2 "Id. § 10.37(c)(1)-(2) (2014).
2 4Id. § 10.37(c)(2) (2014).
2'5See I.R.C. § 6664(d)(4)(B)(ii)(I)-(V) (pertaining to "disqualified tax advisors," defined
as a practitioner who, among other things, "participates in the organization, management, pro-
motion, or sale of the transaction," is "compensated directly or indirectly by a material advisor
with respect to the transaction," "has a fee arrangement with respect to the transaction which is
contingent on all or part of the intended tax benefits from the transaction being sustained," or
"has a disqualifying financial interest with respect to the transaction"); see also Reg. § 1.6664-
4(f) (3) (pertaining to the effect of advice subject to conditions of confidentiality on a taxpayer's
ability to establish reasonable reliance on the advice of a tax professional).
2"6See if ia note 254 and accompanying text.
"'See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(5) (2007) (pertaining to marketed opinions); id. § 10.35(b)
(6) (2007) (pertaining to conditions of confidentiality that restrict a taxpayer-investor's ability
to seek tax advice independent of the conclusions reached in a covered opinion); id. § 10.35(b)
(7) (2007) (pertaining to contractual protections in the event a shelter's intended tax benefits
are not fully achieved); id. § 10.35(e)(1)(i)-(ii) (2007) (pertaining to required disclosures due
to arrangements between practitioners and promoters calling for referral fees and fee-sharing
arrangements); id. § 10.35(e)(2) (2007) (requiring practitioners to prominently disclose that
certain opinions form part of the marketing materials designed to sell transactions and that
taxpayer-investors should seek independent professional advice as to the opinions' conclusions).
281d. § 10.27(a) (2014).
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taxpayer-client. For example, charging 25 different clients $100,000 each for
a noncustomized legal opinion (that is, one not tailored to the unique cir-
cumstances of each individual client) pertaining to the merits of a structured
transaction and on which the practitioner expended a grand total of 100
hours would be considered an "unconscionable" fee. Such a fee decouples
the relationship between professional services and cost of services to such an
attenuated extent that the fee bears almost no relation to the work performed.
In the same manner, the ABA Model Rules forbid lawyers from charging or
collecting an "unreasonable" fee,219 with the primary reasonableness factor
involving "the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the ques-
tions involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly."2 2
In addition to avoiding unconscionable fees, tax practitioners are restricted
in their use of contingent fees. The government defines "contingent fee" as
any fee based on whether or not a position reflected on a tax return or other
filing "avoids challenge" by the Service or is ultimately sustained; a fee based
on a percentage of taxes saved or refunds received; or fee arrangements where
the practitioner must reimburse the taxpayer a portion of her fee in the event
the Service challenges or fails to sustain a position or other filing.2 21 Circular
230 generally bans practitioners from charging clients this category of fees for
services rendered in connection with any federal tax matter.22' Meanwhile,
courts routinely criticize and invalidate tax positions in which tax profes-
sionals base fees on a percentage of promised tax benefits or on the success or
2"MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.5(a) (1983).
22od. R. 1.5(a)(1). To a certain extent, the Treasury's attention to the relationship between
fees and work product can be viewed not just as a way to regulate tax practitioners but also
taxpayers. For instance, the rules pertaining to professional opinions used to market tax shel-
ters are designed to discourage the use of such opinions as well as to warn taxpayers of their
risks and limitations. They also put taxpayers on notice that these opinions are on the govern-
ment's radar and that if a taxpayer seeks and receives such an opinion, it is reasonable for the
government to assume that she is merely paying for a get-out-of-jail-free card or an outsized tax
ben e fit rather than an independent professional analysis of the pertinent federal tax issues. See,
e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.37(c)(2) (2014) (pertaining to opinions the practitioner knows or should
know will be used to promote, market, or recommend tax shelters); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)
(4) (2007) (pertaining to reliance opinions); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(5) (2007) (pertaining to
marketed opinions) (2007). In the same way, receiving a tax benefit that appears "'too good
to be true' under the circumstances," say, by paying a fee totaling a fraction of tax savings, can
be indicative of a taxpayer's negligence as can "failure to make a reasonable attempt to comply
with the provisions of the internal revenue laws or to exercise ordinary and reasonable care in
the preparation of a tax return." See Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(1)(i)-(ii).
221See§ 10.27(c)(1) (2014).
222See § 10.27(b)(1) (2014).
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failure of receiving such benefits.223 According to courts, when tax advisors
have "a financial stake in the outcome" '224 by "tying compensation to the shel-
tered gain," '225 the tax advisor is "not being paid to evaluate a deal or to tweak
it" '226 but "to make the transaction happen. 2
27
At the same time, the practice rules permit contingent fees in limited cir-
cumstances: for services related to original tax returns as well as to amended
returns or timely filed claims for refund,22 a claim for credit or refund "solely
in connection with the determination of statutory interest or penalties, 229
and any judicial proceeding involving the federal tax laws.295 In other words,
the Treasury allows contingent fee arrangements for matters and submissions
that have a high probability of being examined, while it restricts contingent
fees for matters and submissions that are likely to avoid detection. For more
than 20 years, and as discussed in Part IV.D, the Treasury has argued that
contingent fees "undermine voluntary compliance by encouraging return
positions that exploit the audit selection process" '231 and that encourage practi-
tioners to render increasingly aggressive advice. Moreover, the contingency of
the fee structure insulates taxpayer-clients from excessive risk; if the position
goes undetected, they win the audit lottery, while if the position gets flagged,
challenged, or disallowed, they either pay no fee or they get reimbursed
223See, e.g., 106 Ltd. v. Commissioner, 684 E3d 84, 87 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (criticizing lawyer
who "'guaranteed' the transaction, promising to pay litigation costs if the shelter were chal-
lenged and to refund his fee if the shelter were invalidated"); Blum v. Commissioner, 103
T.C.M. (CCH) 1099, 2012 T.C.M. (RIA) 1 12,016 at 7 (criticizing accounting firm for basing
its fee structure "on the complexity of its role and the value of the services provided [which the
court found to be promised tax savings], rather than time spent" or independent and profes-
sional advice); 106 Ltd. v. Commissioner, 136 T.C. 67, 81 (2011) (criticizing accounting firm
for basing its fees not on the complexity of the tax returns it prepared but on the basis of "the
firm's cut for helping to make the deal happen," and taking the lawyer to task for not advis-
ing his client on "a real business deal to increase its tax advantages" but instead "being paid
to make it happen"); Canal Corp. v. Commissioner, 135 T.C. 199, 220-21 (2010) (criticizing
practitioner for rendering an opinion on a transaction that "he helped plan without the normal
give-and-take in negotiating terms with an outside party," also criticizing accounting firm for
charging exorbitant flat fee for opinion "payable and contingent on the closing of the joint ven-
ture transaction" such that the purportedly independent advice looked "more like a quid pro
quo arrangement than a true tax advisory opinion," and concluding that taxpayer "essentially
bought an insurance policy as to the taxability of the transaction" and that the accounting firm
"crossed over the line from trusted adviser for prior accounting purposes to advocate for a posi-
tion with no authority that was based on an opinion with a high price tag").
224 Stobie Creek Invs. LLC v. United States, 608 E3d 1366, 1382 (Fed. Cit. 2012).
225 Id.
22'Rawls Trading L.P. v. Commissioner, 104 T.C.M. (CCH) 732, 2012 T.C.M. (RIA)
12,340, at 33.
227Id.
2231 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(2)(i)-(ii) (2014).
2 2 1jd. § 10.27(b)(3) (2014).
251°d. § 10.27(b)(4) (2014).
231Regulations Governing the Practice of Attorneys, Certified Public Accountants, Enrolled
Agents, and Enrolled Actuaries Before the Internal Revenue Service, 57 Fed. Reg. 46,356-01
(proposed Oct. 8, 1992).
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prepaid fees.23 2 The Treasury prefers that practitioners and their taxpayer-cli-
ents report return positions based on the merits rather than on the probability
of detection, a practice that increases compliance through accurate advice and
accurate returns.
233
E. 7he Taxpayers Defense to Penalties: Where the Tax Advisors Standard
Becomes the Taxpayer's Standard
In much the same way that the taxpayer's ability to meet the substantial
authority standard for return positions hinges on her tax advisor's analy-
sis, her ability to defend against penalties can depend on the integrity and
independence of her tax professional's advice. Because of this relationship,
analyzing the section 6664 "reasonable cause and good faith" defense to accu-
racy-related penalties requires accounting for the behavior of the taxpayer's
advisor and, in particular, whether the advisor met or fell below the standard
of care respecting diligence, communication, avoiding and overcoming con-
flicts, and eschewing unconscionable and contingent fees.
To be sure, part of determining whether the taxpayer deserves penalty
abatement under section 6664 involves examining the taxpayers behavior.
The statute requires the taxpayer to possess reasonable cause for the under-
payment of tax and that she acted in good faith. 234 The analysis evaluates the
"extent of the taxpayer's effort to assess [her] proper tax liability,"2 35 an inquiry
that includes determining whether the taxpayer withheld relevant informa-
tion from her tax advisor or provided false or misleading information,236 as
well as whether she knew or should have known that her advisor "lacked
knowledge in the relevant aspects of Federal tax law."' 231 In assessing whether
the taxpayer's reliance on the advice of a tax professional was reasonable, the
analysis accounts for the taxpayer's "education, sophistication, and business
232d
233 Both Circular 230 and the Code discourage exploitation of the audit lottery in additional
ways. See supra notes 125-126 and accompanying text (discussing the prohibition on practitio-
ners with respect to accounting for the audit lottery when evaluating the chances of success on
the merits of a transaction or a reporting position).
234See I.R.C. § 66 6 4 (c)(1); Reg. § 1.6664-4 (a).
235Reg. § 1.6664-4(b)(1).
23<6Reg. § 1.6664-4 (c)(1)(i) (querying whether "the taxpayer fails to disclose a fact that it
knows, or reasonably should know, to be relevant to the proper tax treatment of an item,"
including "an inaccurate representation or assumption as to the taxpayer's purposes for enter-
ing into a transaction or for structuring a transaction in a particular manner").
237Reg. § 1.6 6 64 -4 (c)(1).
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experience,"'2 38 with more sophisticated taxpayers being held to a higher stan-
dard in assessing their proper tax liability than less sophisticated taxpayers.2 39
If the taxpayer meets these minimum thresholds of due care-that is, not
actively concealing information, providing false information, or knowingly
engaging an incompetent tax advisor-the reasonable cause and good faith
inquiry shifts focus from the taxpayer to the tax advisor.240 Indeed, as courts
have long recognized, "the concept of reliance on the advice of professionals
is a hallmark of the exception for reasonable cause and good faith." '241 The
practitioner's advice-which "does not have to be in any particular form" and
can be oral or written2--must itself be reasonable, with the reasonableness
inquiry turning on whether the practitioner met her professional standard
238Reg. § 1.6664- 4 (c)(1).
239 See, e.g., Crispin v. Commissioner, 708 E3d 507, 518-20 (3d Cit. 2013), cert. denied,
134 S. Ct. 784 (2013) (in denying reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties, stat-
ing taxpayer's "'experience, knowledge, and education' as a former CPA and chief financial
officer also strongly suggest enough familiarity with tax matters that he should be expected to
have understood the warnings" in his law firm's legal opinion); Fidelity Int'l Currency Advisor
A Fund LLC v. United States, 747 E Supp 2d. 49, 213 (D. Mass. 2010) (in denying reason-
able cause and good faith defense to penalties, finding taxpayers "highly sophisticated ...
with considerable business experience" and that they "knew or reasonably should have known
that the legal advice they received ... was not independent, and that the firms had an inher-
ent conflict of interest"); Longino v. Commissioner, 105 T.C.M. (CCH) 1491, 1507, 2013
T.C.M. (RIA) 2013-80, at 69 (in denying reasonable cause/good faith defense to penalties,
finding taxpayer "is a licensed attorney who has been practicing law for decades, yet he failed to
comply with established law governing the deduction and substantiation of business and other
expenses"); Cheramie v. Commissioner, TC. Summary Opinion 2013-92 at "19 (2013) (in
granting reasonable cause/good faith defense to penalties, finding "[i] t is clear from the record
that petitioner is very inexperienced in legal, financial, accounting, and tax matters"); Garcia
v. Commissioner, T.C. Summary Opinion 2013-28 at "19 (2013) (in granting reasonable
cause/good faith defense to penalties, holding that taxpayer, "whose command of the English
language is limited, made a good-faith effort to properly determine his 2008 Federal income
tax liability and that the underpayment results from reliance on the advice of a return preparer,
combined with an honest misunderstanding of fact or law that is reasonable in the light of his
experience and knowledge").
2
41 See Reg. § 1.66 64 -4 (c) (pertaining to "reliance on opinion or advice"); I.R.C. § 6664(d)
(4) (B) (ii) (pertaining to reasonable belief standard and "disqualified advisors" in the context of
avoiding penalties with respect to tax shelters and reportable transactions).
'
1Stobie Creek Invs., LLC v. United States, 82 Fed. Cl. 636, 717 (2008); see also United
States v. Boyle, 469 U.S. 241, 251 (1985) ("When an accountant or attorney advises a taxpayer
on a matter of tax law, such as whether a liability exists, it is reasonable for the taxpayer to rely
on that advice.").
242 Reg. § 1.6 6 64 -4 (c)(2).
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of care in rendering the advice.243 In fact, section 6664 explicitly cross-refer-
ences "rules applicable to advisors" and flags a handful of standards for special
scrutiny, including Circular 230 sections 10.22 (pertaining to diligence as to
accuracy) and 10.34 (pertaining to advising return positions and preparing
or signing returns) as well as Treasury Regulations sections 1.6694-1 through
1.6694-3 (pertaining to penalties for tax return preparers).244 It further
reflects these standards in its own affirmative requirements, stating that advice
must be based on "all pertinent facts and circumstances and the law as it
relates to those facts and circumstances" (which invokes an advisor's due dili-
gence obligations),245 and furthermore, that the advice may not be based on
"unreasonable factual or legal assumptions" or "unreasonably rely on the rep-
resentations, statements, findings, or agreements of the taxpayer or any other
person" (which invokes duties of due diligence as well as communication).246
Even when the section 6664 analysis seems to be concentrating on the
taxpayer's behavior, it effectively focuses on the tax advisor's behavior. In this
way, section 6664 has made the tax practitioner's standard of care the tax-
payer's standard of care in overcoming penalties. If the practitioner fails to
meet her own standard of care, so too does her taxpayer-client.
Consider three examples. First, a taxpayer cannot establish reasonable reli-
ance on a tax professional if (absent adequate disclosure of the position) she
relied on an advisor's opinion or advice that a tax regulation was invalid.24
But taxpayers-even sophisticated ones-generally only know what their tax
professionals tell them; most have never read a tax regulation, let alone one
on which they formed an independent, negative opinion as to its validity.
243See Reg. § 1.6664-4(b)(1) (stating that reliance on the advice of a professional tax advisor
"does not necessarily demonstrate reasonable cause and good faith," but such reliance may
"constitute[] reasonable cause and good faith if, under all the circumstances," it was "reason-
able and the taxpayer acted in good faith"); see also Fidelity, 747 F. Supp. 2d at 243 (stating that
a taxpayer's reasonable reliance on professional advice "requires that the advice itself be reason-
able"); Stobie Creek, 82 Fed. Cl. at 717 (finding that reliance on the advice of a tax professional
"'does not necessarily demonstrate reasonable cause and good faith' [citing to Reg. § 1.6664-
4(b)(1)]). The reliance on professional advice must, under all circumstances, be reasonable.")
(quoting Reg. § 1.6664-4(b)(1)) (citation omitted).
144 See Reg. § 1.6664- 4 (c)(3).
245Reg. § 1.6664-4 (c)(1)(i) (and, furthermore, giving the example of the "taxpayer's pur-
poses (and the relative weight of such purposes) for entering into a transaction and for struc-
turing a transaction in a particular manner"). Many of these same requirements appeared in
the due diligence standards discussed in supra Part III.A.
246Reg. § 1.666 4-4 (c)(1)(ii) (also giving the example of the "taxpayer's purposes for entering
into a transaction or for structuring a transaction in a particular manner"). Many of these same
requirements appeared in the due diligence and communication standards discussed in supra
Part 1II.A. and Part II.B. Taxpayers must meet an elevated standard of care when attempting
to establish a reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties in the context of tax shelters
and reportable transactions. See I.R.C. § 6664(d) (pertaining to reasonable cause exception for
reportable transaction understatements); Reg. § 1.6664-4(d) (pertaining to underpayments
attributable to reportable transactions); Reg. § 1.6664-4(f) (pertaining to understatements
attributable to tax shelter items of corporations).
24 See Reg. § 1.6664- 4 (c)(1)(iii).
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Moreover, the kind of advisor that would base her advice on the invalidity of a
regulation-a practice that is generally prohibited under the Code24-would
likely be reluctant to share that deficient and prohibited analysis with her
taxpayer-client. To be sure, taxpayers cannot ignore obvious signs that their
advisors are playing loose with the rules,249 and in fact, they are themselves
subject to penalty for "negligence and disregard of rules and regulations. 250
But as thoughtful and ethical tax advisors have long believed, taxpayer-clients
are more often than not "honest innocents" such that the tax professional
"bears a heavy responsibility" because "his standards may become the guiding
standards for his client." '251
Second, a taxpayer cannot show reasonable reliance on advice if she knows
or has reason to know that she is entering into a transaction primarily for
tax avoidance purposes; or that the transaction lacks sufficient economic
substance; or that the transaction has no pretax profit potential; or that she
'See I.R.C. § 6694(b)(2) (subjecting practitioners to penalty for any willful attempt to
understate a client's tax liability or to engage in a "reckless or intentional disregard of rules
or regulations"); Reg. § 1.669 4 -3(c)(1) (stating that a practitioner recklessly or intentionally
disregards a rule or regulation when advising a return position or a claim for refund "that is
contrary to a rule or regulation," and the practitioner "knows of, or is reckless in not know-
ing of, the rule or regulation in question"). But see Reg. § 1.669 4-3(c)(2) (excepting from the
general rule positions for which the practitioner possesses a reasonable basis for succeeding on
the merits and adequately discloses).24'h-e best example in recent years of tax advisor misconduct-and of courts uncovering
and describing the malfeasance-involved lawyers and accountants peddling marketed shel-
ters. See, e.g., Fidelity Int'l Currency Advisor A Fund LLC v. United States, 747 E Supp 2d. 49,
213-14,242-43 (D. Mass. 2010) (blasting lawyers R.J. Ruble of Sidley Austin and Ira Akselrad
of Proskauer for, among other things, providing no independent legal advice, ignoring and
Haunting conflicts of interest, providing legal advice to tax shelter promoters and to taxpayer-
investors at the same time, "assist [ing] in the design, development, marketing and implementa-
tion of the tax shelter strategy and its variants," and "agree [ing] in advance to provide favorable
legal opinions in order to induce taxpayer-investors to utilize the strategy").
250I.R.C. § 6662(b)(1); see also Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(1) (defining "negligence" in this context
as "any failure to make a reasonable attempt to comply" with the tax law "or to exercise ordinary
and reasonable care in the preparation of a tax return"); Reg. § 1.6662-3(b)(1)(ii) (providing
an example of "negligence" as receiving a tax benefit that appears "'too good to be true' under
the circumstances"); Neonatology Associates, P.A. v. Commissioner, 299 E3d 221, 234 (3d
Cir. 2002) (finding that when a taxpayer "is presented with what would appear to be a fabulous
opportunity to avoid tax obligations, he should recognize that he proceeds at his own peril");
Stobie Creek Invs., LLC v. United States, 82 Fed. Cl. 636, 713-14 (2008); Jade Trading, LLC
v. United States, 80 Fed. Cl. 11, 56 (2007).
251 Norris Darrell, The Tax Practitioner's Duty to His Client and His Government, 7 PRAc.
LAw. 23, 25 (1961); see also George Cooper, The Avoidance: A Tale of Tax Planning, Tax Ethics,
and Tax Reform, 80 COLUM. L. Rev. 1553, 1584 (1980) (maintaining that tax advisors "have
great power to encourage or to discourage transactions"); Jerome R. Hellerstein, Ethical Prob-
lems in Office Counseling, Transcript of the TAx LAw ReviEw's Annual Banquet, 8 TAx L. Rev.
1, 9 (1952) (stating that the tax advisor's "task is to use our skill and experience and the great
confidence which our clients repose in us-our advice, our writing, our teaching-to improve
the tax morality of the community"); cf. Randolph E. Paul, The Lawyer as a Tax Adviser, 25
RocKY MTN. L. Rev. 412, 417 (1953) (stating that it is nor the tax advisor's "function to
improve men's hearts").
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signed off on false or misleading representations.252 Tax advisors are already
prohibited from rendering such advice, however, or encouraging such behav-
ior.2 53 Thus, an advisor who counsels positions or transactions suffering from
these deficiencies is proffering faulty advice and leading her client down a
road of unnecessary risk and liability.
Third, a taxpayer cannot establish reasonable reliance on professional advice
if she knows or has reason to know that her tax advisor has a conflict of interest
and thus cannot provide independent advice.254 Exemplary disqualifying con-
flicts include advice from an advisor who participates in the planning, promo-
tion, or sale of a tax avoidance transaction;25 5 advisors receiving compensation
from the planners or promoters of such a transaction rather than directly from
the taxpayer-client; 25' advisors whose compensation is contingent upon the
252See Reg. % 1.6 6 6 4 -4 (c)(1)(i)-(ii).
253 For entering into a transaction primarily for tax avoidance purposes, see, e.g., I.R.C.
6694 (a) (2)(C) (pertaining to penalties for advising reportable transactions, defined in section
6707A(c)(1) as any transaction that must be described on a return or statement because the
Treasury has flagged it "as having a potential for tax avoidance or evasion"); Reg. § 1.6694-1 (a)
(1) (same); Reg. % 1.6 6 9 4 -2(a)(1)(i)-(iii) (same); Reg. § 1.6694-2(d) (pertaining to exception
for adequate disclosure of positions with a reasonable basis); Reg. § 1.669 4 -3(c) (pertaining
to "reckless or intentional disregard" of a rule or regulation). For entering into a transaction
lacking sufficient economic substance, see supra notes 173 and 192 and accompanying text;
I.R.C. § 6662(b)(6) (pertaining to underpayment penalties "by reason of a transaction lack-
ing economic substance"); I.R.C. § 7701(o) (pertaining to the codification of the economic
substance doctrine); I.R.C. § 6664 (c)(2), (d)(2) (prohibiting reasonable cause and good faith
defense to penalties in the context of underpayments attributable to noneconomic substance
transactions). For transactions without pretax profit potential, see supra note 122 and accom-
panying text. For signing off on false or misleading representations, see supra notes 120-121
and 129 and accompanying text.
254See I.R.C. § 6664(d)(4)(B)(ii) (listing the characteristics of "disqualified advisors" in the
context of reportable transactions, all of which involve conflicts of interests); see also Fidelity
nt'l, 747 E Supp at 243 (stating that professional advice "may not be objectively reasonable
where the taxpayers knew or reasonably should have known that the professional had a con-
flict of interest"); Am. Boat Co. v. United States, 583 E3d 471, 482 (7th Cit. 2009) (noting
that "[w]hat exactly constitutes an 'inherent' conflict of interest is somewhat undefined, but
when an adviser profits considerably from his participation in the tax shelter, such as where
he is compensated through a percentage of the taxes actually sheltered, a taxpayer is much
less reasonable in relying on any advice the adviser may provide"); Neonatology, 299 E 3d at
234 (finding that a taxpayer's "reliance itself must be objectively reasonable in the sense that
. . . the professional himself does not suffer from a conflict of interest or lack of expertise
that the taxpayer knew of or should have known about"); Chamberlain v. Commissioner, 66
E3d 729, 732 (5th Cir. 1995) ("The reliance must be objectively reasonable; taxpayers may
not rely on someone with an inherent conflict of interest."); Pasternak v. Commissioner, 990
E2d 893, 903 (6th Cit. 1993) (finding that "the purported experts were either the promoters
themselves or agents of the promoters. Advice of such persons can hardly be described as that
of'independent professionals'); Illes v. Commissioner, 982 E2d 164, 166 (6th Cir. 1992) (no
reasonable reliance where accountant was "not a disinterested source" but rather a promoter
of the shelter at issue).
255See § 6664(d) (4) (B) (ii) (I).
256 See § 6664(d) (4) (B) (ii) (II).
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taxpayer receiving some or all of intended tax benefits;257 and advisors with
any other disqualifying financial interest in the transaction,25 such as getting
compensated based on how many opinions they churn out rather than on the
quality and independence of their advice. While these disqualifying conflicts
pertain specifically to the reasonable cause and good faith defense to penalties
in the context of "reportable transactions," '259 practitioners are also obliged
to avoid similar conflicts and misaligned incentives when advising transac-
tions ranging from plain vanilla to aggressive. As discussed above, Circular
230 prohibits all "conflicting interests '20 (including the personal interests of
the practitioner),2 1 it bans "unconscionable" and "contingent" fees,262 and it
expects disclosure of certain financial relationships between practitioners and
promoters, including referral fees and fee-sharing arrangements.263
W. Forging Accurate Advice and Accurate Returns: Five Key Developments
The importance placed on accurate, independent advice in the standard of
care for tax advisors is nothing new. Indeed, it has been developing over the
course of the last four decades. Beginning in the late 1970s, the Treasury and
Congress explicitly connected inaccurate advice, marketed tax shelters, the
audit lottery, noncompliance, and declining revenues with slumping ethi-
cal behavior among tax advisors. To address the perceived epidemic in dete-
riorating professional judgment, the government significantly elevated the
standard of care for tax professionals with new rules and regulations as well
as enhanced penalties for violating those rules. Tax advisors initially recoiled
at being turned into pseudo-government regulators. But rather quickly, tax
professionals, led by members of the ABA and the AICPA, contributed con-
structively to the discussion over regulating tax professionals nationwide with
an integrated, affirmative, and disciplinary standard of care that emphasized
accurate advice and accurate returns.
In this Part, we discuss the development of a more stringent and disci-
plinary standard of care through the lens of five key developments involv-
ing (1) due diligence as to marketed tax shelters, (2) communicating with
clients as to penalties, judicial anti-abuse doctrines, covered opinions, and
informed written consent to conflicts, (3) avoiding and overcoming conflicts
257 See § 6664(d) (4) (B) (ii) (III).
258 See § 6664(d) (4) (B) (ii) (IV).
M9See I.R.C. § 6707A(c)(1) (defining reportable transactions as those that must be described
on a return or statement because the Treasury has flagged them "as having a potential for tax
avoidance or evasion").26
1 See 31 C.ER. § 10.29 (2014); supra notes 199-203 and accompanying text.
261See 31 C.ER. § 10.29(a)(2) (2014); see also MODEL RULES OF PROF 'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(a)(2)
(same pertaining to lawyers).
2' See 31 C.ER. § 10.27 (2014); supra notes 218, 221-222, 228-230 and accompanying
text; see also MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.5 (prohibiting lawyers from charging
"unreasonable" fees); supra notes 219-220 and accompanying text.
263See 31 C.F.R. § 10.35(e)(1)(i)-(ii) (2007).
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of interest, (4) abstaining from contingent fees, and (5) due diligence as to
advising return positions.
A. Accuracy Through Due Diligence: Advising Marketed Tax Shelters
In the early 1980s, the Treasury faced a tax shelter problem of "major
proportions."26 4 Mass-marketed shelters shunted billions of tax dollars from
the public fisc265 and overwhelmed the court system.266 The "widespread
nature" of tax shelters, moreover, "undermine[d] the public's confidence in
the fairness of the tax system" and adversely "affect[ed] the level of voluntary
compliance.
267
Tax professionals were largely to blame for the shelter onslaught, at least
according to the government. To be sure, taxpayers expressed insatiable appe-
tites for tax avoidance. But tax advisors, particularly tax lawyers, whetted the
craving through written opinions that accompanied the offering materials to
mass-marketed shelters.268 In this way, tax lawyers effectively "control[led]
access to the market place." '269 Their opinions legitimized aggressive reporting
positions, provided penalty protection for shelter investors,2 7 and issued "a
free ticket to the audit lottery."
2 71
M4"Jerome Kurtz, Kurtz on 'Abusive Tax Shelters" 10 TAx NOTES (TA) 213, 213 (Feb. 18,
1980).
265Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 45 Fed. Reg. 58,594, 58,596
(Sept. 4, 1980) (reporting revenue lost to shelters "in recent years" exceeding $5 billion).
2"'See Kurtz, supra note 264, at 213 (noting that nearly 200,000 individual returns repre-
senting 18,000 shelter schemes with "questionable deductions" clogged "various stages of the
IRS examination and appeals process"); New York State Bar Association (NYSBA) Tax Section,
Managing the Tax Court Docket, 85 TAx NOTES TODAY 146-93 (July 24, 1985) (finding that
between 1980 and 1982, tax shelter cases in the U.S. Tax Court tripled in number from 5,000
to more than 15,000, representing one-third of the entire docket).
267Robert H. Mundheim, Mundheim on 'Abusive Tax Shelters, " 10 Tax NOTES (TA) 213,
213 (Feb. 18, 1980); see also Kurtz, supra note 264, at 213 ("The great abuse we are finding
in this area could result in a serious decline in taxpayers' perception of the fairness and even-
handedness of our administration of the tax system and consequently in the level of voluntary
compliance."); James B. Lewis, The Treasurys Latest Attack on Tax Shelters, 11 TAX NOTES (TA)
723, 723 (Oct. 13, 1980) (stating that shelters could cause "impairment to the fairness of the
income tax, the perception of unfairness by the rest of the taxpaying public, and the feared
adverse impact on the level and temper of voluntary compliance").
268See Jerome Kurtz, Professional Opinions as "Tickets to the Audit Lottery, " 12 TAX NOTES
(TA) 262, 262 (Feb. 9, 1981) (stating that "the product actually being marketed ... is the
lawyers' or accountants' opinion").
269Mundheim, supra note 267, at 214; see also Kurtz, supra note 264, at 213 (stating that
"abusive tax shelters depend for their successful marketing on the participation of professional
tax advisors").
27See, e.g., Laurence Goldfein & Stanley Weiss, An Analysis of the Proposed Changes Under
Circular 230 Affecting Tax Shelter Opinions, 53 J. TAX'N 340, 345 (1980) (quoting Mundheim
as saying, "At a minimum, the tax opinion is viewed as fraud insurance" where "the investor is
protected against loss" and fraud penalties).
27iKurtz, supra note 268, at 262.
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Given their power to induce taxpayers to participate in abusive shelters, tax
advisors owed "a particular responsibility to the Treasury.2 72 Their "privileged
position"2 73 as federal tax practitioners and experts in tax law created public-
minded obligations extending beyond "unalloyed avoidance-seeking. 2 74 In
defining ethical conduct broadly, the government invoked a longstanding
ethos among tax professionals that observed concurrent duties. While the tax
practitioner's primary duty ran to her client, she shouldered additional obli-
gations to her professionalism, 2 7 to other taxpayers,2 76 to her role as citizen,
277
to her government, 278 and to the tax system that supported her practice.2 79
The Treasury set about reminding tax practitioners of their multiple pro-
fessional obligations and their role in promoting compliance. In late 1980,
it issued proposed amendments to Circular 230 that imposed new duties
on practitioners rendering opinions on tax shelter offerings. "A critical ele-
ment in the typical promotion of an abusive tax shelter," said the Treasury,
"is the tax opinion generally provided by the promoter's attorney" or other
tax practitioner.28 Shelter promoters, the government surmised, viewed the
opinion-even a qualified, negative, or incorrect opinion-as penalty insur-
ance for investors in the event the shelter's tax benefits were disallowed.281
Meanwhile, investors viewed the opinion-again, even false or unfavorable
opinions-as a tax professional's endorsement of the shelter.28 2 The Treasury
identified four especially troublesome categories of opinions: (1) the inten-
tionally false or incompetent opinion; (2) the opinion that relied on fac-
tual representations of the promoter, including representations that were
272]d
271Mundheim, supra note 267, at 214.
274Cooper, supra note 251, at 158.
275See Cooper, supra note 251, at 158 (concluding that at some point, "the tax lawyer had
to stop being a tax advisor and become a professional").
276Henry Sellin, Professional Responsibility of the Tax Practitioner, 52 TAxEs 584, 608 (1974)
(stating that "a tax matter is not simply a matter between taxpayer and Treasury but between
taxpayer and the Treasury and other taxpayers").
277See, e.g., Randolph E. Paul, The Responsibilities of the Tax Adviser, 63 HARv. L. REv. 378,
386 (1950) (calling the tax lawyer "a citizen as well as a tax adviser") (emphasis in the original).
275See, e.g., Darrell, supra note 251, at 25 (observing "multiple responsibilities" for the tax
lawyer, including those to "his Government").279Cooper, supra note 251, at 1578 (arguing that tax lawyers owed "at least a measure of
allegiance to the fisc"); David E. Watts, Professional Standards in Tax Practice. Conflicts of Inter-
est, Disclosure Problems Under Regulatory Agency Rules, Potential Liabilities, 33 NYU. INST.
FED. TAX'N 649, 649 (1975) (stating tax lawyers "play an essential role in promoting informed
tax reporting, in building mutual confidence between taxpayers and the Service, and in cor-
respondingly reducing the burden on the Service's audit system"); Darrell, supra note 251, at
25 (highlighting a duty "to help make our self-assessing income tax system work").
2
°Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 45 Fed. Reg. 58,595, 58,595
(Sept. 4, 1980). The Treasury noted that while its announcement discussed "attorneys' opin-
ions," its "analysis would apply to opinions rendered by certified public accountants and others
entitled to practice before the Service. The rule covers all such practitioners." Id at 58,595 n.2.
281Id.
282Id.
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questionable given other facts and circumstances of the shelter; (3) the opin-
ion that never offered a conclusion on the material tax aspects of the shelter
or that relied on hypothetical facts rather than on actual facts; and (4) the
"reasonable basis" opinion that failed to state the low likelihood of prevailing
on the merits (typically between ten to 20% certainty)283 if the transaction
was identified, challenged, and litigated by the Service.284
The opinions that propped up abusive tax avoidance shared a common
characteristic: insufficient due diligence. Lack of due care, the Treasury main-
tained, led to inaccurate advice and, ultimately, to inaccurate return posi-
tions.285 The 1980 proposed amendments to Circular 230 raised diligence
standards by requiring practitioners to exercise elevated levels of care in deter-
mining the accuracy of the facts on which their opinions were based,286 to
use due diligence in ensuring that each material tax issue was addressed suffi-
ciently in opinions,"' and to further ensure that offering materials for shelter
investments "accurately and clearly" described the practitioner's opinion and
its conclusions as to the tax aspects of the transaction.288
The Treasury's emphasis on due diligence, accurate facts, and accurate
advice also informed its proposed rule permitting practitioners to provide an
opinion on shelter offerings only if the opinion concluded that the tax bene-
fits were "more likely than not" allowable. 29 The Treasury acknowledged that
this level of certainty (i.e., more than 50% likelihood of success) "constitutes
a significant step in the regulation of tax practitioners.""29 It required consid-
erably more than "present professional practice standards,"29 ' which permit-
ted practitioners to advise clients on tax benefits so long as they believed in
good faith that there was a "reasonable basis" (again, between ten to 20%
likelihood of success) to support the claim.292
The elevated "more likely than not" standard was necessary in the tax shelter
area to protect a trio of constituencies: (1) "careful" and ethical practitioners
25 Reasonable basis opinions had long been the industry standard and were explicitly
endorsed in ABA Formal Opinion 314, which governed the standard of care for tax lawyers
advising clients on tax return positions. See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility,
Formal Op. 314; see also Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Reasonable Basis and Ethical Standards Before
1980, 111 TAx NOTES (TA) 1047 (May 29, 2006).
2 4Tax Shelters; 45 Fed. Reg. at 58,595.
285]d
216See id. The Treasury was careful to describe what it meant by diligence as to facts: "What
constitutes 'due diligence' in assuring the accuracy of facts depends on the circumstances. Due
diligence ordinarily includes the duty to examine any offering materials and to be satisfied that
the facts upon which the opinion is based are accurate and complete. 'Due diligence' requires
the practitioner to be alert to inconsistencies or implausibilities in the facts as presented to him
or her and to resolve any doubts before rendering an opinion" (emphasis added).
287See id. at 58,596.
'See id.
289 See id.
29Id. at 58,597.
291Id. (citing to ABA Formal Opinion 314).
292Id. at 58,587.
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who might lose clients to unethical advisors willing to render sloppy opin-
ions on abusive transactions,293 (2) third-party shelter investors with whom
practitioners had not established practitioner-client relationships,294 and (3)
the public fiSC. 29 5 To further protect ethical practitioners, third parties, and
tax revenues, the Treasury expanded "disreputable conduct" under Circular
230 (conduct that was punishable by suspension or disbarment)296 to include
a pattern of providing incompetent opinions on questions arising under the
Federal tax laws. 297 It also explicitly made violation of Circular 230's due
diligence provisions (sections 10.22 and 10.33) punishable by suspension or
disbarment, 29 which, in conjunction with changes to the disreputable con-
duct standard, effectively eliminated the requirement of willfulness before a
practitioner could be disciplined.299
Practitioners attacked the proposed amendments from every angle. They
appreciated Treasury's effort to combat abusive shelters,"0 and they further
recognized the importance of a practitioner's opinion in inducing taxpayer-
investors to participate in aggressive transactions. 3 1' But they opposed every-
thing else. First, rather than combating tax shelters with more stringent
practice rules for tax advisors, practitioners argued that the government should
concentrate its scarce resources on an aggressive audit campaign focused on
areas of the tax law that were producing the most shelter activity. Second,
instead of going after practitioners for advising on shelter transactions, the
government should raise penalties on taxpayer-investors for purchasing ques-
tionable deals.113 Third, the Treasury's proposed definition of "tax shelter" was
too broad (capturing plain-vanilla and Congressionally-authorized tax mini-
mization) as well as too subjective (requiring practitioners to glean investors'
213Id. at 58,595 (noting that sloppy opinions propped up abusive shelters and "put signifi-
cant and unhealthy pressure on the careful practitioner").
294Id. at 58,597 (stating that tax practitioners "have greater responsibility when their opinions
are used to help merchandise an investment proposal to persons who are not their clients").
2951d. (stating that Treasury was "concerned about the possible defrauding of the Govern-
ment. In many tax shelter promotions the true victim is the Treasury").
296]d
297Seeid at 58,598; 31 C.F.R. § 10.51(j) (2014).
291See id at 58,598; 31 C.F.R. § 10.52 (2014). Existing section 10.22 pertained to
"[d]iligence as to accuracy" for nontax shelter advice, while proposed section 10.33 pertained
to "[t] ax shelter opinions."
299See id. at 58,597.
300 See, e.g., American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Taxation, Statement on ProposedRule
Amendment Circular 230 with Respect to Tax Shelter Opinions, 34 Tax LAw. 745, 746 (1981)
(the Tax Section's article formed the basis of its testimony at Treasury hearings in November
1980); New York State Bar Association (NYSBA) Tax Section, Circular 230 and the Standards
Applicable to Tax Shelter Opinions, 12 Tx NOTES (TA) 251, 252 (Feb. 9, 1981); Paul J. Sax,
Lawyer Responsibility in Tax Shelter Opinions, 34 Tx LAw. 5 (1980-1981).
"'NYSBA, supra note 300, at 253.
112ABA, supra note 300, at 747 (these areas of the law included partnerships, straddles
involving commodity and Treasury bills, and the valuation of donated property).
303Id
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"principal reason" for participating in shelters)." 4 Fourth, the new due dili-
gence requirements were simply too onerous, obligating practitioners to audit
both clients and promoters respecting the underlying facts and assumptions
of shelter transactions, to opine on every "important Federal tax aspect" of
the deal, and to refrain from issuing an opinion if the "bulk of the tax ben-
efits" (which the Treasury defined as "substantially more than 5l1%")'o did
not exceed "more likely than not" certainty)1 6
Practitioners reserved their loudest opposition for Treasury's intrusion on
the autonomy of self-regulation. Ethical rules and practice standards, the
ABA Section of Taxation argued, "should rest with those professional asso-
ciations whose members engage in that practice."30 7 The New York State Bar
Association agreed, maintaining that existing ethical guidelines promulgated
by practitioner groups could sufficiently regulate and discipline practitio-
ner behavior.3"8 Meanwhile, administrative agency regulation suffered from
"inherent conflicts of interest," with the agency acting as "prosecutor and
judge" in disciplinary actions.30 9 In so doing, Treasury's proposed amend-
ments to the standard of care for tax advisors reflected "a major change in
the relationship between the government and practitioners."31 Moreover,
practitioners criticized the practice rules for regulating what kind of opin-
ions they could and could not write, including longstanding industry stan-
dards such as the "no conclusions" opinion (which took no position on the
merits of a transaction), the limited scope opinion (which opined only on
parts of a transaction), and the negative opinion (which concluded that a
.. See, e.g., id. at 747; Thomas Volet, Circular 230 and the Definition ofa Tax Shelter, 12 Tax
NOTES (TA) 949 (Apr. 27, 1981); Practitioners Attack Limits on Tax Shelter Opinions, 11 Tax
NOTES (TA) 1143 (Dec. 8, 1980).3 5Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 45 Fed. Reg. 58,595, 58,596
(Sept. 4, 1980).3
1'See, e.g., ABA, supra note 300, at 752 (requirement would produce "unnecessarily long
and complex" opinions that, in turn, would be "unduly expensive for the promoter, and ulti-
mately for the investor"); Gerald J. Robinson, Attacking Tax Shelters: IRS in Blunderland? 12
Tax NOTES (TA) 646 (Mar. 23, 1981) (arguing that under the new diligence standard practi-
tioners would be "explaining and analyzing every tax feature in excruciating, mind-numbing
detail"); NYSBA, supra note 300, at 260-61; Goldfein & Weiss, supra note 270, at 342.
.. ABA, supra note 300, at 747; Practitioners Attack Limits on Tax Shelter Opinions, supra
note 304, at 1143; William L. Taylor, Jr., Attorney Defends Profession Against ProposedAmend-
ments to Rules on Tax Shelter Opinions, 11 Tax NOTES (TA) 743 (Oct. 13, 1980).
311See NYSBA, supra note 300, at 261 (arguing that existing ethical rules provided sufficient
"guidance for the formulation of standards of practice pertinent to tax shelter opinions, which,
though subject to special circumstances, are not unique in the practice of law").3 9d; Goldfein & Weiss, supra note 270, at 342, 345 (arguing that "the final arbiter of a
proceeding brought by the Treasury will be the Treasury itself"); see also Sax, supra note 300,
at 44 (warning that "administrative agency regulation of those that practice before it should be
approached with caution" and that agencies typically possessed "no special expertise in adjudi-
cating disciplinary matters, and due process standards tend to be less strictly enforced"); Gold-
fein & Weiss, supra note 270, at 345 (arguing that "the final arbiter of a proceeding brought
by the Treasury will be the Treasury itself").3
"NYSBA, supra note 300, at 261.
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deal was impermissible). 11 Finally, and vociferously, practitioners warned
that Treasury's incursion into the daily practice of tax professionals endan-
gered the attorney-client relationship by creating "a chilling effect on advo-
cacy" and preventing practitioners from pursuing outcomes most favorable
to taxpayer-clients. 12
What many tax practitioners refused to acknowledge in the early 1980s
was that self-regulation had failed. In fact, it had failed miserably. 13 Existing
ethical guidelines permitted practitioners to write (and get paid for) opinions
on reporting positions or transactions that they knew (or should have known)
were not supportable under existing law. State bar associations, moreover,
were either incapable or unwilling to regulate the kind of professional behav-
ior that created and sustained the tax shelter marketplace.314 And the disparate
standards of care promulgated by practitioner groups were an uncoordinated
mess and infused with adversarial norms. 15
The failure of self-regulation forced the Treasury to intervene. More spe-
cifically, it prompted the agency to raise the standards of due diligence, to
promulgate a unified standard of care for federal tax practitioners, to disci-
pline both willful violations of due care as well as negligent and incompetent
violations, and to increase significantly the penalties for violating the new
rules. Practitioners were understandably anxious. Many of them had never
given Circular 230 a second thought. Even fewer feared punishment under
the recently enacted penalty statute aimed at tax return preparers for advising
311See Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 45 Fed. Reg. 58,596,
58,597 (Sept. 4, 1980); ABA, supra note 300, at 746; NYSBA, supra note 300, at 258-59;
Practitioners Attack Limits on Tax Shelter Opinions, supra note 304, at 1143.
312Sax, supra note 300, at 44; see also Jacques T. Schlenger, Comments on the Proposed Regu-
lations on Tax Shelter Opinions, 59 TAxEs 173, 178 (1981) (stating that the proposed rules
"impinge[d] on the taxpayer's right to counsel"); ABA, supra note 300, at 747 (writing that the
amendments caused "undue interference in the attorney-client relationship" and "vigorous and
independent advocacy that is an important element in our self-assessment system"); NYSBA,
supra note 300, at 252 (calling Treasury's proposal "an incipient threat to the right of American
citizens to be represented by independent counsel").
313See supra notes 268-271,280-288 and accompanying text.
314See Practitioners Attack Limits on Tax Shelter Opinions, supra note 304, at 1143 (summa-
rizing practitioner preference for deferring to state bar associations to "promulgate and enforce
ethical standards for its members despite the fact that the bars have been lax in policing this
area in the past"); Mundheim, supra note 267, at 213 (stating that enforcement of ethical rules
by state bar associations in the area of tax practice "has not been as vigorous or effective as those
of us who believe in self-regulation would like"); see also Koniak & Cohen, supra note 21 and
accompanying text.
3111t is worth noting that practitioners also recognized the "balkanization of discipline
among several separate professional groups," which produced "great unevenness and ineffec-
tive enforcement." Lewis, supra note 267, at 725; see also Practitioners Attack Limits on Tax
Shelter Opinions, supra note 304, at 1143 (quoting former Commissioner, Don Alexander, as
endorsing a standard of care promulgated by the Treasury that would apply uniformly to all
federal tax practitioners).
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understatements of tax liability.316 Treasury's proposed amendments-and,
in particular, the threat of suspension or disbarment for violating the new
practice rules-got their attention.
At the same time, the Treasury acknowledged practitioner concerns. In
late 1982, the Treasury published a modified version of its proposed amend-
ments that incorporated suggestions from the 100-plus written and oral
comments it had received from the practitioner community. 1 The modified
proposal also included many of the principles and guidelines contained in
the ABA's recently finalized Formal Opinion 346, which, according to the
government, "addresses many of the fundamental concerns of the Treasury
Department with respect to tax shelter opinions. '31 Specifically, the modi-
fied proposal adopted the framework of Opinion 346 with respect to (1)
diligence as to factual matters such that practitioners could reasonably rely
on facts provided by clients without "audit[ing]" their authenticity; 319 (2)
diligence as to opining on material tax issues "where possible" rather than in
all cases; 321 (3) the definition of "tax shelter" and of "tax shelter opinion; 321
and (4) a disciplinary approach that continued to allow Treasury to punish
negligent or incompetent conduct but that also paralleled the ABA Code
of Professional Responsibility by "prohibiting knowing or reckless conduct
and conduct involving gross negligence (gross incompetence, indifference to
consequences, inadequate preparation under the circumstances and consis-
tent failure to perform obligations to the client). '32  In addition, the Treasury
also responded to criticism that its amendments (1) were unnecessary given
ethical guidelines promulgated by the professional licensing bodies; 323 (2)
intruded on the attorney-client relationship; 324 (3) required practitioners to
conclude with predictive certainty on all material tax issues even if the law
316As part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 Congress enacted section 6694, the preparer
understatement penalty. The maximum penalty for violating the statute was a mere $100 per
infraction. Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, § 669 4 (a), 90 Stat. 1520, 1689-90.
317'ee Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 47 Fed. Reg. 56,144,
56,145 (Dec. 15, 1982) (to be codified at 31 CER. pt. 10).
31 Id. at 56,145. For a full treatment of the ABA's adoption of Opinion 346, see generally
Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., ABA Formal Opinion 346 and a New Statutory Penaliy Regime, 111 Tax
NOTES (TA) 1269 (June 12, 2006).
319'47 Fed. Reg. at 56,147, 56,149.
3201d.
3211d. at 56,148, 56,150.
3221d. at 56,149, 56,150.
323]d at 56,146 (noting that although the licensing bodies served "an important enforce-
ment vehicle ... the variation in enforcement because of the multiplicity of professional
licensing authorities justifies the adoption of a rule which provides a basis for uniform, direct
action by the Department").
324]d. (reiterating that the new practice rules would only apply to written opinions used in
the marketing of tax shelter investments to persons "other than the client who engaged the
practitioner to give the advice").
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was uncertain; 325 and (4) created a conflict of interest with the Treasury act-
ing as both prosecutor and judge in the regulation of practitioner conduct. 326
In two short years, the differences between the Treasury and the practitio-
ner community had shrunk considerably respecting expected levels of care
and diligence in advising tax shelter investments. For their part, practitioners
largely conceded that they played a role in regulating the tax shelter market-
place and, furthermore, that the government was going to be looking over its
shoulder with the threat of disciplinary action. Meanwhile, the government
listened and responded to practitioner concerns respecting the requirements,
application, and breadth of the new rules.
Nonetheless, differences persisted. Specifically, Treasury remained focused
on achieving accurate advice and accurate returns through an elevated stan-
dard of care that exceeded prevailing standards as well as through further
enlistment of practitioners in the fight against abusive tax avoidance. "Just as
the lawyer has a duty to protect the integrity of the legal system as a whole,"
the Treasury argued, "so the practitioner ... has a duty to protect the integ-
rity and effectiveness of the tax system." '32 That responsibility necessarily
prohibited a practitioner from rendering an opinion unless she concluded
that the "bulk" of the overall tax benefits (which the Treasury continued
to define as "substantially more than 51W") were "more likely than not"
correct, 328 a higher level of certainty than that required under Opinion 346.329
Consequently, practitioners could not render opinions concluding that the
bulk of the overall tax benefits were unlikely to be realized, much less negative
opinions concluding that the tax benefits would not be realized. 330 By provid-
ing such analyses to tax shelter promoters, a practitioner "authorizes use of his
opinion for soliciting potentially large numbers of persons to seek tax benefits
325Id. at 56,147 (writing that the proposal commanded "only a prediction as to outcome
and not of course a requirement that the practitioner be certain as to the result").326Id. at 56,146 (explaining that the Treasury officer who enforces Circular 230 regulations
is independent of the Service, and that the disciplinary provisions of Circular 230 provide
administrative due process safeguards and judicial review extending all the way to the federal
courts).
327 Id.321d. at 54,147-48, 54,150 (with "more likely than not" reflecting at least 51% certainty).329SeeABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 346 (stating that a lawyer
could render an opinion after concluding that the tax benefits "probably will be realized or
probably will not be realized, or that the probabilities of realization and nonrealization of the
significant tax benefits are evenly divided").33
1The 1982 proposed amendments to Circular 230 did not prohibit negative opinions,
because, in the Treasury's view, newly enacted penalty statutes (particularly section 6661, the
taxpayer penalty for substantial understatements) undermined "the usefulness and viability of
negative opinions in tax shelter offerings" by undercutting a taxpayer's claim that a tax shelter
position possessed "substantial authority" and that the taxpayer reasonably believed the tax
treatment was more likely than not proper. Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue
Service, 47 Fed. Reg. at 56,146. For discussion of section 6661 (and its reincarnation in 1989
as section 6662), see supra Part IVE.1.
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which the opinion says are not allowable under the tax laws." '331 "Such con-
duct by a practitioner," the Treasury continued, "is inimical to our volun-
tary self assessment tax system and its underlying principles," and "actively
encourages" inaccurate returns.332 Practitioners providing tax shelter opinions
that would be relied upon by nonclient shelter investors owed a heightened
responsibility-both to the investors and to the tax system-to render full
and accurate advice on factual issues, legal issues, and material tax issues, the
last of which explicitly included potential penalties that could be assessed on
disallowed tax benefits. 333
A little more than a year later, and with little modification, the Treasury
finalized the regulations. 334 The new rules pertaining to opinions used in tax
shelter offerings, the Treasury explained, "complement the new penalties
and other tax law changes made by Congress relating to tax shelters. ' 335 The
Treasury spotlighted section 6661, the substantial understatement penalty
(and precursor to section 6662), which "increased the significance of deter-
mining whether there is sufficient legal authority for a position taken on a tax
return.1336 The elevated reporting standard for taxpayers, in conjunction with
the accompanying risk of penalty for submitting inaccurate returns, made
it "even more important than before that a prospective investor receive
accurate and complete tax advice in the opinion as to the merits of the tax
shelter offering."'
337
The Treasury's practice rules had long reminded practitioners of their
duty to seek and achieve accuracy and completeness in rendering advice to
'47 Fed. Reg. at 56,145.
32 Id. at 56,145-46.
3 In highlighting potential penalties, the Treasury was thinking of section 6661, the new
substantial understatement penalty. See id. at 56,147-48.
334 See Regulations Governing the Practice of Attorneys, Certified Public Accountants,
Enrolled Agents, and Enrolled Actuaries Before the Internal Revenue Service, 49 Fed. Reg.
6719 (Feb. 23, 1984). The only notable differences between the 1982 modified proposed
amendments and the 1984 final regulations involved: (1) incorporating into the rules an
explicit statement on the expected level of due diligence pertaining to verifying facts, financial
projections, and other valuation estimates (31 C.F.R. § 10.33(a)(1)(ii)-(iv)), 49 Fed. Reg.
at 6722; (2) requiring practitioners to render an opinion "where possible" rather than in all
circumstances on the overall likelihood that a shelter's tax benefits would be realized, to "fully
describe the reasons" in the event a practitioner could not provide an overall evaluation, and
to "clearly and prominently disclose [d] in the offering materials" anything short of a favorable
overall evaluation (31 C.F.R. § 10.33(a)(5)), 49 Fed. Reg. at 6722; and (3) permitting practi-
tioners to render partial opinions so long as the practitioner had no reason to believe that the
overall evaluation of another practitioner was incorrect "on its face" (31 C.F.R. § 10.33(a)(6)),
49 Fed. Reg. at 6722.
335Id. at 6720. For a discussion of the new penalty regime, see Ventry, supra note 318, at
1273-75; Dennis J. Ventry, No Joke: Circular 230 Is Here to Stay, 111 TAX NOTES (TA) 1409,
1414-15 (June 19, 2006); see also supra Part IVE.1.
336 49 Fed. Reg. at 6719.
33Id. (emphasis added).
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taxpayer-clients.338 But the link between accurate and complete advice and
accurate and complete returns established in the early 1980s began to appear
in Circular 230's standard of care with increasing frequency and explicitness
in the following decades.339
B. Accuracy Through Communication: Penalties, Anti-Abuse Doctrines,
Covered Opinions, and Informed Written Consent to Conflicts
In elevating the standard of care on tax shelter opinions in 1984, the
Treasury imposed more rigorous requirements on tax advisors not just with
respect to due diligence but also communicating with clients. The new rules
obliged practitioners to "make inquiry as to all relevant facts, be satisfied
that the material facts are accurately and completely described in the offer-
ing materials, and assure that any representations as to future activities are
clearly identified, reasonable and complete.1341 These responsibilities, while
reflective of due diligence principles, also required practitioners to have con-
versations with their promoter-clients. Similarly, while a practitioner might
have avoided asking specific questions of her client when basing an opinion
on hypothetical or assumed facts, satisfying the new duty that she "relate the
law to the actual facts" compelled her to probe more deeply.341 Furthermore,
338See, e.g., Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug.
13, 1966) (pertaining to section 10.22, diligence as to accuracy: "Each attorney, certified pub-
lic accountant, or enrolled agent shall exercise due diligence in preparing or assisting in the
preparation of, approving, and filing returns, documents, affidavits, and other papers relating
to Internal Revenue Service matters, in determining the correctness of representations made
by him to the Internal Revenue Service, and in determining the correctness of representations
made by him to clients with reference to any matter administered by the Internal Revenue
Service") (emphasis added).31See, e.g., 51 Fed. Reg. 29,113, 29,113 (proposed Aug. 14, 1986) ("The complexities
of the tax and the limited number of tax return examinations the Service is able to perform
impose a substantial burden upon the government. Hence, the representations made on tax
returns must accurately reflect the facts, and positions taken on tax returns must be support-
able by the law. A practitioner, during an engagement with a taxpayer-client, has an affirma-
tive duty to assure that these occur.") (emphasis added); 66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3280-81, 3291,
3294 (proposed Jan. 12, 2001) (pertaining to marketed opinions and more likely than not
opinions: "A practitioner would be required to make inquiry as to all relevant facts, be satisfied
that the opinion takes account of all relevant facts, and that the material facts are accurately
and completely described in the opinion") (emphasis added); Regulations Governing Practice
Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed. Reg. 48,760, 48,771 (July 26, 2002); Tax Return
Preparer Penalties Under Sections 6694 and 6695, 73 Fed. Reg. 34,560, 34,562 (proposed
June 17, 2008) ("In developing these proposed regulations, the Treasury Department and the
Service recognize that the majority of tax return preparers serve the interests of their clients and
the tax system by preparing complete and accurate returns."); Regulations Governing Practice
Before the Internal Revenue Service, 76 Fed. Reg. 32,286, 32,294 (June 3, 2011) ("Tax return
preparers are not only responsible for assisting taxpayers in filing complete, timely, and accurate
returns, but also help educate taxpayers about the tax laws .... Increasing the completeness
and accuracy of returns would necessarily lead to increased compliance with tax obligations by
taxpayers.") (emphasis added).
3449 Fed. Reg. 6719, 6722 (Feb. 23, 1984); 31 CER. § 10.33(a) (2004).
34149 Fed. Reg. 6719, 6722; 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004).
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identifying material tax issues... and opining on the likelihood of success on
the merits for each issue343 forced advisors to transmit information to clients
about "the potential applicability of penalties, additions to tax, or interest
charges that reasonably could be asserted against a tax shelter investor." '344
These communication obligations were designed to facilitate more accurate
advice and to aid promoter-clients and third-party taxpayer-investors in mak-
ing informed and accurate decisions.345
In 1986, the Treasury extended the communication principles applicable
to marketed tax shelters to nonshelter situations. Proposed amendments to
Circular 230 required practitioners to "advise a client fully" on potential pen-
alties under recently enacted section 6661, the substantial understatement
penalty.34 6 Although Circular 230 had never highlighted a specific provision
of the Code for special treatment, the Treasury wished to emphasize "that the
role of the practitioner in our tax system requires adherence to ... all tax com-
pliance laws," including penalties that technically affected taxpayer-clients
rather than tax advisors.34 Six years later, the Treasury modified the proposed
regulations pertaining to this communication obligation, requiring practi-
tioners to inform clients of penalties "reasonably likely to apply to the client
with respect to the position, of the opportunity to avoid any such penalty by
disclosure, if relevant, and of the requirements for adequate disclosure. "348
Two additional years later, in 1994, the Treasury finalized the regulations, 349
but not before making it clear to practitioners that the duty to inform clients
of reasonably applicable penalties touched all forms of professional advice
on tax positions "advised, prepared or reported." 350 At the same time, the
Treasury reiterated its belief "that informing clients of penalties reasonably
likely to apply with respect to return positions is an important component
34249 Fed. Reg. 6719, 6722; 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004).
3449 Fed. Reg. 6719, 6722; 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(3) (2004).
34449 Fed. Reg. 6719, 6722; 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(3) (2004).
345Following Treasury's lead, the professional organizations acknowledged that the requisite
standard of care in advising on return positions required practitioners to communicate infor-
mation about penalties to taxpayer-clients. See, e.g., ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsi-
bility, Formal Op. 346, at 634 (instructing tax lawyers to inform clients of "potential penalties
and other legal consequences should the client take the position advised").
34'51 Fed. Reg. 29,113, 29,115 (proposed Aug. 14, 1986); Reg. § 10.3 4 (a) (2011).
47 51 Fed. Reg. 29,113, 29,114.
34'57 Fed. Reg. 46,356, 46,359 (proposed Oct. 8, 1992).
141See Regulations Governing the Practice of Attorneys, Certified Public Accountants,
Enrolled Agents, and Enrolled Actuaries Before the Internal Revenue Service, 59 Fed. Reg.
31,523 (June 20, 1994).
35Id. at 31,527.
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of a practitioner's duty to his or her client." '351 So important, in fact, that the
requirement survived the next 20 years without substantive change.
35 2
The duty to communicate fully and diligently with taxpayer-clients
expanded still further in the early 2000s when the Treasury began includ-
ing anti-abuse doctrines and rules in the list of relevant potential risks and
liabilities. In 2001, the Treasury issued proposed amendments to Circular
230 requiring practitioners rendering tax shelter opinions to consider "the
possible application to the facts of all potentially relevant judicial doctrines,
including the step transaction, business purpose, economic substance, sub-
stance over form, and sham transaction doctrines.1353 It also obligated prac-
titioners to consider "potentially relevant statutory and regulatory anti-abuse
rules" and to "analyze whether the tax shelter item is vulnerable to challenge
under all potentially relevant doctrines and anti-abuse rules. ' 354 Even ear-
lier, the Treasury alerted practitioners that it intended to leverage the eco-
nomic substance doctrine in the fight against abusive tax shelters and to assess
penalties on taxpayer-investors for participating in noneconomic substance
351Id. at 31,524. The only notable difference between the 1992 proposed regulations and
the 1994 finalized regulations involved the Treasury's reminder to practitioners that the com-
munication requirement existed "even if the practitioner is not subject to a penalty with respect
to the position," a qualification that accounted for differences in the standard of care under the
preparer penalty in section 6694 versus the taxpayer understatement penalty in section 6662.
Id. at 31,527.
352See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 76 Fed. Reg.
32,286, 32,307 (June 3, 2011) (reissuing with no change to communication requirement);
Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 72 Fed. Reg. 54,540,
54,549 (Sept. 26, 2007) (renumbering to section 10.34 (c)); 71 Fed. Reg. 6421, 6430 (pro-
posed Feb. 8, 2006); Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67
Fed. Reg. 48,760, 48,774 (July 26, 2002) (renumbering to section 10.34(b)); 66 Fed. Reg.
3276, 3294 (proposed Jan. 12, 2001).
35'66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3294-95 (pertaining to sections 10.33, tax shelter opinions used by
third parties to market tax shelters, and 10.35, more likely than not tax shelter opinions). The
Treasury first notified practitioners in 2000 that it was considering this new communication
requirement. See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 65 Fed.
Reg. 30,375, 30,376 (proposed May 11, 2000).
'5466 Fed. Reg. 3294-95. In addition, the proposed rule required practitioners to "take into
account the taxpayer's non-tax and tax purposes (and the relative weight of such purposes)
for entering into a transaction and for structuring a transaction in a particular manner," a
requirement that effectively leveraged the communication obligation to glean taxpayer motive,
a critical component in modern economic substance analysis (that is, the so-called objective
and subjective prongs of the economic substance doctrine). Id. at 3295.
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transactions. 55 At the time, "well-meaning tax professionals" acknowledged
that "proper ethical conduct" required "point[ing] to judicially developed
doctrines such as economic substance, sham transaction, and the like" in
advising on aggressive tax avoidance deals.35 ' In 2004, the Treasury finalized
the requirement that practitioners must consider "potentially applicable judi-
cial doctrines" in relating the relevant law to the facts of a reporting position
or transaction.3 57 Given the increased salience of these doctrines, moreover,
it was clear that practitioners owed a duty to evaluate the possibility-and
to inform clients of the potential likelihood-that a court could (and often
did) invalidate tax benefits and impose penalties for transactions lacking in
economic substance.
Several additional components of the standard of care pertaining to com-
munication deserve mention. First, in the same year that Treasury finalized
amendments to Circular 230 requiring practitioners to consider "potentially
applicable judicial doctrines," it added other communication provisions. One
of these new requirements stated that "best practices" included "[c]ommu-
nicating clearly with the client regarding the terms of the engagement" and
determining the client's "expected purpose for and use of the advice" as well as
"the form and scope of the advice or assistance to be rendered.35 Yet another
"best practice" urged "[a] dvising the client regarding the import of the con-
clusions reached," such as whether and how a taxpayer might defend against
potential penalties by claiming that she reasonably relied on the advice of a
tax professional. 359 (It was hardly a coincidence that this particular "best prac-
tice" followed the guideline that tax advisors consider "potentially applicable
judicial doctrines.""36 A taxpayer could not be said to reasonably rely in good
355See, e.g., Notice 2000-44, 2000-2 C.B. 255 (identifying partnership inflated-basis trans-
actions as listed transactions, and quoting Notice 99-59, "a loss is allowable as a deduction for
federal income tax purposes only if it is bona fide and reflects actual economic consequences.
An artificial loss lacking economic substance is not allowable"); Rev. Rul. 2000-12, 2000-1
C.B. 744-45 (involving "debt straddles" and stating that courts "have disallowed losses from
option-straddle transactions that were found to be devoid of economic substance"); Notice
99-59, 1999-2 C.B. 761 (pertaining to corporate inflated-basis transactions); Rev. Rul. 99-14,
1999-1 C.B. 835-36 (pertaining to lease-in/lease-out transactions and stating, "[c]ourts have
refused to recognize the tax consequences of a transaction that does not appreciably affect the
taxpayer's beneficial interest except to reduce tax. The presence of an insignificant profit is not
enough to provide a transaction with sufficient economic substance to be respected for tax
purposes").
15'See Letter from Paul J. Sax, Chair, American Bar Association Section of Taxation, to Hon.
Daniel P. Moynihan, Ranking Minority Member, Senate Finance Committee (Mar. 21, 2000),
reproduced in 87 Tax NOTES (TA) 145, 146 (Apr. 3, 2000).
157The quoted language appeared in two new sections, § 10.33(a)(2) (2004); 69 Fed. Reg.
75,839, 75,842 (Dec. 20, 2004) (pertaining to best practices), and § 10.35(c)(2)(i) (2007); 69
Fed. Reg. at 75,843 (Dec. 20, 2004) (pertaining to covered opinions).
3531 CER. § 10.33(a)(1) (2004); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,841 (Dec. 20, 2004).
35931 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(3) (2004); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,842 (Dec. 20, 2004).
3631 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(2) (2004); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,842 (Dec. 20, 2004).
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faith on professional advice to mitigate or avoid penalties if the advice failed
to account for judicial anti-abuse doctrines.)
Second, the 2004 amendments raised the communication standard of care
in the new section on "covered opinions," a catchall category of written opin-
ions that analyzed the federal tax aspects of listed or otherwise potentially
abusive transactions. '1 Among other communication-related provisions, the
new covered opinion standards strongly discouraged opinions that contained
"conditions of confidentiality" or disclosure limitations that effectively pro-
hibited the taxpayer-client from discussing the transaction with other tax
professionals. 62 Such a restriction was antithetical to a practitioner's commu-
nication obligation and prevented taxpayer-clients from making informed,
accurate decisions about their return positions. At the same time, the new
rules treated less harshly written advice that "prominently disclosed" '363
(1) potentially tainted relationships between promoters and practitioners
(including compensation and referral arrangements), 6 4 (2) that certain opin-
ions could not be relied upon for avoiding penalties, '5 (3) that certain opin-
ions were provided to support the promotion of marketed shelters and that
taxpayers should seek additional advice from independent tax advisors,366 (4)
that certain opinions only covered limited federal tax issues and that other
relevant issues could exist and should be considered,3 and (5) that certain
opinions failed to reach "more likely than not" certainty on one or more sig-
nificant tax issues. 368
Third, and finally, the Treasury sent a clear message to practitioners over
the years about the importance of communicating with taxpayer-clients
through Circular 230's conflicting interests standard. Section 10.29 had long
361In June 2014, the Treasury eliminated the detailed covered opinion rules in favor of an
overarching, principles-based standard for all written tax advice. See supra notes 143-153 and
accompanying text.
36'2See 31 C.F.R. § 10.35(b)(6) (2007); 69 Fed. Reg. at 75,842 (Dec. 20, 2004).
33 "Prominently disclosed" was defined as "set[ing] forth in a separate section at the begin-
ning of the written advice in a bolded typeface that is larger than any other typeface used in
the written advice." 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(8) (2007); 69 Fed. Reg. at 75,843. According to the
Treasury, the heightened disclosure requirement was "intended to ensure transparency between
taxpayers and practitioners and to provide taxpayers with notice of any limitation on their
ability to rely on written advice." Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue
Service, 70 Fed. Reg. 28,824, 28,824-25 (May 19, 2005).
3 6 4See 31 C.F.R. § 10.35(e)(1) (2007); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,844 (Dec. 20, 2004).
165 See, e.g., 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(4)(ii) (2007); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,842 (Dec. 20, 2004) (per-
taining to "reliance opinions"); 31 C.F.R. § 10.35(b)(5)(ii)(A) (2007); 69 Fed. Reg. 75,842
(Dec. 20, 2004) (pertaining to "marketed opinions"); 31 CER. § 10.35(e)(3)(iii) (2007); 69
Fed. Reg. 75,844 (Dec. 20, 2004) (pertaining to significant federal tax issues that the practi-
tioner failed to analyze in "limited scope opinions"); 31 C.ER. § 10.35(e)(4 )(ii); 69 Fed. Reg.
75,844 (Dec. 20, 2004) (pertaining to significant federal tax issues on which the practitioner
failed to reach "more likely than not" certainty).366 See 31 CER. § 10.35(e)(2)(ii)(C) (2007).
367 See id. § 10.35(e)(3)(i)-(ii) (2007).
36 1 See id. § 10.35(e)( 4 )(i) (2007).
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prohibited practitioners from representing "conflicting interests" except "by
express consent of all directly interested parties after full disclosure has been
made." '369 As the next Part of this Article explains, the Treasury proposed alter-
ing the conflicting interests standard in 2001 by, among other things, adding
the requirement that practitioners obtain a client's written consent to con-
flicts.170 The following year, the Treasury finalized the rule to require that any
taxpayer-client affected by a conflicting interest (including a personal interest
of the practitioner)17 1 provide "informed consent, confirmed in writing."37 '
The idea behind the informed, written consent requirement reflected
Treasury's concern "that the parties understand the conflict,"37' and further-
more, as the Director of the Service's Office of Professional Responsibility
recently emphasized, that practitioners "must have a conversation with the
taxpayer about whether representation is possible."7' ' And while some prac-
titioner groups continued to allow its members to receive verbal informed
consent followed by a confirmatory letter authored by the practitioner, the
Treasury imposed a strict signing requirement on conflicts waivers (including
those prepared by the practitioner).3 71
C. Accuracy Through Avoiding and Overcoming Conflicting Interests
In May 2000, the Treasury announced that it aimed to revise Circular
230's "general standards of practice and standards of practice relating to tax
3 Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug. 13,
1966).
37°See § 10.29(a)(2) (2002); 66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3291 (Jan. 12, 2001). The Treasury had
presaged this change in 2000 when it issued a notice of proposed rulemaking soliciting public
comment on "[w]hether § 10.29 should be expanded to define conflicting interests and to
delineate what constitutes informed consent permitting a practitioner to represent clients with
conflicting interests." Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 65
Fed. Reg. 30,375, 30,376 (proposed May 11, 2000). In fact, some of the comments received
"expressed concern about the current practice used by some practitioners to obtain oral con-
sents to represent parties where there is a direct conflict of interest" and recommended to the
Treasury that practitioners "be required to obtain written consents to represent" directly con-
flicting interests. 66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3277 (Jan. 12, 2001).
371See § 10.29(a)(2) (2002); 67 Fed. Reg. 48,760, 48,773 (July 26, 2002).
37231 C.ER. § 10.29(b)(3) (2002); 67 Fed. Reg. at 48,773.
373Sheryl Stratton, Practitioners Take First Shots at IRS Over Transparency Proposal, 110 TAX
NOTES (TA) 710, 711 (Feb. 24, 2006) (paraphrasing Deborah Butler, IRS Associate Chief
Counsel).
374jeremiah Coder, Recusal Not Always Required in Conflicts, Hawkins Says, 139 TAx NOTES
(TA) 35, 35 (Apr. 8, 2013) (quoting OPR Director Karen Hawkins).
375In 2007, for instance, the Treasury issued final amendments to Circular 230 altering the
language of section 10.29 in order to "clarif[y] that a practitioner is required to obtain consents
in writing from each affected client in order to represent the conflicting interests." Regulations
Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 71 Fed. Reg. 6421, 6424 (proposed
Feb. 8, 2006). Preserving and reanimating the signing requirement, the Treasury explained,
was "appropriate to protect taxpayer interests." Regulations Governing Practice Before the
Internal Revenue Service, 72 Fed. Reg. 54,540, 54,542 (Sept. 26, 2007).
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shelters."376 The announcement followed closely on the heels of a detailed
and highly publicized Treasury report on the proliferation of corporate tax
shelters,3 7 as well as the publication of regulations requiring disclosure of
certain transactions by corporate taxpayers, 7' registration of confidential cor-
porate tax shelters with the Service,179 and maintenance of lists containing the
names of taxpayer-clients who invested in certain shelter transactions."' For
years, the government had been playing catch up with sophisticated shelters
and the associated loss in revenue. But a series of high-profile cases in which
courts invalidated sought after tax benefits in abusive shelters38 1-in addition
to anonymous packages and envelopes sent to government officials and the
press containing confidential transaction documents3 2-began to close the
gap and provide crucial insights into the operations of the professionals that
designed, advised, and marketed the schemes.
The Treasury's inventory of possible revisions to Circular 230 in May 2000
gave an indication of what it had learned. Practitioners, primarily (but not
exclusively) tax lawyers, were writing opinions without exercising sufficient
17'65 Fed. Reg. 30,375, 30,375 (proposed May 11, 2000).
177DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, THE PROBLEM OF CORPORATE TAx SHELTERS: Discus-
SION, ANALYSIS AND LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS (1999).
171See Tax Shelter Disclosure Statement, 65 Fed. Reg. 11,205 (Mar. 2, 2000).
371See id at 11,215.
380Seeid. at 11,211.
3 1See Saba P'ship v. Commissioner, 273 E3d 1135 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (at which point the
Tax Court once again invalidated the transaction); ASA Investerings P'ship v. Commissioner,
201 F.3d 505 (D.C. Cir. 2000); ACM P'ship v. Commissioner, 157 E3d 231 (3d Cit. 1998),
cert. denied, 562 U.S. 1017 (1999); ACM P'ship v. Commissioner, 157 E3d 231 (3d Cir.
1998), cert. denied, 562 U.S. 1017 (1999); Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc. v. Commissioner, 113
T.C. 254 (1999); Saba P'ship v. Commissioner, 78 T.C.M. (CCH) 684, 1999 T.C.M. (RIA)
99,359 (vacated and remanded in light of ASA Investerings Pship); Saba P'ship v. Commis-
sioner, 85 T.C.M. (CCH) 817, 2003, T.C.M. (RIA) 2003-31.
382See, e.g., Lee A. Sheppard, Captain Sandys Tax Shelter, 89 TAX NOTES (TA) 1208 (Dec. 4,
2000) (describing a "package" sent to the author "with the identity of the recipient removed
and an anonymous handwritten note asking 'Why is a VP Tax of a major company peddling
this crap?"'); Lee A. Sheppard, Corporate Tax Shelters.: More Plain Brown Wrappers, 87 TAx
NOTES (TA) 321, 322 (Apr. 17, 2000) (discussing "unmarked envelopes [and their contents]
that contain tax shelter materials sent anonymously to journalists and government officials");
Lee A. Sheppard, Shelter Opinions: The Tax Equivalent of Pasties, 87 TAx NOTES (TA) 17 (Apr.
3, 2000) (discussing contents of a "plain brown envelope" the author received, "the tax equiva-
lent of porno-one of the legal opinions used by the investment banker in ACM Partnership
v. Commissioner"); Janet Novak & Laura Saunders, The Hustling of X-Rated Shelters, FORBES,
Dec. 14, 1998, at 198, 200 (reporting on "two different letters" authored by tax professionals
at accounting firm Deloitte & Touche peddling a marketed shelter to nonaudit clients, and
further, discussing an anonymous letter received by the Service "blowing the lid off a particu-
larly smelly scheme ... signed simply 'A Pressured Practitioner"').
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due diligence or independent factual inquiry 3 and simply assuming that
a taxpayer-investor entered into a shelter transaction with a business pur-
pose.384 These lawyers were also ignoring or discounting the implication of
judicial anti-abuse doctrines in their analyses of whether an avoidance trans-
action would succeed on the merits.385 Furthermore, they were charging con-
tingent fees on abusive transactions as a way to lure taxpayer-investors with
lower up-front costs and risk.386 And they forced taxpayer-investors to sign
confidentiality agreements designed to keep the transactions secret from the
government, from competitors, and from other, more ethical, practitioners.3
8 7
The Treasury had also learned that lawyers were rendering professional
advice and writing opinions while awash in conflicting interests. For starters,
some lawyers often had no relationship whatsoever with taxpayer-investors
who purchased their opinions. Instead, they received all information about
the shelter from the promoter, including the taxpayer's purported business
purpose as well as the pre-arranged steps that the various members of the
tax shelter syndicate would carry out to effectuate the shelter transaction.
Moreover, these lawyers got paid by the shelter promoter rather than by the
taxpayer-client, and they typically got paid based on how many opinions to
which they were willing to append their firm's name rather than on the qual-
ity of their professional advice. Such fee arrangements violated Circular 230's
longstanding prohibition against unconscionable fees (as well as a similar pro-
hibition on unreasonable fees contained in ABA Model Rule 1.5). 388 It was
not unusual for these lawyers to charge a flat fee of, say, $75,000 per opinion
for dozens of nearly identical opinions on the same shelter product, with per-
haps only the original opinion justifying an hourly-billed invoice of $75,000.
These conflicts also undermined the taxpayer-investor's potential defense
3 See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 65 Fed. Reg.
30,375 (May 11, 2000) (codified at 31 C.ER. pt. 10) (requesting comment on whether the
factual due diligence standards that applied to marketed shelters should apply to all shelters as
well as whether the standards "should be modified to further limit the circumstances" in which
practitioners could rely on the "factual assertions of other persons").
..
4See id. (requesting comment on whether a practitioner should be permitted to "base an
opinion on hypothetical facts or factual assumptions and conclusions, including assumptions
regarding the existence of a business purpose and the significance of such purpose relative to
the intended tax benefits").
3 5See id. (requesting comment on whether opinions should be required to "state that the
transaction in question was analyzed under all applicable judicial doctrines (including step
transaction, business purpose, economic substance, substance over form, and sham transaction
doctrines")).
3
.See id. (requesting comment on whether practitioners should be permitted to charge
contingent fees under any circumstances). For further discussion on contingent fees and their
role in encouraging taxpayers to play the "audit lottery," see supra Part IV.D.
...See id. (requesting comment on whether practitioners should be permitted to charge
contingent fees under any circumstances).
3
.See I.R.C. § 10.27(a) ("A practitioner may not charge an unconscionable fee in
connection with any matter before the Internal Revenue Service."); see also supra notes 218-
220 and accompanying text.
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against accuracy-related penalties that she "reasonably relied in good faith"
on professional advice in undertaking the transaction. 89 Indeed, rather than
rendering independent professional advice to taxpayer-clients, many shelter
lawyers were simply getting paid by promoters to endorse fraudulent deals. 9
Armed with the knowledge that these conflicts of interest were creating
biased, inaccurate opinions and harming taxpayers, the Treasury solicited
feedback on section 10.29 of Circular 230. The Circular's "conflicting inter-
ests" standard had been largely unchanged for 25 years, and prohibited prac-
titioners from representing "conflicting interests" except by "express consent"
of directly affected parties "after full disclosure. '391 The Treasury proposed
defining "conflicting interests" more specifically and "delineat[ing] what con-
stitutes informed consent permitting a practitioner to represent clients with
conflicting interests."'3 92
Eight months later, Treasury released proposed amendments to section
10.29 that, while failing to define "conflicting interests," injected a clear
requirement of "informed consent" before clients could be said to have
waived potential, current, or future conflicts. 393 In particular, the amend-
ments prohibited practitioners from representing "potential conflicting
interests" unless the practitioner reasonably believed that the representation
of any party would not be adversely affected, and that all parties consented
in writing after full disclosure of the conflict. 394 The proposed amendments
also expressly obligated the practitioner to consider her "own interests" when
determining the existence of a conflict and to receive written consent from
affected clients after full disclosure (including "disclosure of the implications
of the potential conflict and the risks involved") in the event that she believed
her own interests, though perhaps in conflict with a taxpayer-client's interest,
would not adversely affect the representation .395
In July 2002, the Treasury finalized amendments to Circular 230.396 The
final changes to section 10.29 were perceptibly different than the proposed
389Reg. § 1.6664 -4 (c)(i). The advice described above would also fail to satisfy the require-
ments of the "reasonable cause and good faith" defense against penalties because it neglected
to examine "all pertinent facts and circumstances and the law as it relates to those facts and
circumstances," Reg. § 1.6 664 -4 (c)(1)(i), and it incorporated "unreasonable factual or legal
assumptions" and "unreasonably rel[ied] on the representations, statements, findings, or agree-
ments" of the taxpayer or other persons, Reg. § 1.6664-4 (c)(1)(ii).
39°For an excellent and rigorously researched study on the tax shelter industry in the late
1990s and early 2000s, see TANINA ROSTAIN & MILTON C. REGAN, JR., CONFIDENCE GAMES:
LAWYERS, ACCOUNTANTS, AND THE TAX SHELTER INDUSTRY (2014).
391 Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug. 13,
1966).
31265 Fed. Reg. 30,375, 30,376 (proposed May 11, 2000).
39366 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3291 (proposed Jan. 12, 2001).
3 94
1d.
395d.
396Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed. Reg.
48,760 (July 26, 2007).
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amendments. Indeed, in the intervening 18 months, the practitioner com-
munity had bombarded Treasury with suggested revisions and clarifications.
Among other suggestions, practitioners recommended restricting "conflict-
ing interests" to "actual" conflicts and not "potential" conflicts;39 7 limiting
"potential conflicts" to the parties' economic interests;398 applying section
10.29 only in situations where the practitioner is "manifestly taking positions
or representing a taxpayer in a manner that is contrary to the taxpayer's best
interests; ' '39 9 defining "conflicting interests" with specific examples;4. 0 pro-
viding examples when a practitioner's "own interests" would materially limit
representation; 401 issuing guidance as to the "extent and manner" of what
would constitute sufficient disclosure of a conflict in addition to "the precise
form and content of the waiver; ' 402 explain how practitioners might deter-
mine how a conflict could adversely affect representation; 40 3 and eliminate
altogether the requirement that taxpayer-clients provide written consent for
waiving conflicts of interest. 404
Given the reaction to proposed alterations to Circular 230's conflicting
interest standard, one wonders how some of these practitioners-particularly
the lawyers among them-had been resolving conflicts of interest, or even
acknowledging their existence. Under ethical guidelines promulgated by the
ABA, lawyers were long obligated to identify, consider, and disclose "poten-
tially differing interests,"4 5 while the prevailing conflicts provision of the
ABA Model Rules prior to 2002 required that lawyers evaluate actual as well
as potential conflicts.40 6 Similarly, longstanding ethical rules required law-
397N. Jerold Cohen, Writer Suggests Changes to Proposed Circular 230 Regs, 91 Tax NOTES
(TA) 1680 (June 4, 2001); John E. Hembera, Jr., Witnesses Say Circular 230 Regs Are Too
Burdensome, 91 Tx NOTES (TA) 880, 881 (May 7, 2001) (summarizing comments of John
Gardner of the AICPA); Joseph B. Schimmel, Attorney Suggests Changes to Proposed Circular
230 Regs., 90 TAx NOTES (TA) 1790 (Mar. 26, 2001).
... New York State Bar Association Tax Section, New York State Bar Association Recommends
Changes to Circular 230, 2001 Tax NOTES TODAY 149-41, 18 (Aug. 2, 2001).
"'Pamela J. Pecarich, AICPA Suggests Changes to Proposed Circular 230 Regs, 91 Tax NOTES
(TA) 745, 745 (Apr. 30, 2001).
4
.Hembera, Jr., supra note 397, at 881 (summarizing comments of Lawrence Hill, White
& Case LLP).
"' New York State Bar Association Tax Section, supra note 398.
4 02]d
4 0 3]d
44 Cohen, supra note 397.
415MoDEL RULES OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-15 (1980); see also MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-17 to 5-19 (1980).
416See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7 cmt. 3 (stating that a lawyer "should
adopt reasonable procedures, appropriate for the size and type of firm and practice, to deter-
mine in both litigation and non-litigation matters the parties and issues involved and to deter-
mine whether there are actual or potential conflicts of interest"); see also MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7 cmts. 7, 11, 14 (1980).
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yers to adhere to a broad definition of "conflicting" or "differing" interests;
4 7
to account for multiple kinds of "potential conflicts," including a lawyer's
"personal" or "own" interests;... to avoid representation of clients that would
"adversely affect" a lawyer's "judgment on behalf or dilute ...loyalty to a
client;"4 9 and to receive "consent after consultation" in the event the lawyer
reasonably believed she could represent multiple clients without "adversely
affecting" or "materially limiting" responsibilities to any client, third person,
or her own interests.4' °
With the exception of obtaining a client's consent to conflicts with written
confirmation, the Treasury's proposed amendments to Circular 230 respect-
ing "conflicting interests" did not create any new duties for tax lawyers. Even
the consent requirement was about to become an affirmative obligation for
lawyers of all stripes.
Several years earlier, in 1997, the ABA Center for Professional Responsibility
had formed the "Ethics 2000 Commission"' and charged it with undertaking
a comprehensive review of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
In August 2001, the Commission released its report containing recommen-
dations to, among other rules, the guidelines for conflicting interests. 41' The
ABA House of Delegates approved the Committee's amendments and
4°7See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-14 (stating that a lawyer's judgment
could be affected adversely and her independent judgment compromised whenever she "is
asked to represent two or more clients who may have differing interests, whether such inter-
ests be conflicting, inconsistent, diverse, or otherwise discordant"); see also ABA CANONS OF
PROF'L ETHICS Canon 6 (1908) (providing a sweeping definition of "conflicting interests":
"Within the meaning of this canon, a lawyer represents conflicting interests when, in behalf
of one client, it is his duty to contend for that which duty to another client requires him to
oppose").
4
' See MODEL RULES OF PROF 'L RESPONSIBILITY DR 5-101 (1980) (absent consent after full
disclosure, prohibiting a lawyer from accepting employment "if the exercise of his professional
judgment on behalf of his client will be or reasonably may be affected by his own financial,
business, property, or personal interests") (emphasis added); see also MODEL RULES OF PROF'L
RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-2 to EC 5-13 (1980) (pertaining to "Interests of a Lawyer that May
Affect His Judgment"); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(b) cmts. 6, 10 (2011).
409MODEL RULES OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-14 (1980); see also ABA CANONS OF
PROF'L ETHICS Canon 7; MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(a)(1), (b)(1) cmts. 8, 9.
41 See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(a)(2), (b)(2) cmts. 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 (2011);
see also MODEL RULES OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-16 (1980) ("In those instances in
which a lawyer is justified in representing two or more clients having differing interests, it is
nevertheless essential that each client be given the opportunity to evaluate his need for repre-
sentation free of any potential conflict and to obtain other counsel if he so desires. Thus before
a lawyer may represent multiple clients, he should explain fully to each client the implications
of the common representation and should accept or continue employment only if the clients
consent."); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-19 (1980).411ABA CTR. FOR PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, REPORT TO THE ABA HOUSE OF DELEGATES
(2001).
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accompanying commentary to Rule 1.7 (as well as Rules 1.8 and 1.9),412
and the changes went into effect in February 2002.413 Amended Rule 1.7 (as
well as Rule 1.9) required lawyers to receive "informed consent, confirmed in
writing" for all conflict waivers.414
As the Ethics 2000 Commission explained, the amended rules adopted
"informed consent" in place of "consent after consultation" because the lat-
ter "does not sufficiently indicate the extent to which clients must be given
adequate information and explanation in order to make reasonably informed
decisions." 415 Similarly, the Commission believed that it was appropriate to
oblige lawyers to seek signed confirmation of conflict waivers from clients "in
order to impress upon clients the seriousness of the decision the client is being
asked to make and to avoid disputes or ambiguities that might later occur in
the absence of a writing. '416 Moreover, both new requirements-that is, gen-
eral disclosure by informed consent as well as the understanding that certain
consents required a client's written confirmation-reflected the "recurring
theme" throughout the Commission's report that "insist[ed] on clear com-
munication between lawyer and client. "41
7
By the time the Treasury finalized amendments to Circular 230 in July
2002, there were no substantive differences between the standard of care for
conflicting interests under the ABAs Model Rules and the Treasury's practice
rules. 418 The convergence was no accident. According to Treasury, the final
regulations had been "modified from the proposed regulations to conform
more closely with the approach of the recently revised Model Rule 1.7 of
4 2ABA CTR FOR PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, EVALUATION OF THE RULES OF PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT, REPORT No. 401 (2001) (amended and retitled Rule 1.7 pertained to "Conflict of
Interest: Current Clients," amended and retitled Rule 1.8 pertained to "Conflict of Interest:
Specific Rules," and amended and retitled Rule 1.9 pertained to "Former Clients"); ABA CTR
FOR PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, SUMMARY OF HOUSE OF DELEGATES ACTION ON ETHICS 2000
COMMISSION REPORT (Aug. 2001 and Fed. 2000).413ABA CTR FOR PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, EVALUATION OF THE RULES OF PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT, REPORT No. 401 (2001).
4 1 4 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(b)(4), 1.9(a), (b)(2)(2011).
4 1 5MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.0 (defining "informed consent" as "the agree-
ment by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate
information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives
to the proposed course of conduct"); ABA Ctr. For Prof'l Responsibility, Model Rule 1.0,
Reporter's Explanation of Changes, available at http://www.americanbar.org/groups/profes-
sional-responsibility/policy/ethics_2000_commission/e2k rulelOrem.html; MODEL RULES
OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7, cmt. 18 ("Informed consent requires that each affected client be
aware of the relevant circumstances and of the material and reasonably foreseeable ways that
the conflict could have adverse effects on the interests of that client.").
4"MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7 cmt. 20 (2011).
41ABA CT. FOR PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, supra note 411, at 3. The theme of "clear com-
munication" animated amendments and clarifications to other rules, including: Model Rules
of Professional Conduct Rule 1.2, Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority
between Client and Lawyer; Rule 1.4, Communication; Rule 1.5, Fees; Rule 1.16, Declining
or Terminating Representation; Rule 1. 18, Duties to a Prospective Client (2011).
41 See infra note 423 for the sole difference.
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the American Bar Association Rules of Professional Conduct." '419 Indeed, the
text of section 10.29 and Rule 1.7 were mirror images of each other.4 2' Both
prohibited tax lawyers and other practitioners from representing a client if
the representation of one client was directly adverse to another client or if
there existed a significant risk that the representation of one client would be
materially limited by the lawyer's or practitioner's responsibilities to another
client, a former client, a third person, or by "a personal interest" of the lawyer
or practitioner.421 In addition, notwithstanding such conflicts, both standards
permitted representation if the lawyer or practitioner reasonably believed (1)
she could provide "competent and diligent" representation to each affected
client, (2) the representation was not prohibited by law, and (3) each affected
client gave "informed consent, confirmed in writing. '' 422 The convergence in
conflicts standards was complete4 23 and, to date, lasting.
424
D. Accuracy Through Averting Contingent Fees
Like its restrictions on conflicting interests, the Treasury's position on con-
tingent fees has derived from its desire to minimize biases and inaccuracies in
professional judgment and to reinforce compliance with the law. The allure
of contingent fees-which the Treasury defines as any fee "based, in whole
or in part" on whether a tax position "avoids challenge" by the Service or is
ultimately sustained by the government or a court 42 5-can, on the one hand,
encourage practitioners to render advice on over-aggressive positions that
take advantage of the audit lottery and, on the other hand, attract taxpayer-
investors to aggressive tax planning at low risk and low net present cost.
419Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed. Reg.
48,760, 48,764 (July 26, 2002).4211t is worth noting that Rule 1.7 covers "current clients" (with Rule 1.9 covering "for-
mer clients"), while section 10.29 uses the catchall category of "conflicting interests." MODEL
RULES OF PROF 'L CONDUCT R. 1.7, 1.9 (2011); 31 C.ER. § 10.29 (2002). The more expansive
terminology in its single conflicts provision, however, does not necessarily mean that Circu-
lar 230 casts a wider ethical net with respect to conflicts. In addition to conflicts Rules 1.7
and 1.9, Rule 1.18 requires lawyers to consider conflicts in the context of prospective clients,
while Rule 1.7 countenances actual conflicts (Comment 22), "reasonably foreseeable" conflicts
(Comments 18 and 22), and potential conflicts (Comments 26, 28, and 29). MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.18, 1.7 cmts. 18, 22, 26, 28, 29; MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
R. 1.9 (2011).
42131 C.ER. § 10.29(a) (2002); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(a).
42231 C.ER. § 10.29(b) (2002); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(b).
423The sole difference between the two conflicts rules at the end of 2002 was that Circular
230 required practitioners to retain copies ofwritten consents for at least three years from the
end of the representation, and furthermore, that the consents be made available upon request
by the Service. See 31 C.ER. § 10.29(c) (2002).
424 Only one point of divergence since 2002 is worth highlighting: the Treasury has contin-
ued to impose stricter signing requirements on conflicts waivers compared to the ABA Model
Rules of Professional Conduct. See supra note 375 and accompanying text.
42531 C.ER. § 10.27(c)(1)(201 4 ); 72 Fed. Reg. 54,540, 54,548 (Sept. 26, 2007).
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As discussed in Part IV.A, the Treasury in the early 1980s linked the practi-
tioner's written opinion to abusive reporting positions and "a free ticket to the
audit lottery."'426 Its corresponding amendments to Circular 230 targeted the
gatekeeper role played by tax practitioners advising on tax shelters as well as
the game of chance played by taxpayer-investors.42 At the same time, Treasury
officials and concerned observers urged Congress to complement these regu-
latory efforts with "a financial penalty [that] would discourage taxpayers from
playing the audit lottery."4 28 Congress dutifully complied by enacting a new
penalty for substantial understatements of tax, 429 which significantly elevated
the risk for taxpayers wishing to hit the audit lottery jackpot,4 3' a prize that
had grown increasingly valuable given plummeting audit rates.431
Over the next two decades, the Treasury used Circular 230 to combat
the audit lottery in various ways, including by restricting contingent fees.
Since 1966, (former) section 10.28 (amended and renumbered as 31 C.ER.
10.27 in 2002)4 3' had provided a short, blanket prohibition on charging
an unconscionable fee" for representing clients in federal tax matters.433 In
426Kurtz, supra note 268, at 262. In fact, Treasury made the connection between a practitio-
ner's opinion and the tax shelter marketplace even earlier. See Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Tax Shelter
Opinions Threatened the Tax System in the 1970s, 111 TAX NOTES (TA) 947 (May 23, 2006).
427See Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 45 Fed. Reg. 58,594 (Sept.
4, 1980); Tax Shelters; Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 47 Fed. Reg. 56,144
(Dec. 15, 1982); Regulations Governing the Practice of Attorneys, Certified Public Accoun-
tants, Enrolled Agents, and Enrolled Actuaries Before the Internal Revenue Service, 49 Fed.
Reg. 6719 (Feb. 23, 1984).
42'Jerome Kurtz, Notes to a New Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 12 TAX NOTES (TA)
1195, 1197 (June 1, 1981).
429See Pub. L. No. 97-248, tit. III, § 323(a), 96 Stat. 613 (1982), repealed by Pub. L. No.
101-239, tit. VII, § 7721 (c)(2), 103 Star. 2399 (1989), replaced with I.R.C. § 6662(d)(2). For
discussion of section 6661 (and its reincarnation in 1989 in section 6662), see Part IV.E.1.
4 31See STAFF OF J. COMM. ON TAXATION, 97TH CONG., GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE
REVENUE PROVISIONS OF THE TAx EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982, at 216
(1982) (explaining that Congress "believed that an increasing part of the compliance gap is
attributable to taxpayers playing the 'audit lottery,"' that under prior law taxpayers were "not
exposed to any downside risk in taking questionable positions," and that taxpayers "should be
deterred from playing the audit lottery through the imposition of a penalty designed to deter
the use of undisclosed questionable reporting positions").
4
1
1 The audit rate fell steadily in the 1980s, reaching a (then) historic low of 1.2% in 1986. See
Susan B. Long, Estimating Criminal Tax Violations, 12 TAX NOTES (TA) 1325 (June 8, 1981),
excerpted from Long's book, THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE: MEASURING TAX OFFENSES
AND ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE (1980) (reporting audit coverage of 1.77% for 1981); John
Andr LeDuc, An Evaluation of Recent Taxpayer Compliance Legislation and Future Options,
20 TAX NOTES (TA) 115, 116 (July 11, 1983) (reporting audit coverage of 1.55% for 1982);
Lucia N. Smeal, Senate Finance Committee Considers Nominations for IRS, Treasury Posts, 22
TAX NOTES (TA) 1173, 1173 (Mar. 19, 1984) (reporting audit coverage of 1.36% for 1985);
Lee A. Sheppard, Unpopular Spending: IRS Budget and Tax Administration, 28 TAX NOTES (TA)
821, 821 (Aug. 19, 1985) (reporting audit coverage of 1.2% for 1986).
432See infra note 443 and accompanying text.
43.Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 10,773, 10,776 (Aug. 13,
1966) (changing "unreasonable" fee to "unconscionable" fee).
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1992, the Treasury proposed adding to the prohibition by limiting contingent
fees to refund claims that "the practitioner reasonably anticipates, at the time
the claim is filed ... will be denied by the Service and subsequently litigated
by the client." '434 At the same time, the Treasury forbade practitioners from
charging contingent fees for original returns because "permitting contin-
gent fees for tax return preparation would undermine voluntary compliance
by encouraging return positions that exploit the audit selection process.
435
Charging fees based on the likelihood of eluding detection rather than on the
substance of the advice, the Treasury believed, was not only unethical and
should subject practitioners to discipline, but also encouraged noncompli-
ance and inaccurate returns.
Two years later, in 1994, the Treasury finalized amendments to Circular
230.436 T1he new rule for fees prohibited a practitioner from charging a
contingent fee on an original return and allowed a limited exception for
an amended return or claim for refund that the practitioner "reasonably"
anticipated "would receive substantive review by the Service." 43 7 The final
amendments also added a non-contingent fee provision that also discouraged
consideration or use of the audit lottery. New 31 C.ER. § 10.34 (pertain-
ing to standards for advising on return positions) banned practitioners from
accounting for the "possibility that a position will not be challenged by the
Service (e.g., because the taxpayer's return may not be audited or because the
issue may not be raised on audit)" when analyzing a position's likelihood of
success on the merits. 43 ' No longer would a tax advisor's analysis of a tax posi-
tion or a taxpayer's deliberation over whether to reflect that position on her
return depend on the chances of getting caught.
For the next 15 years, the Treasury, through Circular 230, continued to
discourage practitioners and taxpayers from profiting off inaccurate returns
and the audit lottery. Further restricting contingent fees played a prominent
role in this effort. In 2001, the Treasury proposed preventing practitioners
from charging a contingent fee not only for preparation of an original return
but also for "any advice rendered in connection with a position taken or to
43431 C.ER. § 10.27(b) (2014); 57 Fed. Reg. 46,357, 46,359 (Feb. 14, 1992).
43557 Fed. Reg. at 46,357.
43631 CER. § 10.28(b) (2014).
43731 C.ER. § 10.27(b) (2014); 59 Fed. Reg. 31,523, 31,527 (June 20, 1994).
43831 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a)( 4 )(i) (2011); 59 Fed. Reg. at 31,528. The 1992 amendments pro-
posed adding this section. See 57 Fed. Reg. 46,356, 46,359 (Oct. 8, 1992).
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be taken on an original tax return,"439 an extension of the rule that practitio-
ners endorsed as a curb on exploitation of the audit lottery.440 The Treasury
excepted contingent fees for the preparation of an amended return or claim
for refund as well as for advice rendered in connection with a position taken
on such filings, on the theory that both categories of submissions received
sufficient scrutiny and did not exploit the audit lottery.441 In either case, the
practitioner still had to reasonably believe that the filing would "receive sub-
stantive review" by the Service. 4 2 The following year, Treasury finalized the
proposed changes443 yet indicated that it "remain[ed] concerned regarding the
use of contingent fees" and would continue to study the problem.
444
Finally, in 2007, the Treasury adopted proposed regulations issued the pre-
ceding year445 that permitted contingent fees only in the following contexts:
for services rendered in connection with a Service examination or challenge
43931 C.ER. § 10.27(b); 66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3290 (Jan. 12, 2001). In 2000, the Treasury
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking that indicated it was considering this change. See 65
Fed. Reg. 30,375, 30,376 (proposed May 11, 2000) (asking for comments on "[w]hether
§ 10.28 should prohibit a practitioner from charging a fee for an opinion or advice relating
to a position taken or to be taken by a taxpayer in an original return where such fee is contin-
gent upon whether the tax treatment of the transaction is sustained"). In addition, the pro-
posed amendments renumbered section 10.28 as section 10.27. The Treasury had also roundly
criticized contingent fees in its 1999 report, THE PROBLEM OF CORPORATE Tax SHELTERS.
See DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, supra note 377, at 23-24 (reporting on contingent and
refundable fees that "reduce the cost and risk of the shelter to the participants. In a contingent
fee arrangement, the promoter receives a portion, as much as one-half, of any tax savings
realized by the corporate participant"). The widespread use of such fee arrangements was also
reported in the tax press and popular press. See Lee A. Sheppard, Is There Constructive Thinking
About Corporate Tax Shelters? 83 Tax NOTES (TA) 782, 787 (May 10, 1999) (discussing the
"repulsive practice" of contingent fees); Novak & Saunders, supra note 382 (reporting that
PriceWaterhouseCoopers charged shelter clients contingent fees ranging between eight to 30%
of tax savings).44
°The proposed rulemaking in 2001 stated that the "majority" of public comments received
by the Treasury "supported a contingent fee limitation with respect to original tax returns if the
fee arrangement was contingent on the return position being sustained. Such fee arrangements
may indicate an inappropriate reliance on the 'audit lottery."' 66 Fed. Reg. at 3278.
441Id
4 4 1 d. at 3290.
443See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed. Reg.
48,760, 48,772-73 (July 26, 2002).
4 44Id. at 48,760. In fact, less than six months later, the Treasury issued an advance notice
of proposed rulemaking that invited comments on, among other matters, whether contingent
fees should be allowed for taxpayers making requests for prefiling guidance (such as private
letter rulings), whether they should be restricted still further with respect to amended returns
or refund claims to taxpayer-clients with taxable income exceeding a certain dollar threshold,
and whether the exception for amended returns and claims for refund should be sustained or
repealed. See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 67 Fed.
Reg. 77,724, 77,725 (Dec. 19, 2002).
4 4 5See Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 71 Fed. Reg.
6421, 6429 (Feb. 8, 2006).
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to an original return, 446 timely filed amended returns and refund claims, 447
claims for credit or refund on assessed interest or penalties448 ("because there
is no exploitation of the audit lottery in these situations as they are generally
completed on a post-examination basis"), 4 9 and any judicial federal tax pro-
ceeding. 450 As in 1992 so in 2007: restricting contingent fees for tax prepa-
ration or advice, the Treasury argued, "supports voluntary compliance with
the Federal tax laws by discouraging return positions that exploit the audit
selection process." 451
Before proceeding to our final key historical development, it is worth
highlighting how the Treasury used Circular 230 to fight the audit lottery
and inaccurate returns in other ways. We witnessed one such example in 31
C.F.R. § 10.34 (pertaining to standards for advising return positions), which
prohibited practitioners from estimating a position's likelihood of success on
the merits by accounting for the "possibility that a position will not be chal-
lenged" by the Service, either because the taxpayer's return escaped audit or
because the position was not raised in the event of an audit.452 Adopted in
1994, the Treasury subsequently amended (and effectively readopted) the
section in 2002 and 2006.453 In 2004, for another example, the Treasury
finalized regulations pertaining to "covered opinions" under new 31 C.F.R.
§ 10.35 that instructed practitioners when making probability estimates to
ignore "the possibility that a tax return will not be audited, that an issue will
not be raised on audit, or that an issue will be resolved through settlement if
raised. '454 The Treasury also carved out a special contingent fees prohibition
for covered opinions subject to contractual protection.455 And it added 31
44631 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(2)(i); 72 Fed. Reg. 54,540, 54,548 (Sept. 26, 2007).
44731 C.F.R. § 10.27(b)(2)(ii); 72 Fed. Reg. at 54,548.
4431 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(3); 72 Fed. Reg. at 54,548.
44931 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(3); 72 Fed. Reg. at 54,542.
45°31 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(4); 72 Fed. Reg. at 54,548.
45131 C.ER. § 10.27(b)(4); 72 Fed. Reg. at 54,542.
452 See supra note 438 and accompanying text.
453See, respectively, 67 Fed. Reg. 48,760, 48,774 (July 26, 2002); 71 Fed. Reg. 6421, 6430
(proposed Feb. 8, 2006).
454 Regulations Governing Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, 69 Fed. Reg.
75,839, 75,843 (Dec. 20, 2004). In 2001, the Treasury hinted at this explicit prohibition for
tax shelters in proposed amendments to Circular 230. See 66 Fed. Reg. 3276, 3292 (proposed
Jan. 12, 2001) (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(5)(iv)) (shelters marketed to third
persons); 66 Fed. Reg. at 3295 (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.35(a)(4)(iii)) (more likely
than not shelters) ("In ascertaining that all material Federal tax issues have been considered,
evaluating the merits of those issues and evaluating whether the Federal tax treatment of the
tax shelter item or items is the proper treatment, the possibility that a tax return will not be
audited, that an issue will not be raised on audit, or that an issue will be settled may not be
taken into account.").455See 69 Fed. Reg. at 75,842 (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.35(b)(7)) (the new regula-
tions defined such advice as where a "taxpayer has the right to a full or partial refund of fees
paid to the practitioner ... if all or a part of the intended tax consequences ... addressed in
the written advice are not sustained, or if the fees paid to the practitioner ... are contingent
on the taxpayer's realization of tax benefits from the transaction").
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C.ER. § 10.37 for non-tax shelter written advice that restricted practitioners
from accounting for the likelihood that a return would be audited or that a
position would be raised on audit or resolved through settlement.456 Finally,
the requirement that practitioners make probability estimates based on the
merits of a position rather than on the likelihood that the tax agency will
never see the position has become firmly embedded not just in the Treasury's
practice rules but also in the penalty provisions of the Code.4 5 7
E. Accuracy Through Due Diligence: Advising on Accurate Return Positions
1. Disparate Standards for Tax Advisors and Taxpayer-Clients
As we saw in Part IVA, the Treasury linked elevated due diligence stan-
dards among tax professionals in the early 1980s to accurate advice and accu-
rate positions. In 1984, it finalized amendments to Circular 230 detailing
new and particularized standards of care for federal tax practitioners when
rendering opinions used in the promotion and marketing of tax shelters.458
The final regulations, we also saw, reflected Treasury's "concern about the pro-
liferation of abusive tax shelters in recent years and the role of the IRS prac-
titioner's opinion in the promotion of such shelters.145 9 The Service expressed
special concern for legal opinions disseminated to nonclient investors of
mass-marketed tax shelters. In such circumstances, tax lawyers had "unique
ethical responsibilities" 460 to provide "accurate and complete tax advice in the
opinion as to the merits of the tax shelter offering" and, furthermore, to make
detailed assessments of the risk and contingencies associated with tax avoid-
ance schemes. 46 1 At the end of the day, the Treasury's elevated due diligence
standards for shelter opinions obligated practitioners, especially tax lawyers,
15
6 See 31 C.F.R. § 10.37(a) (2005); 69 Fed. Reg. at 75,844-45.
457 See I.R.C. § 6664(d) (4) (A) (ii) (pertaining to reasonable belief in defense against penalties
for noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6662-4(d)(2) (pertaining to substantial authority
standard); Reg. § 1.6 662 -4(g)(4)(i) (pertaining to reasonable belief for tax shelter items for
noncorporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6664-4(f)(2)(i)(B) (pertaining to reasonable belief for tax
shelter items for corporate taxpayers); Reg. § 1.6694-2(b)(1) (pertaining to "reasonable to
believe that the position would more likely than not be sustained on its merits" for tax shelter
items). The substantial authority standard has contained a prohibition against accounting for
the audit lottery since 1991, one year before the Treasury proposed adding the restriction to
Circular 230. See 56 Fed. Reg. 67,492, 67,501 (Dec. 31, 1991).451See 4 9 Fed. Reg. 6719 (Feb. 23, 1984).
459Id.
4 6
01d.
461 Id. at 6720.
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to scrutinize rather than neglect "whether there is sufficient legal authority for
a position taken on a return."462
Two short years later, the Treasury sought to raise diligence standards yet
again. Having already addressed professional conduct in the context of tax
shelter advice, the Treasury now sought to tackle lax professional conduct
involving all forms of tax practice. In announcing another round of amend-
ments to Circular 230 in 1986, the Treasury did not mince words.
This notice of proposed rulemaking is premised on the concern of the
Department of the Treasury that the professional responsibility of some of
those eligible to practice before the Internal Revenue Service with respect
to tax return preparation and advice relative to positions on tax returns has
eroded over the years.
4 63
Dereliction of professional duty, the Treasury maintained, "has led to seri-
ous problems concerning taxpayer compliance with the revenue laws," which
"adversely affects the integrity of our voluntary compliance tax system. 4
64
Degraded professional conduct also conflicted with Congressional efforts
to curb aggressive tax avoidance. Between 1981 and 1984, Congress enacted
a suite of new anti-shelter and penalty provisions while strengthening oth-
ers. 4 65 Amidst the legislative flurry, a new "substantial understatement" pen-
4 6 21Id. The new standard of care required practitioners to exercise heightened due diligence
as to: factual matters (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(1)(i)); evaluating information
furnished by the client (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.33(a)(1)(ii)); relating the law to actual
facts rather than hypothetical facts (to be codified at 31 CER. § 10.33(a)(1)(ii)(iv)(2)); iden-
tifying all material federal tax issues (to be codified at 31 C.F.R. 10.33(a)(1)(ii)(iv)(3)); opining
on the likelihood of success on the merits for each material federal tax issue (to be codified at
31 GER. § 10.33(a)(1)(ii)(iv)(4)) as well as the shelter's aggregate tax benefits (to be codified
at 31 GER. § 10.33(a)(1)(ii)(iv)(5)); and relying on the opinion or work product of other
practitioners (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.33(b)). Id. at 6722-23.
46'351 Fed. Reg. 29,113 (Aug. 14, 1986).
464 Id
465See Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, Pub. L. No. 97-34, 95 Stat. 172;
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-248, 96 Stat.
324; Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA) of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, 98 Star. 494. Each of
these legislative achievements shut down various components of the tax shelter marketplace
by, among other things: limiting the tax advantages of commodity straddles (I.R.C. § 1092);
imposing an ad valorem penalty on income tax underpayments attributable to substantial
valuation overstatements (I.R.C. § 6659); providing that interest on underpayments and over-
payments equaled 100% of the average annual prime rate (I.R.C. § 6621 (c)); imposing penal-
ties on promoters (I.R.C. § 6700); enacting penalties for substantial understatements (I.R.C.
§ 6661) and aiding and abetting understatements (I.R.C. § 6701); permitting the Service to
enjoin promoters of abusive tax shelters (I.R.C. § 7408); increasing interest on tax deficiencies
(I.R.C. §§ 6621-22); increasing fines for criminal offenses under the tax code under I.R.C.
§ 7201 (attempt to evade or defeat tax), I.R.C. § 7203 (willful failure to supply return, supply
information, pay tax), I.R.C. § 7206 (fraud and false statements), and I.R.C. § 7207 (fraudu-
lent returns, statements, other documents); requiring shelter arrangers to register investments
(I.R.C. § 6111), to include registration numbers in tax return filings (I.R.C. § 6707), and to
maintain investor lists of "potentially abusive tax shelters" (I.R.C. § 6112) or face penalties for
failing to maintain such lists (I.R.C. § 6708); and repealing safe-harbor leasing.
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alty received the most attention."' In enacting section 6661, Congress added
downside risk to the compliance calculus to frustrate taxpayers "from playing
the audit lottery through the imposition of a penalty designed to deter the use
of undisclosed questionable reporting positions. 46
Section 6661 imposed a penalty on shelter investors for understatements of
tax exceeding the greater of $5,000 ($10,000 for corporate taxpayers) or ten
percent of tax owed. 46' Taxpayers could avoid the penalty by showing that the
position had "substantial authority," a standard of care Congress considered
"less stringent than a 'more likely than not' (i.e., more than 50%) standard
and more stringent than a 'reasonable basis' (i.e., non-negligent) standard. 4 69
In the absence of substantial authority, the taxpayer could still avoid the pen-
alty for non-tax shelter items by adequately disclosing relevant facts associ-
ated with the position,470 while for tax shelter items, the taxpayer could avoid
the penalty if she showed substantial authority for the position and that she
reasonably believed the position was more likely than not correct. 47 ' Finally,
Congress authorized the Service to mitigate or waive the penalty on a show-
ing that the taxpayer acted in good faith and with reasonable cause.
The Treasury's proposed amendments to Circular 230 adopted the new
statutory standard of care for taxpayers under section 6661, "substantial
authority," and imposed it on tax practitioners. 472 Treasury thought, not
unreasonably, that if taxpayers were required to demonstrate "substantial
authority" for undisclosed positions, tax professionals should be held to the
466See Pub. L. No. 97-248, tit. III, § 323(a), 96 Stat. 324 (1982), repealed by Pub. L. No.
101-239, tit. VII, § 7721(c)(2), 103 Stat. 2106 (1989). The 1989 legislation replaced section
6661 with section 6662, the accuracy-related penalty provision. See Pub. L. No. 101-239, tit.
VII, § 7721(a), 103 Stat. at 2395.
467 STAFF OF J. COMM. ON TAXATION, 97TH CONG., GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE REVE-
NUE PROVISIONS OF THE TAx EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982, at 216 (1982).
468]d
469Id.; see also H.R. REP. No. 97-760, at 575 (1982) (Conf. Rep.) (defining the "substantial
authority' standard as "less stringent than a 'more likely than not' standard and more stringent
than a 'reasonable basis' standard," the latter of which reflected a level of support that although
arguable was "fairly unlikely to prevail in court upon a complete review of the relevant facts and
authority"); IRS, supra note 163, at 43 (stating that substantial authority "should approach"
51% but could extend as low as 45%). In analyzing whether a position possessed "substantial
authority," taxpayers and their advisors could rely on court opinions, Treasury regulations,
revenue rulings, revenue procedures, and similar administrative pronouncements, but not law
review articles, opinion letters, private letter rulings, determination letters, or technical advice
memoranda. See I.R.C. § 6661(b)(2)(B)(ii). For the estimated numerical level of certainty
required for "reasonable basis" position in the 1980s, see Philipps, supra note 35 (ten to 20%
likelihood of success); Banoff, supra note 161, at 1128 (same).
...See I.R.C. § 6661(b)(2)(B)(ii).
471See § 6661(b)(2)(C)(i)(II).
472 See 51 Fed. Reg. 29,113 (Aug. 14, 1986).
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same standard for advising those positions.473 Under prevailing ethical guide-
lines promulgated by practitioner groups, the standard for tax practitioners
was considerably less rigorous. Under ABA ethics rules, tax lawyers could
render advice on a position that possessed a "realistic possibility of success"
if litigated,4 74 a level of certainty that approximated a 33% likelihood of suc-
cess.471 Meanwhile, under their own set of rules, accountants were free to
advise positions contrary to the government's interpretation of the tax law so
long as they could muster "reasonable support, '4 7 ' a level of certainty anal-
ogous to the debased "reasonable basis" standard4 77 (reflecting ten to 2 0%
47
3See, e.g., id. at 29,114 (stating that the proposed standard "would prohibit a practitioner
from recommending or advising a client that a position be taken with respect to the tax treat-
ment of any item on a tax return if, in the exercise of due diligence, the practitioner determines
that the taxpayer filing the return may be liable for an addition to tax under section 6661 of
the Internal Revenue Code as a result of the position").474ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'I Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985).475ABA Tax Section, Report of the Special Task Force on Formal Opinion 85-352, 39 Tax
LAw. 635, 638 (1986). According to this report compiled by the ABA Section of Taxation on
the "realistic possibility of success" standard, while a "5 percent or 10 percent likelihood of
success was not enough to meet the new standard . . . a position with a likelihood of success
approaching one-third should pass muster." The report also observed that a reporting position
supported by "substantial authority" as defined under section 6661 (and, subsequently, in the
1986 proposed amendments to Circular 230) would satisfy the realistic possibility of success
standard.
476See AICPA, Tx DIVISION'S FEDERAL TAXATION DIVISION, Positions Contrary to Treasury
Department or Internal Revenue Service Interpretations of the Code, in STATEMENTS ON RESPON-
SIBILITIES IN Tax PRACTICE (SRTP) No. 10 (1977).
477The ABAs interpretation of the "reasonable basis" standard for a return position was
outlined in Formal Opinion 314, as discussed at supra note 29. By the late 1970s and early
1980s, the standard had few defenders. According to critics, it permitted tax lawyers to advise
"noncompliance with scienter" (John Andrf LeDuc, The Legislative Response of the 97th Con-
gress to Tax Shelters, the Audit Lottery, and Other Forms of Intentional or Reckless Noncompliance,
18 Tax NOTES (TA) 363, 365 (July 31, 1983)) and to "support the use of any colorable claim"
(BERNARD WOLFMAN, JAMES P HOLDEN & KENNETH L. HARmS, STANDARDS OF Tax PRAC-
TICE: PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND ETHICS 59 (1992)). Wolfman also criticized reason-
able basis as "anything you can articulate without laughing." Lee A. Sheppard, Ethics Opinion
and Tax Shelters Addressed at ABA Meeting, 22 TAx NOTES (TA) 757 (Feb. 27, 1984) (quoting
Wolfman). In addition to facilitating "reckless disregard under traditional standards," (LeDuc,
supra, at 371), it allowed tax lawyers to advise positions they knew did not comply with the
tax law. In the words of one critic, 'A poor lawyer is he who cannot find a reasonable basis for
his client's position." Ray Patterson, Tax Shelters for the Client: Ethics Shelters for the Lawyer, 61
TEX. L. REV. 1163, 1165 (1982-1983). Furthermore, it promoted aggressive tax avoidance and
a lowest common denominator brand of professionalism (See Cooper, supra note 251; Com-
missioner Jerome Kurtz, Discussion on "Questionable Positions, "32 TAx LAw. 24 (1978-1979)
(Kurtz stating that reasonable basis produced "the lowest common denominator. The one with
the least conscience gets the best result.")), and created a perverse paradox by providing "a basis
for rationalizing as ethical conduct that which the lawyer himself in a different context would
characterize as unethical." Patterson, supra, at 1165. For a fuller discussion and criticism of the
reasonable basis standard, see Ventry, supra note 283.
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certainty),478 which the ABA had recently abandoned for purposes of advising
return positions in Opinion 85-352. 479
The government knew that its proposed amendments inflicted a higher
standard of diligence on tax practitioners than they were used to. 4"' It also
knew that the national governing bodies for tax professionals had just recon-
sidered or (in the case of the AICPA) were in the process of reconsidering the
standard of care for advising return positions, with "realistic possibility of
success" replacing the lowly "reasonable basis" standard.481 Nonetheless, the
Treasury rejected any standard of care-including the ABA's newly adopted
"realistic possibility of success standard"-that permitted tax practitioners to
meet their professional duty while exposing taxpayers to penalty under new
171See Banoff, supra note 161, at 1128.
179See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985); see also
ABA Tax Section, supra note 475, at 638 (concluding that unlike the reasonable basis stan-
dard, the realistic possibility of success standard required more than just any possibility of
success: the possibility of success "must be 'realistic,"' and it could not be realistic "if it is only
theoretical or impracticable. This clearly implies that there must be a substantial possibility
of success"). For a more detailed discussion of the ABA's decision to abandon the reasonable
basis standard for return positions and to adopt the realistic possibility of success standard,
see Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Lowering the Bar. ABA Formal Opinion 85-352, 112 Tax NOTES 69
(July 5, 2006). For additional commentary and criticism of Opinion 85-352, see Gwen Thayer
Handelman, Constraining Aggressive Return Advice, 9 VA. Tax REv. 77, 94-95 (1989); Matthew
C. Ames, Formal Opinion 352: Professional Integrity and the Tax Audit Lottery, 1 GEO. J. LEGAL
ETHICS 411 (1987); Theodore C. Falk, Tax Ethics, Legal Ethics, and Real Ethics: A Critique of
ABA Formal Opinion 85-352, 39 Tax LAw. 643 (1985-1986).4
80 See, e.g., Mark N. Uhlfelder & Lee A. Sheppard, IRS Director of Practice Shapiro Com-
ments on Proposed Changes to Circular 230, 34 Tax NOTES (TA) 1150, 1151 (Mar. 23, 1987)
(quoting Shapiro as acknowledging that the standard of care in Treasury's proposed amend-
ments to Circular 230 were "at variance" with the standard reflected in Opinion 85-352).
Director Shapiro elaborated at a meeting of the Commissioner's Advisory Group (composed
of Service executives and tax practitioners), observing that practitioners viewed advice ren-
dered in good faith and evidenced by a realistic possibility of success as equating with good
tax practice, while the Service did not necessarily share that view. Minutes of December 1987
Commissioners Advisory Group Meeting, Complexity and Change, 88 Tax NOTES TODAY 59-33
(Mar. 16, 1988).
4 1As noted in supra note 479 and accompanying text, the ABA abandoned "reasonable
basis" in favor of "realistic possibility of success" in 1985. For its part, the AICPA undertook
wholesale revision of its Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice (SRTP) in 1985, a
process that culminated in 1988 with old Statement No. 10 becoming new Statement No. 1,
"Tax Return Positions," which contained the AICPs new due diligence standard for return
positions, "realistic possibility of being sustained administratively or judicially on its merits if
challenged." See AICPA, FEDERAL TAXATION COMMITTEE, STATEMENTS ON RESPONSIBILITIES
IN Tax PRACTICE (SRTP) No. 1, Tax RETURN POSITIONS (1988 Revised).
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section 666 1.482 As the Treasury explained, "when the revenue laws mandate
or suggest a higher standard than would be applied otherwise, that higher
standard [i.e., "substantial authority"] must be the one followed." '483 In the
exercise of due diligence, a practitioner "should not ... place his or her client
in a position of being assessed any penalty or addition to tax in connection
with section 6661 .""' To do otherwise amounted to "counseling a false or
fraudulent tax position" and could subject the practitioner to discipline under
Circular 230.485
In explicit terms, Treasury tied a practitioner's fate to her clients,
"punctuat[ing] the link between a practitioner's responsibility to exercise due
diligence and his or her responsibility to adhere to the compliance provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code. 486 To this end, the proposed amendments to
Circular 230 required practitioners to advise clients "fully" of the potential
application of the section 6661 penalty for positions without "substantial
authority' and to further apprise them of how to avoid the penalty through
adequate disclosure.487 In addition, the Treasury proposal prohibited practi-
tioners from advising or recommending return positions that exposed tax-
payer-clients to liability under section 6661488 and from preparing or signing
returns reflecting such positions.489 In other words, and unlike the practice
412ABA Formal Opinion 85-352 permitted tax lawyers to advise reporting positions "so
long as the lawyer believes in good faith that the position is warranted in existing law or can
be supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing
law and there is some realistic possibility of success if the matter is litigated." ABA Comm.
on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985). Competent representation
required the lawyer to analyze whether the position was supported by substantial authority as
contemplated under section 6661, to communicate that determination to the taxpayer-client,
and to advise the client on the likelihood of the position being subject to penalty as well as any
opportunity to avoid penalties through disclosure. "If after receiving such advice," Opinion
85-352 allowed, "the client decides to risk the penalty by making no disclosure and to take
the position initially advised by the lawyer in accordance with the standard stated above, the
lawyer has met his or her ethical responsibility with respect to the advice." In other words, a
lawyer could advise a position even if she believed it "probably will not prevail, there is no
'substantial authority' in support of the position, and there will be no disclosure of the posi-
tion in the return."
4..51 Fed. Reg. 29,113 (Aug. 14, 1986).
484/d
485id
4'6Id.; see also Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Filling the Ethical Void: Treasurys 1986 Circular 230
Proposal, 112 TAx NOTES (TA) 691, 692 (Aug. 22, 2006) ("By tying a practitioner's fate to her
client's, Treasury allocated shared stewardship responsibilities for the tax system to practitio-
ners, making them interested parties in the regulatory and legislative effort to curb noncompli-
ance.").
4" 51 Fed. Reg. at 29,115 (proposed Aug. 14, 1986) (to be codified at 31 CER. § 10.3 4 (a)).
48Id. (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.34(b)).419. (to be codified at 31 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (c)).
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rules promulgated by the ABA in Opinion 85-352, 4 9o a practitioner could not
discharge her duty by advising a reporting position that she believed would
not prevail on the merits, that did not reflect "substantial authority," and that
was not adequately disclosed in the absence of substantial authority.
The proposed amendments reflected Treasury's general philosophy that tax
practitioners owed dual responsibilities, both to the client and the tax system.
To the client, practitioners owed diligence duties of competence, loyalty, and
confidentiality, while to the system they owed an obligation "to be fair and
honest in their dealings with the IRS and to foster confidence by their clients
in our tax system and in tax compliance."49' When those duties conflicted,
moreover, "the practitioner is required to decide which obligation prevails
and, in so doing, may correctly conclude that the obligation to the tax system
is paramount. 4 9 2 Representing clients in front of the Service was not the
same as representing clients in a court of law during an adversary proceed-
ing. Submitting a tax return served a "self-assessment function." It was not a
first offer, nor should it be used "to exploit the audit selection process." '493 At
its heart, the tax return reflected "a citizen's report to the government of his
or her relevant activities for the year," and practitioners, in rendering advice
related to the return, had an obligation to ensure that "representations made
on tax returns must accurately reflect the facts, and positions taken on tax
returns must be supportable by the law." '494
While the Treasury viewed the proposed amendments as formalizing a nat-
ural partnership between the government and tax practitioners in promot-
ing compliance, practitioners believed (quite rightly) that they were being
deputized as pseudo-government regulators. In effect, they were being asked
to underwrite an insurance policy-both for taxpayer-clients and the gov-
ernment-against the section 6661 penalty for all reporting positions on
49..See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'I Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985) (stating a
lawyer could advise reporting positions "even where the lawyer believes the position probably
will not prevail, there is no 'substantial authority' in support of the position, and there will be
no disclosure of the position in the return").
49151 Fed. Reg. at 29,113; see also Doug Briggs, Tax Attorneys Debate Merits ofAmendment to
Circular 230, 35 TAx NOTES (TA) 635 (May 18, 1987) (paraphrasing IRS Director of Practice
Leslie Shapiro as saying that every practitioner "has an obligation to deal fairly and honestly
with the government and to foster client confidence in the system"); Remarks by Lawrence
Gibbs Commissioner of Internal Revenue Before the North Carolina Association of CPAs, 86 TAx
NOTES TODAY 203-3 (Oct. 9, 1986) (quoting Gibbs as saying, "The thrust of the emerging
rules is to define a practitioner not as a go-between for sending tax information to the Service
but as an instrument for the full and accurate reporting of clients' tax information"); Remarks
of IRS Commissioner Roscoe L. Egger Jr. Before the AICPA Tax Division Meeting, 85 TAx NOTES
TODAY 98-5 (May 16, 1985) ("People who are engaged in tax practice are in a category all by
themselves. No group of people has a more clear-cut double responsibility-to clients and to
society at large.").
12 51 Fed. Reg. at 29,113.
493 Id
494Id.
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which they advised.49 5 Such an obligation was "draconian"49 6 and a "perni-
cious attack" '49 on tax practitioners. Traditionally, practitioners were held
to familiar standards of conduct that, before the imposition of penalties or
discipline, required a showing of negligence or willful disregard,49 reckless
disregard,499 knowing disregard,5"' or negligence and fraud.5"1 By adopting
the "no-fault" standard imposed on taxpayers in section 6661 and making it
the due diligence standard for practitioners, a practitioner could conceivably
be suspended or disbarred by the Treasury for her client's understatement of
tax "without proof of fault."5 2 In this way, charged practitioners, the Treasury
had taken the taxpayer's no-fault civil penalty and inappropriately "expand [ed]
its scope by making it a disciplinary provision for tax practitioners."51 3
Even more worrisome, if practitioners were reduced to "quasi-IRS agents"5 4
and made part of the government's "enlisted army, 5 5 clients might view
them "as an enforcement arm of the IRS" rather than as zealous advocates
for a client's interest. 50 6 Moreover, and perversely, practice rules preventing
practitioners from asserting advantageous positions would end up hurting
ethical practitioners-now forced to render safe and conservative advice-
while rewarding aggressive tax shelter advisors who would never be deterred
495Letter from Herbert J. Lerner & Leonard Podolin, American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, to Leslie S. Shapiro, IRS Dir of Practice, 87 TAx NOTES TODAY 35-9 (Feb. 13,
1987).496Letter From David Sachs, Chair, Bar Association of the City of New York, to Dir. of Practice,
IRS, 87 TAX NOTES TODAY 25-44 (Jan. 9, 1987).
497Briggs, supra note 491, at 635 (quoting Jules Ritholz of Kostelanetz, Ritholz, Tigue &
Fink at a meeting of the D.C. Bar Tax Section).
49 See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 6700, 6694 (1989).
4
"See, e.g., § 6694.
5°°See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6701.
5 1See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6653 (1989). The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989
drastically altered former section 6653 and changed the section title from "Additions to tax for
negligence and fraud" to "Failure to pay stamp tax." Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1989, Pub. L. No. 101-239, § 7721(c)(1), 103 Star. 2399 (1989).
52Comments on Proposed Modification of Circular 230, 34 TAX NOTES (TA) 1113, 1115
(Mar. 16, 1987). "The use of such a no-fault standard" in the Treasury's practice rule, con-
cluded the NYSBA, "is inappropriate." Id.5031d. at 1115; see also Lerner & Podolin, supra note 495 ("Congress chose to apply section
6661, which is a 'no-fault' provision, only to the taxpayer whose return reflects a substantial
understatement"); Lin M. Trucksess, Painting the Gray Zone Grayer: Why SubstantialAuthority
Fails as a Replacement for the Reasonable Basis Standard in Assessing Practitioner Conduct Under
Circular 230, 8 VA. TAX REv. 743, 751-57 (1989) (finding no evidence that Congress intended
to extend section 6661 penalty to practitioners).
5°4 Karin M. Skadden, Circular 230 Revisions and Pending Passive Loss Regulations Focus of
AICPA Tax Division Meeting, 37 TAX NOTES (TA) 1080 (Dec. 14, 1987) (paraphrasing the
head of the AICPA Subcommittee on Responsibilities in Tax Practice).
5
°SLetterfrom Schuyler M Moore, Member, Gibson, Hoffman &Pancione, to Leslie S. Shapiro,
IRS Dir of Practice, 86 TAX NOTES TODAY 167-26 (Aug. 14, 1986).
516 Letterfrom Robert R. Feazell, President, Nat'l Soc'y of Pub. Accountants, to Leslie S. Shapiro,
IRS Dir of Practice, 86 TAX NOTES TODAY 227-27 (Nov. 4, 1986).
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by penalties and professional discipline.5" Taxpayers would shop around for
the most favorable advice, ethical practitioners would lose clients to "the least
competent advisors,"5 8 and compliance would decrease rather than increase.
Turning practitioners into pseudo-regulators also threatened the attor-
ney-client (as well as the accountant-client) relationship. Advice rendered
to clients-particularly advice on section 6661 and its substantial authority
standard-would become the subject of disciplinary investigations for prac-
titioners and affirmative defenses against penalties for taxpayer-clients. On
the one hand, a practitioner might have to waive the client's right to keep
attorney-client communications privileged in the event the practitioner were
called to defend herself against charges that she violated the due diligence
standard under Circular 230.509 On the other hand, a taxpayer-client might
be forced to waive the attorney-client privilege in defending against under-
statements of tax and associated penalties versus helping his advisor avoid
penalty and defending against Circular 230 violations.510 Such conflicts and
adversity would undermine the time-honored relationship between attorneys
and clients511 and force lawyers to choose between risks to careers versus cli-
ent loyalty. For their part, taxpayer-clients would be forced to choose between
providing a full and forceful defense to penalties versus hanging their advisors
out to dry.
Even if they wanted to, practitioners could not guarantee clients' compli-
ance with the law. Nor could they police their clients' morals.5 12 The best
507Sachs, supra note 496 (arguing that subjecting practitioners to penalties failing to meet
the due diligence standard in section 6661 would not "achieve the desired goal of" decreasing
noncompliance "insofar as practitioners who are insensitive to the possible importance of the
penalty would very likely not alter their conduct in any event").5
°
5William L. Raby, The Role of Disclosure in Tax Return Preparation, 3-89 TAx ADVISER 157,
159 (1989).5 95See Sachs, supra note 496 (stating that holding practitioners to the section 6661 stan-
dard would force disclosure of information "that would not be necessary absent the proposed
changes"); see also American Bar Association Tax Section Kicks OffSpring Meeting With Commit-
tee Meetings, 87 Tax NOTES TODAY 96-1 (May 18, 1987) (arguing that such disclosure could
undermine a taxpayer-client's position in the event of litigation over the underlying reporting
position).
5iOSee, e.g., Sachs, supra note 496 (writing that the NYSBATax Section queried "whether it
is appropriate for taxpayers to be questioned as to whether they received advice as to the appli-
cability of the section 6661 penalty. Such inquiry would subject a taxpayer to the dilemma of
waiving his attorney-client privilege or jeopardizing his attorney's eligibility to practice before
the Internal Revenue Service. We do not believe that the taxpayer and his attorney should be
potentially placed in adversarial postures").
511 See Feazell, supra note 506 (stating that the proposed amendments would create "serious
conflicts in the role of the practitioners"); Lerner & Podolin, supra note 495 (noting that the
proposal "would potentially cause practitioners to have a conflict between their own interests
and those of their clients").
512See, e.g., Karin M. Skadden, Substantial Understatement Penalty Centers Debate on Role
of the Practitioner in the Tax System, 41 TAx NOTES (TA) 253, 257 (Oct. 17, 1988) (quoting
Hugh Calkins of Jones Day as saying, "Moral opprobrium couched in the form of a penalty
is inappropriate...").
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they could do was advise a client as to the relevant authority for a position,
estimate the likelihood of success on the merits for the position based on cur-
rent law, communicate any penalties that might apply as well as the ability to
avoid penalties through disclosure (if relevant), describe any other reasonably
foreseeable legal consequences associated with the position, and then let the
client decide what to put on the return.513 If the Service subsequently assessed
penalties on the position for lack of substantial authority without disclosure,
and the practitioner communicated that likelihood to the client, the practi-
tioner had "met his or her ethical responsibility with respect to the advice." '514
To expect practitioners to "underwrite an insurance policy against the pos-
sible imposition of the section 6661 penalty"515 was "wholly unrealistic,"'5
16
513 See, e.g., Lerner & Podolin, supra note 495 ("The primary responsibility for a tax return
is that of the taxpayer, not the practitioner.").
5"See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-352 (1985); see also
Sachs, supra note 496 (arguing that disciplinary rules for tax advisors "should depend upon the
practitioner's beliefs and conduct rather than upon those of the taxpayer").
515Lerner & Podolin, supra note 495.
5 16 Id
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particularly given the inherent uncertainties in tax law51 and the relatively
new and evolving "substantial authority" standard.518
The animated response from the practitioner community prompted the
Treasury to twice extend the comment period on its proposed amendments
to Circular 230.519 But Treasury refused to back down. Its latest recommenda-
tions to regulate federal tax practitioners represented an active and ongoing
anti-shelter battle waged not just by the Treasury but also by Congress and
11 New York State Bar Association Tax Section Tax Analysts, supra note 502, at 1115, 1116
(arguing that proposed amendments to Circular 230 "impose[d] an unfair and unworkable
standard on tax practitioners due to the uncertainties of a constantly changing tax law" and
that certainty on reporting positions "is rarely possible").
51'See Karen M. Skadden, Commissioner' Advisory Group Concentrates on Penalties and IRS
Relationships With Practitioners and the States, 88 TAx NOTES TODAY 190-1 (Sept. 16, 1988)
(reporting that the Advisory Group argued strongly against "utilizing section 6661 as a disci-
plinary standard for practitioners" due to "uncertainty as to what constitutes acceptable 'sub-
stantial authority' and 'adequate disclosure,"' in addition to the "possibility of conflict with
ethical standards recently revised by the American Bar Association and the American Institute
of CPAs"); New York State Bar Association Tax Section Tax Analysts, supra note 502, at 1116
(noting that "the question whether the penalty under section 6661 is applicable in a given
case is not ordinarily susceptible of easy resolution"). A primary concern among practitioners
involved the category of authorities that comprised "substantial authority" under section 6661.
Treasury regulations listed the Code and other statutory provisions, temporary and final regu-
lations, court cases, revenue rulings and procedures, tax treaties and accompanying regulations
and Treasury explanations, and congressional reports reflecting Congressional intent. See Reg.
§ 1.6661-3(b) (as issued in 1985). At the same time, the regulations failed to include com-
monly recognized sources on tax law such as proposed regulations, private letter rulings, and
the Joint Committee on Taxations annual Blue Book publication. Skadden, supra note 512, at
254. Some of the excluded authorities and interpretations, moreover, constituted "authority"
to substantiate positions for the Service-in particular, proposed regulations and private letter
rulings-but not for taxpayers or their advisors. See Skadden, supra note 512, at 254 (para-
phrasing James E. Merritt of Morrison & Foerster). The Treasury's somewhat restrictive list of
authorities derived from its interpretation of the legislative history surrounding section 6661,
which stated that in applying the substantial authority standard, "the courts will not be bound
by the conclusions reached in law review articles, opinion letters, or private letter rulings...
but will instead examine the authorities that underlie such expressions of opinion." S. Rep.
No. 97-530, at 575 (1982); H.R. Rep. No. 97-760, at 575 (1982)(Conf. Rep.); H.R. Rep.
No. 97-530 (1982)(Conf. Rep.); H.R. 4961, 97th Cong. (1982). But see Kenneth L. Harris,
Resolving Questionable Positions on a Clients Federal Tax Return: An Analysis of the Revised Sec-
tion 6,694(a) Standard, 47 Tax NOTES (TA) 971, 973 (May 21, 1990) ("While it is true that
a court may not be bound by any of the above materials, this does not mean that a taxpayer
who relies on such materials has engaged in the type of conduct that should be subject to pen-
alty. Indeed, a practitioner who ignores the above government interpretations in rendering tax
advice probably fails in his duty of competence to the client."). All of the major tax professional
organizations endorsed an expanded definition of "substantial authority." See New York State
Bar Association Tax Section Tax Analysts, supra note 502, at 1115-16; Sachs (Bar Association
of the City of New York), supra note 496; Tax Section of D. C Bar Opposes Certain Proposed
Amendments to Circular 230, 87 TAx NOTES TODAY 43-15 (Mar. 5, 1987); Lerner & Podolin
(AICPA), supra note 495.
51'See Extension of Comment Period, 51 Fed. Reg. 30,510 (Aug. 27, 1986) (to be codified
at 31 C.ER. pt. 10); Solicitation for Extended Comments, 51 Fed. Reg. 40,340 (Nov. 6, 1986)
(to be codified at 31 C.ER. pt. 10).
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the courts. Much work remained to be done with tax shelter cases overbur-
dening court dockets and constituting almost 50% of all cases in the United
States Tax Court. 520 Still more shelters went undetected due, at least in part,
to tight Service budgets and historically low audit rates.521 And while the
practitioner organizations had joined the anti-shelter fight by elevating their
own standards for advising tax shelters and return positions, they did so reluc-
tantly and with a standard of care that still permitted attorneys and accoun-
tants to counsel noncompliance without violating professional standards or
facing discipline.522 As in 1980,523 attacking noncompliance in the latter half
of the decade required attacking the professional standards that facilitated
(and often protected) questionable behavior.
Between 1987 and 1989, while the Treasury waited to finalize amendments
to Circular 230, a vigorous discussion over professional standards and penalty
provisions ensued. Both the U.S. House and Senate created task forces and
launched hearings on the role of penalty provisions in the Code pertaining
to taxpayers and tax practitioners. 524 The New York State Bar Association
and Tax Executives Institute released detailed reports on civil tax penalties, 525
while the AICPA conducted a national survey of tax practitioners that
informed its own proposals52 ' and also concluded a multi-year review of its
ethical rules by raising the due diligence standard for return positions from
"reasonable support" to "realistic possibility of being sustained" on its merits
if challenged.52 For its part, the ABA released a comprehensive review of
civil and criminal penalties, which, among other recommendations, called for
repealing the "no-fault" approach in the substantial understatement penalty
520 See Kathleen Matthews, Nelson Discusses Services Plans on Large Case Litigation, 39 TAx
NOTES (TA) 553 (May 2, 1988) (shelter caseload at 55%);American BarAssociation Tax Section
Kicks OffSpringMeeting With Committee Meetings, 87 TAx NOTES TODAY 96-1 (May 18, 1987)
(tax shelter caseload at 45% of Tax Court docket); Mark N. Uhlfelder, Interview With Chief
Counsel William E Nelson, 33 TAx NOTES 888, 890 (Dec. 8, 1986) (reporting that tax shelter
cases represented 46.5% of the U.S. Tax Court's docket).
511 See Lee A. Sheppard, Unpopular Spending: IRS Budget and Tax Administration, 28 TAx
NOTES (TA) 821 (Aug. 19, 1985) (reporting audit coverage of 1.2% for 1986).
522See Remarks by IRS Commissioner Lawrence Gibbs Before the D.C. Bar Section of Taxation,
86 TAx NOTES TODAY 202-3 (Oct. 8, 1986) (discussing the wide-ranging anti-shelter effort).
523See Part IV.A.
524See Congressional Roundup, Pryor to Form Penalty Reform Task Force, 38 TAx NOTES (TA)
867 (Feb. 22, 1988); Pat Jones, Civil Tax Penalties Attracting Lawmakers'Attention, 38 TAx
NOTES (TA) 1019 (Mar. 7, 1988); Review of the Civil Penalty Provisions Contained in the Inter-
nal Revenue Code: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight of the Comm. on Ways &Means,
100th Cong. 100-75 (1988) [hereinafter Civil Tax Penalties Hearings].
525 Charles M. Morgan, III, NYSBA Section of Taxation Tax on CivilPenalties, 38 Tx NOTES
(TA) 511 (Feb. 1, 1988); Tax Executives Institute, Inc., TEI Submits Proposals for CivilPenalty
Tax Reform, 43 TAx NOTES (TA) 1580 (June 26, 1989).
526Pat Jones, Pickle Panel Prepares for Penalty Proposals, 42 TAX NOTES (TA) 905 (Feb. 20,
1989).
527See AICPA, supra note 481.
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(and the analytically related "substantial authority" standard)528 in favor of a
three-tier penalty system that linked severity of penalties to degrees of mis-
conduct (25% penalty for negligent conduct; 50% penalty for reckless or
intentional conduct; 75% penalty for willful intent to evade). 529
Meanwhile, the Service established a task force on civil penalties that
released three reports in quick succession analyzing the penalty system from
philosophical, economic, political, and administrative perspectives.530 In this
endeavor, the Service worked closely with the major practitioner groups and
other professional, academic, and business groups.531 With respect to the sub-
stantial understatement penalty, the Service thought that taxpayers should be
expected to file "accurate" returns532 and that the taxpayer standard of care
"should be properly coordinated with the traditional role" of practitioners,
"whose obligation is to advise their clients under the law." '533 To this end,
the Service initially required taxpayers and practitioners to exercise "reasonable
care" in determining that every undisclosed return position would "more
521The ABA spent a good deal of time criticizing the "complex" substantial authority stan-
dard and explaining that it was "impossible to predict" the probability of a reporting position
under such an imprecise standard. ABA SECTION ON TAXATION, COMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND
CRIMINAL TAx PENALTIES, PENALTIES STUDY REPORT 22 (July 28, 1988), reprinted in Civil Tax
Penalties Hearings, supra note 524. In the absence of a more precise standard, other practitio-
ners and commentators argued that a tax advisor became "an oddsmaker at best, a divine at
worst." Philipps, et al., supra note 35, at 1175.
529See ABA SECTION ON TAXATION, supra note 528, at 28; see also Washington Roundup,
ABA Tax Section Penalties Task Force Advocates Repeal of Substantial Understatement Penalty and
Greater Focus on Levels of Culpability, 40 TAx NOTES (TA) 678 (Aug. 15, 1988); Pat Jones,
ABA Presents Penalty Reform Study to Pickle Subcommittee, 40 TAx NOTES (TA) 457 (Aug. 1,
1988). For a discussion of the ABA report and its additional recommendations (such as avoid-
ing the "stacking" of the substantial understatement penalty on top of the fraud, negligence,
and delinquency penalties as well as expanding the list of authorities on which practitioners
could rely in determining substantial authority), see Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Vices and Virtues
of an Objective Reporting Standard, 112 TAx NOTES (TA) 1085, 1086-88 (Sept. 19, 2006). It
is worth noting that there was significant dissent among the authors of the ABA report with
respect to no-fault, objective penalties. Without such penalties, the signed dissenters argued,
taxpayers would have "little motivation to disclose aggressive positions supported by an opin-
ion of counsel," which would create a "'race to the bottom' in advisor opinions which called
forth Congressional action in the first place." ABA SECTION ON TAXATION, supra note 528, at
25; see also Civil Tax Penalties Hearings, supra note 524, at 447 (statement of James E. Mer-
rit, Member, ABA Section of Taxation) (spotlighting the "downside risk" for taking aggres-
sive reporting positions as a result of the section 6661 penalty and endorsing the objective
approach as a workable and familiar standard).
53°See IRS, ExEc. TASK FORCE, COMMISSIONER'S PENALTY STUDY, A PHILOSOPHY OF CIVIL
TAx PENALTIES (Discussion Draft June 1988); IRS, EXEC. TASK FORCE, COMMISSIONER'S PEN-
ALTY STUDY, REPORT ON CIVIL TAx PENALTIES (Working Draft Dec. 1988); IRS, supra note
163.
511 Civil Tax Penalties Hearings, supra note 524, at 9 (statement of Lawrence Gibbs, Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue).
532IRS (Dec. 1988), supra note 530, at 8.
53 Id. ch. 8, at 7.
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likely than not" prevail on the merits.534 Moreover, it proposed eliminating
the existing accuracy-related penalties-including the "no-fault" substantial
understatement penalty-and replacing them with a three-tier system (also
applicable to practitioners under a reconstituted section 6994), 5" 5 thereby
abandoning the objective approach in favor of an approach based on culpabil-
ity (similar to the ABA approach discussed above).536 The Service was "willing
to put the substantial understatement penalty on the table," Commissioner
Lawrence Gibbs explained, "provided taxpayers and practitioners are willing
to talk about raising the standard in terms of the accuracy level." '53
One minute the Service was prepared to hold taxpayers and practitioners
to higher standards of care-indeed, to "more likely than not" levels of accu-
racy-and the next minute it nearly retreated to the status quo. The Service's
final report on civil penalties allowed taxpayers to take undisclosed positions
that were "probably correct"53 (rather than "accurate"), which meant they had
to meet a beefed-up "substantial authority" standard that "should" approach
51 % but could fall to 45%."'9 The more robust substantial authority standard
still reflected an objective approach to penalties, but it was less burdensome
than the previously proposed "more likely than not" standard.
Meanwhile, the Service retreated still further with respect to regulating tax
advisors by substituting a pliable negligence standard of care for the rigid
objective standard. In particular, it proposed amending section 6694 to
require that practitioners exercise "reasonable care" in determining whether
a taxpayer-client's return position complied with the "substantial authority"
standard.54 So long as a practitioner could demonstrate reasonable care in
534Jd. at 8; see also Karin M. Skadden, Commissioners Advisory Group Previews Replacement
for Substantial Understatement Penalty, 41 TAx NOTES (TA) 1151 (Dec. 12, 1988). In deter-
mining whether a position met the "more likely than not" standard, the Service further recom-
mended that the list of authorities on which practitioners could rely be expanded to include
proposed regulations, letter rulings, JCT Blue Book definitions and interpretations, and even
legal periodicals, treatises, and the practitioner's own review and analysis of the facts of asserted
items and reporting positions. For further discussion of the Service reports, see Dennis J.
Ventry, Jr., IRS Penalty Study. A Call for Objective Standards, 112 Tx NOTES (TA) 1183 (Sept.
26, 2006).
5 5See IRS (Dec. 1988), supra note 530, ch. 8, at 34.
536'The three-tier system included a negligence penalty for undisclosed positions taken with-
out reasonable care and failing to meet the elevated "more likely than not" standard; a gross
negligence penalty for positions taken without reasonable care and falling below the "realistic
possibility of success" standard; and a fraud penalty for positions evincing actual or willful
intent to evade the tax.
53 Karin M. Skadden, Gibbs Outlines Challenges for Tax Administration in 1989, 41 Tax
NOTES (TA) 1258 (Dec. 19, 1988) (paraphrasing Gibbs).
53'IRS, supra note 163, ch. 8, at 13.
519Id. at 43. The report also defined "probably correct" as positions with levels of certainty
"at less than, but close to, 50 percent." Id. at 39. In addition, the Service proposed expanding
the list of authorities on which taxpayers could rely in determining a position's likelihood of
success to include private letter rulings, technical advice memoranda, general counsel memo-
randa, and JCT Bluebook explanations and interpretations of tax legislation. Id. at 43-44.
54 1d. at 43-44, 46.
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advising that a return position had substantial authority (and did not other-
wise require disclosure), she would not be subject to penalty, even if a court
later determined that the position on which she advised lacked substantial
authority. By comparison, under this scenario, the practitioner's taxpayer-
client would suffer a penalty, still held to the strict liability standard, not the
negligence standard.54 ' So much for aligning the standards of care for taxpay-
ers and their advisors.
After the Service submitted its report on tax penalties to Congress, com-
mentators predicted that policymakers would "take action sometime dur-
ing the current session. ' 542 They were right. In December 1989, Congress
enacted significant reforms to the Code's penalty provisions.543 For taxpayers,
Congress consolidated the existing negligence, overvaluation, and understate-
ment penalties into a single category of accuracy-related penalties in new
section 6662, which included the reimagined substantial understatement
penalty in section 6662(d)(2). The revamped penalty still required taxpayers
to exercise reasonable care in determining whether undisclosed positions pos-
sessed "substantial authority." But to the delight of practitioners, 544 Congress
lowered the penalty rate from 25% to 20% and expanded the list of authorities
541Ie Service's final report endorsed its earlier recommendation for treating all accuracy-
related penalties under a three-tier penalty system: a 20% negligence penalty for failure to
exercise reasonable care to file a "probably correct" return or to make a required disclosure; a
50% penalty for willfully or intentionally failing to file a "probably correct" return or to make
a required disclosure; and a 100% fraud penalty for willful intent to evade tax owed. Id. at
42-43. The Service also recommended coordinating the standard of care under Circular 230
with the standard of care required of taxpayers under the Code. Specifically, it prohibited prac-
titioners from advising a reporting position unless they could conclude that the position was
supported by "substantial authority" and did not otherwise require disclosure or that it had a
'realistic possibility of success" if challenged and the practitioner advised disclosure. Id. at 46.
This recommendation lowered the threshold standard of care from "more likely than not" (as
reflected in the Service's penultimate report) to "realistic possibility of success." Id.
54 2Prentice Hall, Penalties, Standards ofPractice, and Circular 230: 1989 Style, 43 Tax NOTES
(TA) 1318 (June 12, 1989).
543Penalty reform legislation started out as H.R. 2528, the Improved Penalty Administra-
tion and Compliance Tax Act (IMPACT) of 1989. See J. COMM. ON TAXATION, DESCRIPTION
OF H.R. 2528, IMPROVED PENALTY ADMINISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE Tax ACT OF 1989
(JCX-1 1-89) (1989). Subsequently, Congress incorporated IMPACT into the Revenue Recon-
ciliation Act of 1989. See H.R. Rep. No. 101-247, Explanation of-Revenue Reconciliation Act of
1989 (H.R. 3299) (Sept. 20, 1989); see also S. Rep. No. 101-56 (1989). The Revenue Recon-
ciliation Act of 1989 itself was then incorporated into the Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation
Act of 1989 (OBRA 89). See Pub. L. No. 101-239, 103 Stat. 2106 (1989).
544 See, e.g., Dennis J. Ventry, Jr., Tax Politics and a New Substantial Understatement Penalty,
113 Tax NOTES (TA) 91, 94 (Oct. 3, 2006) (quoting practitioner groups calling the near-final
reform bill "an excellent piece of legislation" (AICPA), praising it for promoting "fairness" and
"simplicity" in the tax system (ABA), and considering it "a significant congressional contribu-
tion to the American taxpayer" (National Society of Public Accountants).
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on which taxpayers and practitioners could rely in making substantial author-
ity assessments.
545
Also to the delight of practitioners, Congress held them to a lower standard
of care than that imposed on their clients. Revised section 6694 allowed prac-
titioners to advise return positions without penalty so long as the position
had a "realistic possibility of success" on the merits, a standard that lawmakers
noted "generally reflects the professional conduct standards applicable to law-
yers and to certified public accountants. 546 And although the new standard
departed upward from the more lenient negligence standard contained in old
section 6694,54 7 it mirrored the standard recently adopted by the ABA and
AICPA for advising return positions.5 48 Also, it did not require practitioners
to conclude that a position possessed "substantial authority," a probability of
success somewhere between 4 0% and 5 1%. 5 4 9 Rather, it only commanded a
33% probability of success for a practitioner to meet her obligation (and to
avoid penalty), the same probability threshold to avoid discipline under the
licensing bodies' code of conduct.55
The weaker "realistic possibility of success" standard encouraged noncom-
pliance and exposed taxpayer-clients to liability.55 1 It permitted practitioners
to advise aggressive reporting positions at 33% probability of success, even
though taxpayer-clients needed to reach at least 4 0% certainty. In the end,
the Treasury lost the fight to align standards of care for taxpayers and tax
545' he new list of authorities still omitted treatises and law review articles, but it now
included proposed regulations, private letter rulings (PLRs), technical advice memorandums
(TAMs), actions on decisions, general counsel (GC) memorandums, information or press
releases, Notices, any additional documents published by the Service in the Internal Revenue
Bulletin, and the JCT Blue Book explanations. Id.
54 H.R. Rep. No. 101-247, at 1396 (1989).
547Former section 6 6 9 4 (a) read: "If any part of any understatement of liability with respect
to any return or claim for refund is due to the negligent or intentional disregard of rules and
regulations by any person who is an income tax return preparer with respect to such return or
claim, such person shall pay a penalty of $100 with respect to such return or claim." See I.R.C.
6694(a) (amended 1989).
5 4 See supra notes 479 (for ABA) and 481 (for AICPA) and accompanying text.
549See supra notes 479 (for ABA) and 481 (for AICPA) and accompanying text.
55'Some observers criticized Congress for basing the practitioner standard of care on the
standards used by major tax organizations, which had failed to "police themselves" and "whose
members benefit from low standards." Professors of Tax and Professional Responsibility (Cal-
vin Johnson, Joseph M. Dodge, Patricia Cain, Mark P. Gergen, John Dzienkowski, Robert
Peroni & Tom Evans), Position Paper on IMPACT (H. R. 2,528) Section 302: "Realistic Possibil-
ity of Success"Is Too Low a Standard for a Tax Return, 89 Tax NOTES TODAY 156-25 (July 31,
1989) [hereinafter Tax Professors].
551See Tax Professors, supra note 550 (calling realistic possibility of success "a fundamental
bar to better tax administration"); Calvin Johnson, "True and Correct"- Standards for Tax Return
Reporting, 43 Tax NOTES (TA) 1521, 1528 (June 19, 1989) (criticizing realistic possibility of
success as "not an enforceable standard" that allowed practitioners to advise positions based on
a reversal or modification of existing law, "prevented self-assessment under any enforceable stan-
dard, and further prevented the Service from fulfilling its mission to collect the correct tax").
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practitioners. 5 52 It thus failed to institutionalize the norm that practitioners
owed dual responsibilities to taxpayer-clients and the tax system. 5 3 At the end
of the day, the "realistic possibility of success" standard perpetuated "the faulty
premise that the filing of an income tax return is like a brief or complaint in
a lawsuit," '554 simply "the opening round"55 5 or "first offer" 556 in an adversarial
setting. The public-private partnership model of tax administration-with
the government and practitioners regulating taxpayer compliance-lost out
to the adversarial model.
In the wake of congressional action on statutory penalties, the Treasury
withdrew its earlier proposed amendments to Circular 230. Dutifully, it
issued new amendments with a diligence standard "that more closely reflects
the realistic possibility standards adopted by professional organizations and
the preparer penalty provisions of section 6694." 55 New 31 C.ER. § 10.34
prohibited practitioners from advising a taxpayer-client to take an undis-
closed position without a "realistic possibility of the position being sustained
on its merits. ' 58 A position met the "realistic possibility" standard, more-
over, if "a reasonable and well-informed analysis by a person knowledgeable
in the tax law would lead such a person to conclude that the position has
approximately a one in three, or greater, likelihood of being sustained on its
merits. '559 In conducting the due diligence analysis, practitioners could rely
on an expanded list of authorities to determine whether a position possessed
"substantial authority," but they were prohibited from accounting for the pos-
sibility "that a position will not be challenged by the Service (e.g., because the
taxpayer's return may not be audited or because the issue may not be raised
on audit).1561 Practitioners also had to advise clients of penalties reasonably
likely to apply to a position, of opportunities to avoid penalties by disclo-
sure, and of the requirements for adequate disclosure. 561 Finally, the proposed
rules allowed practitioners to "generally rely without verification" on infor-
mation furnished by clients, but they still had to make "reasonable inquiries"
552Some commentators criticized Congress' failure to align the penalty standards for taxpay-
ers and tax practitioners. See Harris, supra note 518, at 971 ("One might have expected that
Congress, having amended the taxpayer penalty standard to provide for an expanded [and
more reasonable] definition of substantial authority, would have incorporated a similar report-
ing standard for return preparers.").
55See supra notes 491-494 and accompanying text.
554Tax Professors, supra note 550.
555 Id.
556 Karin M. Skadden, CAG Considers Penalty Study, Resources, Filing Season, 43 TAX NOTES
(TA) 11 (Apr. 3, 1989) (paraphrasing Professor Calvin Johnson).
557Regulations Governing the Practice of Attorneys, Certified Public Accountants, Enrolled
Agents, and Enrolled Actuaries Before the Internal Revenue Service, 57 Fed. Reg. 46,356,
46,356 (Oct. 8, 1992).
5531 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a) (2011); 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359.
55931 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a)( 4 )(i) (2011); 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359.
56'31 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a)( 4 )(i) (2011); 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359.
56131 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a)(2) (2011); 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359.
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of "incorrect, inconsistent, or incomplete" information.562 Two years later, the
Treasury finalized the amendments without significant modification.5"3
A campaign that began in 1986 with the Treasury trying to elevate industry
practice standards ended in 1994 with it being forced to adopt those same
lowly standards as its own.
5 64
2. Equalizing the Standards for Tax Advisors and Taxpayer-Clients
Fast-forward nearly 15 years. In 2007, Congress lent a heavy hand in raising
practitioners' standard of care. Buried in that year's Small Business and Work
Opportunity Tax Act, Congress replaced the "realistic possibility of success
standard" for undisclosed positions under section 6694 with the requirement
that practitioners demonstrate a "reasonable belief that the position would
more likely than not be sustained on its merits. 5 65 For disclosed positions,
Congress swapped out the "not frivolous" standard for "reasonable basis, ' 566 a
threshold that taxpayers had been obligated to meet since 1993.567 Legislators
also significantly increased the penalty for violating the new standard of care,
56231 C.ER. § 10.3 4 (a)(3) (2011); 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359.
563The only change worth noting involved the practitioner's duty to alert the client to
opportunities to avoid certain penalties. In 1993, Congress raised the standard for taxpayers
wishing to avoid accuracy-related penalties on aggressive, disclosed positions by requiring tax-
payers to demonstrate a "reasonable basis" for the position rather than meeting the lower "not
frivolous" standard. See Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66,
pt. V, § 13251, 107 Stat. 312. As a result of the change, the Treasury finalized amendments
to Circular 230 in 1994 requiring practitioners to advise clients of any opportunity to avoid
accuracy-related penalties through disclosure, 59 Fed. Reg. 31,523, 31,527 (June 20, 1994),
rather than requiring actual disclosure of the position, 57 Fed. Reg. at 46,359. In addition,
practitioners could advise disclosed positions going forward that were "not frivolous," while
taxpayers had to demonstrate "reasonable basis" for disclosed positions, creating a still larger
chasm between standards of care for taxpayers and tax practitioners. The Treasury acknowl-
edged the different standards by reminding practitioners in the 1994 final regulations that the
requirement to advise clients of penalties and opportunities to avoid penalties "appl[y] even
if the practitioner is not subject to a penalty with respect to the position." 59 Fed. Reg. at
31,527. As one commentator wrote at the time, practitioners were "predictably relieved" that
Congress freed them of the stricter standard and allowed them to "take an aggressive position
on a taxpayer's return and still protect themselves through disclosure" (assuming the position
was not frivolous). Rita L. Zeidner, Conferees'Double Standard is Good News for Preparers, Not
Taxpayers, 60 TAx NOTES (TA) 689 (Aug. 9, 1993).
54Finalized in 59 Fed. Reg. at 31,523 (noting that the new due diligence standard under
Circular 230 "reflect[ed] more closely the standards for return preparers under section 6694 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (Code) and professional guidelines").565U.S. Troop Readiness, Veterans' Care, Katrina Recovery, & Iraq Accountability Appro-
priations Act, Pub. L. No. 110-28, 121 Stat. 203 (2007).
5c6Id. For an explanation of the changes, see STAFF OF J. COMM. ON TAxATION, 1 OnTH CONG.,
TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF THE SMALL BUSINESS AND WORK OPPORTUNITY TAX ACT OF 2007
AND PENSION RELATED PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN H.R. 2206, at 26 (Comm. Print 2007).
56 See supra note 563.
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raising forfeitures from a meaningless $250 to as much as half the practitio-
ner's fees for advising on or preparing a return position.568
The amended standard of care and enhanced penalties "blindsided" practi-
tioners and Treasury officials alike. 569 There was some evidence that in target-
ing practitioners Congress set out to attack "scams and schemes" and other
abusive transactions. 57° There were also signs that politicians were concerned
more generally about noncompliance, 571 the widening "tax gap," 572 and bud-
get rules that required them to find revenue to offset spending measures.
5 73
Whatever the exact contours of the impetus for changing the rules, it was
clear, in the words of Tax Analysts' Lee Sheppard, that Congress was noti-
fying practitioners "not to tell customers to take positions they know are
dubious. 571 In this way, Congress reinforced Treasury's long-running effort
5
'Small Business and Work Opportunity Tax Act, Pub. L. No. 110-28, 121 Stat. 203
(2007). Or, as one commentator described the change in penalty amounts: former "section
6694(b) prescribed a small penalty for understatements on returns that were willful or reck-
less. Section 6 69 4 (a) prescribed a pocket-change penalty for understatements that the preparer
had reason to know lacked a 'reasonable possibility of being sustained on the merits,' or were
frivolous, or lacked reasonable cause and good faith." Lee A. Sheppard, New Preparer Penalties
Sweep Away Circular 230, 118 TAX NOTES (TA) 597, 600 (Feb. 4, 2008).56 Jeremiah Coder, Many Blindsided by New Return Preparer Standards, 118 TAX NOTES
(TA) 133 (Jan. 7, 2008) (quoting IRS Chief Counsel Donald Korb).
571See S. Rep. No. 109-336, at 51 (2006) (justifying an amendment to section 6694 to
raise the standard of care for practitioners to reasonable belief that the (undisclosed) positions
would more likely than not be sustained on its merits by stating: "Existing preparer penalties
do not adequately deter and prevent noncompliance with tax laws. They should be broadened
to include returns other than income tax returns. The thresholds of behavior to establish pre-
parer noncompliance should be raised so that scams and schemes and other abusive transac-
tions are discouraged. Penalty amounts have remained constant for years and are considered by
some preparers to be a cost of business instead of an economic deterrent. The amounts should
be increased to restore their deterrent impact"). For earlier calls to raise the standard of care for
practitioners advising undisclosed return positions to reasonable basis or belief and more likely
than not certainty, see Abusive Tax Shelter Shutdown and Taxpayer Accountability Act of
2005, H.R. 2625, 109th Cong., § 105(a) (2005) (died in committee), available at http://www.
govtrack.us/congress/bills/109/hr2625/text; STAFF OF J. COMM. ON TAXATION, 106TH CONG.,
STUDY OF PRESENT-LAw PENALTY AND INTEREST PROVISIONS (Comm. Print 1999); IRS (Dec.
1988), supra note 530 and accompanying text; see also Jeremiah Coder, Old Return Preparer
Standard Regs Problematic, Practitioners Say, 117 TAX NOTES (TA) 1017 (Dec. 10, 2007) (sum-
marizing comments by Treasury Tax Legislative Counsel, Michael Desmond, indicating that
Congress had "kicked around" for several years the idea of elevating the standard of care).
571Sheppard, supra note 568, at 601 (paraphrasing Desmond as saying that Congress was
worried about "both unscrupulous preparers of individual returns and elaborate tax shelters").
571 Coder, supra note 569, at 133 (quoting Anita Soucy, an official in the Treasury's Office of
Tax Policy); Coder, supra note 570, at 1017 (quoting Desmond). Practitioners opposed Con-
gressional efforts to raise penalties "under the guise of closing the tax gap" and "in a narrow,
rifle-shot perspective." IRS Operations, 2007 Filing Season, and Tax Gap: Hearing Before the
H. Subcomm. on Oversight, Comm. on Ways & Means, 110th Cong. 3 (2007) (statement of
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)).
573Coder, supra note 569, at 133 (noting possible influence of "pay as you go" rules).
574Sheppard, supra note 568, at 601.
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to promote "accurate and complete tax advice"5 75 by making practitioners
responsible for what clients put on their returns.
For its part, the Treasury had never sought to impose standards of care on
practitioners that exceeded the standards required of taxpayers. In 1986 it
had only proposed equalizing the standards by prohibiting practitioners from
advising on positions falling below the substantial authority standard, the
same obligation required of taxpayers in reflecting positions on returns.
5 76
With little advance warning in 2007, Congress drastically changed the rules
of the game. It now required practitioners to meet an elevated "more likely
than not" standard (reflecting at least 510% certainty), while taxpayers were
still subject to the "substantial authority" standard (reflecting a level of cer-
tainty ranging as low as 4 0%).
Practitioners attacked every aspect of the new standard. First, the complex-
ity of the tax law and the relative lack of guidance or indicia of authority on
many tax planning issues made it impossible to predict probabilities of suc-
cess with any precision. 577 It was hard enough reaching "realistic possibility
of success" or "substantial authority," much less "more likely than not.
578
In fact, given the law's uncertainty, two practitioners could adopt otherwise
opposing positions and, while acting diligently and in good faith, conclude
575Supra notes 337 and 461 and accompanying text.
57651 Fed. Reg. 29,113 (Aug. 14, 1986).
577 See, e.g., ABA Tax SECTION, Letter and Comments on Changes to Standards for Imposition
of Certain Penalties, November 19, 2007, SECTION 6,694 PENALTY, last accessed Oct. 12, 2014,
http://www.section6694penalty.com/asp/abal 172007.asp ("Because the tax law is complex
and ambiguous, it is often difficult to quantify the likelihood of success on the merits of a
particular position.").
571See, e.g., id. (arguing that "due to the significant complexity of the Code and the Treasury
Regulations, as well as the lack of clear guidance interpreting many of those provisions, many
situations arise where it simply is not possible for return preparers to conclude that any posi-
tion is more likely than not correct"); AM. INST. OF CERTIFIED PUB. ACCOUNTANTS (AICPA),
Tax Executive Comm., COMMENTS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INITIAL GUIDANCE FOR THE
REVISED PREPARER PENALTY PROVISIONS IN SECTION 6,694 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
app. A (2007) (stating "it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine the proba-
ble correctness of the treatment of some routine items with the degree of certainty required for
the higher 'more likely than not' standard because: (1) there sometimes is little guidance for the
tax treatment of an item at the time the item must be reported on a return; and (2) the proper
treatment of an item frequently depends on an analysis of unique or unusual facts and circum-
stances that were not contemplated in published guidance."); NY STATE BAR ASS'N (NYSBA)
TAx SECTION, REPORT ON THE DEFINITION OF "TAx RETURN PREPARER" AND OTHER ISSUES
UNDER CODE SECTIONS 6,694, 6,695, AND 7,701(A)(36) 18 (2007) (concluding "MLTN is
too high a standard given the complexity of our tax system").
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with a reasonable belief that both positions would more likely than not be
sustained on the merits.5 79
Second, meeting the heightened accuracy requirement increased compli-
ance costs on both practitioners and taxpayers. Practitioners had to conduct
additional factual and legal research in analyzing return positions. Moreover,
the new rules forced them to advise taxpayer-clients to file "so many disclo-
sure statements" on positions failing to meet the elevated standard of care
"that the disclosures will become practically meaningless," 580 or overburden
the government's administrative capacity to process returns efficiently and
effectively,58 1 or, worse, "be viewed as a concession on the merits." '582
Third, the "really screwed up"583 mismatch in standards of care between
practitioners and taxpayers produced "a fundamental change" in the tax advi-
sor's role "from that of an advocate to that of an advisor." '84 Under the old
law, practitioners could advise on positions without fear of penalty so long
as the position could be estimated to succeed on the merits 33% of the time
(even if the practitioner was advising on a position that subjected her client
to penalty for not meeting the substantial authority standard). 5 5 To avoid
penalty under the new law, however, practitioners were required to advise dis-
closure of all positions that did not meet the "more likely than not" standard
of at least 5 1% certainty (even if the practitioner was advising on positions
that her taxpayer-client did not have to disclose because they exceeded the
substantial authority standard). 516 In these ways, and by design, practitioners
were forced to offer more conservative advice.
The discrepancy in standards also created conflicts of interest between prac-
titioners and taxpayer-clients. If a practitioner advised disclosure on a position
failing to meet the more likely than not threshold, and her taxpayer-client
informed her that she had no intention to disclose, practitioners wondered if
5791n other words, for two positions straddling 50% certainty, it was not uncommon for the
combined probability of success on the merits for the two positions to add up to more than
100% certainty. How could one of those positions be wrong (and thus subject to penalty under
the new standard) while the other be right (and thus escape penalty)? See Sheppard, supra note
568, at 603 (quoting Allison Rosier of PricewaterhouseCoopers as saying, "I've seen people get
to more likely than not on opposing positions").
5
'ABA Tax SECTION, supra note 577; see also Coder, supra note 569, at 133 (reporting
practitioner concern over "disclosure dump"); AICPA, supra note 572, at 5.
5 1 See AICPA, supra note 578, at 11 (stating that the "excessive disclosures for routine tax
return positions will overburden tax administration").
5 2Id. at 14.
.. Coder, supra note 569, at 133 (quoting Diana Wollman of Sullivan & Cromwell).5 4AICPA, supra note 578, at 11. The AICPA also argued that the disparate standards
"affect [] the nature of the representation of taxpayers and a taxpayer's right to representation."
Id. at 13; see also NYSBA TAx SECTION, supra note 578, at 2 (arguing that the difference in
standards "undermines ... the proper role of tax advisors").
55See 59 Fed. Reg. 31,523 (June 20, 1994).
51 See Small Business and Work Opportunity Tax Act, Pub. L. No. 110-28, 121 Stat. 203
(2007).
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they must "insist" on disclosure to avoid a penalty?58 Or, alternatively, termi-
nate the representation?588 Or, for that matter, blow the whistle on the client
in the event the undisclosed position fell short of the taxpayer's substantial
authority requirement? The disparate standards created an intractable prob-
lem: advise or prepare a return without disclosure and risk penalty for the
practitioner versus insist on disclosure and risk penalty for the client. Such
considerations assumed greater severity due to significantly increased penal-
ties under section 6694,589 so severe in fact that when combined with Circular
230 penalties,5 9 practitioners faced potential monetary fines exceeding "150
57Kip Dellinger, The Proposed, New and Improved Tax Preparer Standard: Will Tragedy
Become Farce?, 119 Tax NOTES (TA) 867 (May 26, 2008) ("The tension this produces between
a tax professional and a client is obvious-to comply literally with the statute, the tax profes-
sional must insist that a client 'disclose' a tax position that the taxpayer would not otherwise
need to disclose solely to insulate the tax professional from a potential penalty").555Tax lawyers had to meet a high bar before terminating representation of a client. Under
Model Rule 1.16(a), the only possibility for mandatory withdrawal under the circumstances
described above would be if the representation resulted in "violation of the rules of profes-
sional conduct or other law." MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.16(a) (2011). The
prevailing rules of professional conduct for tax lawyers (ABA Formal Opinion 85-352 and 31
C.ER. § 10.34 of Circular 230) permitted the lawyer to advise on positions all the way down
to "realistic possibility of success." ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op.
85-352 (1985); see 31 C.ER. § 10.34. Meanwhile, ascertaining whether the representation
resulted in the lawyer violating some "other law" (in this case, section 6694) depended on
whether the lawyer would be subject to penalty even after apprising the client of the conflict-
ing penalty standards and documenting the communication (a situation that the Treasury had
indicated would not subject the practitioner to penalty). The other possible justification for
withdrawal would be permissive termination under Rule 1.16(b). However, the only relevant
circumstance described under the Rule would be if she could withdrawal "without material
adverse effect on the interests of the client," and that would depend on the specific facts and
circumstances of the situation. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.16(b)(2011).
589See, e.g., AICPA, supra note 578, at 11 (writing that "the potential penalties on a preparer
for failure to satisfy that high standard are so severe that preparers will feel compelled to protect
themselves by urging their clients to include disclosures for virtually every item for which there
is even the slightest uncertainty regarding the proper treatment").
59°For a discussion of how the discrepant standards created exposure to discipline and pen-
alty under Circular 230 for violating not just 31 C.ER. § 10.34 (2014) but also 31 C.ER.
§ 10.29 (2014), see The New York State Bar Association Tax Section, Proposed Circular 230
Amendments on Tax Return Standards, 118 Tax NOTES (TA) 1015, 1022 (Mar. 3, 2008)
(observing that Treasury's 2007 proposed amendments to Circular 230 conforming 31 C.ER.
§ 10.34 (2014) to the civil penalty standards for return preparers under section 6,694 would
"substantially expand the circumstances in which a conflict of interest will exist [under sec-
tion 10.29] because a 'significant risk' to the client that the practitioner's personal interest will
limit his representation of the client will be present in a number of situations (including, but
not limited to, every situation in which there must be disclosure for the practitioner to be
free from exposure under section 10.34 but the taxpayer is not required to disclose to avoid
penalties)").
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percent of the fees from the deal." '591 Fixing the problem meant equalizing the
standards of care, practitioners conceded, but not by raising the substantial
authority standard for taxpayers to the practitioners' new more likely than not
standard.592 Rather, achieving parity should involve lowering the standard for
practitioners to substantial authority.593
The Treasury shared many of the same concerns expressed by the practitio-
ner community. Officials acknowledged that the elevated "more likely than
not" standard could create "a real problem," and not just for novel or aggres-
sive positions for which authority-much less substantial authority-had yet
to emerge, but also for less problematic positions.594 In addition, the Treasury
worried that practitioners' fear over heightened penalties for violating the
elevated standard of care might "lead to a flood of disclosure statements,"
threatening the government's administrative capacity and diluting the sub-
missions' value. 59 5 The potential conflicts between practitioners and taxpayers
caused by the discrepant standards also concerned officials.596 The Treasury's
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Eric Solomon, called the inconsistent stan-
dards a "very interesting and unstable dynamic" and "not a good long-term
solution.159 7 It was a mess that Congress created.59 And one that the Treasury
591Lee A. Sheppard, How Much Trouble Can You Get Into?, 115 TAX NOTES (TA) 1101, 1102
(June 18, 2007) (reporting figure from Diana Wollman of Sullivan & Cromwell). Practitio-
ners were visibly shaken by the elevated penalty exposure. See id. at 1101 ("Disclosure by the
taxpayer . .. would protect both the taxpayer and the preparer .... But the taxpayer has no
incentive to disclose if it has substantial authority for its position but not a 'more likely than
not' chance of prevailing .... That is, for these in-between situations, the preparer's fate may
depend on the taxpayer's behavior.").
5
'See Coder, supra note 569 (reporting on practitioners warning that complaining about
the disparate standards to policymakers might only "lead Congress to raise the standards on
taxpayers too"); ABA TAX SECTION, supra note 577 (expressing the opinion, "we do not believe
that the answer is to raise the taxpayer penalty standard to a reasonable belief/more likely than
not standard with respect to all understatements").
5
'9See ABA TAX SECTION, supra note 577; AICPA, supra note 578.
594Coder, supra note 570 (quoting Treasury Tax Legislative Counsel, Michael Desmond).
595 Coder, supra note 569 (quoting Desmond).
516 See Coder, supra note 570 (quoting Desmond as being aware and concerned about the
"potential conflicts between preparers and clients as a result of preparers being held to a higher
standard," and as saying, "It's front and center on our radar screen" in formulating revised
regulations).
597Dustin Stamper, Treasury to Address Conflict of Interest Raised by New Penalties, 117 TAX
NOTES (TA) 653 (Nov. 12, 2007).
59'Id. at 653 (quoting Assistant Secretary Solomon as "blam[ing] Congress for creating.., a
conflict"); see also Jeremiah Coder & Lee A. Sheppard, Preparer Penalty Issues on Full Display at
ABA Midyear Meeting, 118 TAx NOTES (TA) 470, 471 (Jan. 28, 2008) ("It's no secret that execu-
tive branch officials were not happy with Congress's legislative changes to section 6694 .... ").
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started trying to clean up immediately599 under intense time constraints0 0 by
issuing guidance and transition rules, 01 proposing conforming changes to
Circular 230,602 and undertaking a "comprehensive review and overhaul" of
all practitioner penalty provisions and underlying regulations.63
At the same time, some of the reaction was overblown. While the Treasury
had a legitimate beef with Congress for putting it in the position of issuing
guidance on complicated and far-reaching issues in an unreasonably short
period of time, many practitioner concerns were grossly overstated. In criti-
cizing the "more likely than not" standard as unduly burdensome and expen-
sive, the ABA Section of Taxation claimed that practitioners were now forced
"to ensure that a position is absolutely correct every time they give oral or
written advice to a client."6"4 In fact, the new standard required practitioners
to reach 510% certainty, not "absolute" certainty. For another example, practi-
tioners argued that "to comply literally with the statute," a practitioner "must
insist" that a client disclose positions falling below the "more likely than not"
standard "to insulate the tax professional from a potential liability." ' In fact,
the Treasury issued interim guidance for the 2007 filing season that assured
practitioners they could avoid penalty for undisclosed positions failing to
meet the "more likely than not" standard simply by advising clients of the
conflicting penalty standards and documenting the communication. 6 '
59For commentary on these efforts, see Jeremiah Coder, Preparing for Penalties: Updating
the Preparer Penalty Standard, 122 TAx NOTES (TA) 35 (Jan. 5, 2009); Coder & Sheppard,
supra note 598; Coder, supra note 569; Stamper, supra note 597, at 653 (quoting Treasury
official Anita Soucy, "Given the current difference in the standard, we will be thinking about
rules [when writing section 6694 regulations] that ameliorate the conflict, not exacerbate it").6
11See Coder & Sheppard, supra note 598, at 471 (quoting Treasury officials saying that
"timing is of the essence" and that the government "would have to work in a 'fairly aggressive
time"' to issue guidance in a timely manner).601See Notice 2007-54, 2007-27 I.R.B. 12 (announcing that prior law and current penalty
regulations will apply to returns, amended returns, and refund claims due on or before Decem-
ber 31, 2007); Notice 2008-11, 2008-3 I.R.B. 279 (clarifying earlier transition relief provided
in Notice 2007-54); Notice 2008-12, 2008-3 I.R.B. 280 (indicating which returns must be
signed by a preparer); Notice 2008-13, 2008-3 I.R.B. 282 (providing interim guidance regard-
ing: (1) categories of returns or claims for refund when applying the penalty under I.R.C.
§ 6694 (a); (2) definition of "tax return preparer" under I.R.C. % 6694, 7701(a)(3 6); (3) date
a return is considered prepared; (4) standards of conduct applicable to tax return preparers for
disclosed and undisclosed return positions; and (5) penalty compliance obligations applicable
to tax return preparers); Notice 2008-46, 2008-18 I.R.B. 868 (updating Notice 2008-13).
6
12See 72 Fed. Reg. 54,540, 54,621 (Sept. 26, 2007).
61373 Fed. Reg. 34,560, 34,561 (June 17, 2008).
614ABA Tax SECTION, supra note 577.6
1
5Dellinger, supra note 587, at 867; see also NYSBA TAx SECTION, supra note 578, at 8
(stating "there are situations in which a preparer faces a penalty with respect to a taxpayer's
return when the taxpayer who filed that return is not subject to penalty." In those situations,
the preparer would "necessarily" face a penalty).
116 See Notice 2008-13, 2008-3 I.R.B. 282 (providing two examples for avoiding penalty
under interim rules).
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Practitioners were too scared of penalties to find the guidance reassuring.
They talked as if the new standard of care created an "ethical dilemma," pit-
ting practitioners against clients.6"7 The truth was that the standard created
a considerably larger financial dilemma for practitioners. While they need
not choose between "insisting" on disclosure versus client fidelity,"8 they did
have to worry about penalties for the first time. Raising the standard of care
for practitioners above that for taxpayers, Tax Analysts' Lee Sheppard wrote,
was "deliberate on the part of Congress, which wanted practitioners to be
more careful, but practitioners have been in shock ever since."609 As Sheppard
pointedly observed, many practitioners "had been living in a dream world in
which their say-so got the customer out of penalties, and they never worried
about penalties for themselves."61 With elevated penalties alongside elevated
standards, practitioners (particularly the lawyers who considered themselves
planners not preparers)611 were finally "paying attention." '612 If practitioners
were really concerned about conflicting interests and client fidelity, one won-
ders what kept them on the sidelines when they enjoyed a lower standard of
care than their clients and when they could render advice that exposed clients
to penalty while remaining personally insulated from liability.613
60 NYSBA TAX SECTION, supra note 578, at 10 (claiming that practitioners "now must face
the ethical dilemma of having to choose between, on the one hand, a course of action that
protects the advisor but may subject the client to risks the client would not otherwise face, and
on the other hand, a course of action that protects the client in a way that is perfectly legal and
appropriate for the client but risks subjecting practitioners" to penalties).
... Supra notes 583-589, 596, and 605 and accompanying text.6
,oLee A. Sheppard, Diluting the Preparer Penalties By Regulation, 119 TAX NOTES (TA) 1213
(June 23, 2008).
610Id
611In fact, the tax law had defined "preparer" broadly enough for 30 years (or since Treasury
promulgated final regulations in 1977 under I.R.C. §§ 6694, 6695, and 7701) to include
sophisticated tax planners and not just scriveners. See Certain Requirements for Income Tax
Return Preparers, 42 Fed. Reg. 59,961, 59,966 (Nov. 23, 1977); see also Sheppard, supra note
609, at 1213 (writing that the new law "raised preparer penalties and reminded many practi-
tioners that they are preparers"); Coder & Sheppard, supra note 598, at 470. Some practitio-
ners acknowledged that planners had been preparers all along. See Sheppard, supra note 591, at
1101 (stating the belief among practitioners who "probably do not consider themselves return
preparers," and quoting Diana Wollman of Sullivan & Cromwell as warning practitioners, "[t]
his is wrong").
612Coder & Sheppard, supra note 598, at 470; see also Sheppard, supra note 568, at 598
(telling practitioners, "you have been preparers for 30 years. You just didn't have any reason to
care because the preparer penalties were so small").
61 Some commentators picked up on this paradox. See Sheppard, supra note 609, at 1218
("It should be remembered that for two decades the preparer standard was vastly lower than
the taxpayer standard."); Donald B. Tobin, Congress Should Not Lower the Standard for Tax
Return Preparers, 120 TAx NOTES (TA) 471, 472 (Aug. 4, 2008) (observing that historically
"tax return preparers actually had a lower standard than taxpayers who acted without profes-
sional assistance").
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In the end, practitioner anxiety and vocal opposition to the elevated stan-
dard of care convinced Congress to change the law yet again.614 The Tax
Extenders and AIT Relief Act of 2008 lowered the practitioner standard
for disclosed positions from "more likely than not" to "substantial authority,"
while maintaining "reasonable basis" for disclosed positions, thereby creating
parity with the taxpayer standard of care.615 Shortly thereafter, the Treasury
further aligned the obligations of practitioners and their clients by requir-
ing advisors to analyze substantial authority using the same definition and
parameters relied on by taxpayers.616
While the practitioner community expressed relief over the shared stan-
dard of care and lobbed praise on the Treasury for incorporating its input
into the regulations,6 17 others were less sanguine. Some argued that the short-
lived "more likely than not" standard would have done "more to rein in irre-
sponsible return positions than economic substance codification is thought
to do" and that Congress should have "resist[ed] calls to change the statute
from high-end practitioners who are inconvenienced by it."''  Others main-
tained that requiring a tax advisor "to believe that the position she advocates
has at least a 50-percent chance of success makes perfect sense. Why should
tax professionals advise a taxpayer to take a position if they do not believe
the position is more likely right than wrong?" '619 The accounting profession
already required such a standard before booking 100% of a business taxpay-
er's tax benefits. "So why shouldn't the tax penalty standard be the same?"62
Equalizing the standards between practitioners and taxpayers certainly made
614 See, e.g., Jeremiah Coder, Final Preparer Penalty Regs Adopt Some Changes, New Guidance,
121 Tax NOTES (TA) 1351 (Dec. 22, 2008) (writing that "due in large part to strong practi-
tioner outcry, Congress relaxed the preparer penalty standard"); Joseph DiSciullo, Return Pre-
parer Guidance Reflects Amended Threshold for Penalties, 121 Tax NOTES (TA) 1373 (Dec. 22,
2008) (also attributing Congressional action "to strong practitioner outcry"); Lee A. Sheppard,
Technical Objections to the Bailout, 121 Tax NOTES (TA) 20, 26 (Oct. 6, 2008) (discussing
practitioners "howling for" changes to the elevated standard).
615Pub. L. No. 110-343, § 506, 122 Star. 3765, 3880 (2008). The 2008 law also maintained
"reasonable to believe that the position would more likely than not be sustained on its merits"
for tax shelter items and reportable transactions. Id.
616 See Tax Return Preparer Penalties Under Sections 6,694 and 6,695, 73 Fed. Reg. 78,430,
78,434 (Dec. 22, 2008); Notice 2009-5, 2009-3 I.R.B. 309.
611See Coder, supra note 614, at 1354 (quoting Charles Rettig as saying the Service "has
worked hard to bring about meaningful regulations" that "represent a significant effort in
coordination with the practitioner community").
611Sheppard, supra note 568, at 598.619Tobin, supra note 613, at 472; see also Sheppard, supra note 609, at 1218 (noting that
under Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 48 (FIN 48), "Accounting
for Uncertainty in Income Taxes," accountants were required "to assign percentage chances of
prevailing to tax return positions mostly for the purpose of deciding whether it is proper to
book the benefits. More likely than not is required to book 100 percent of the tax benefit. So
why shouldn't the tax penalty standard be the same?").
611 Sheppard, supra note 609, at 1218 (discussing the "more likely than not" standard under
FIN 48).
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sense. But tax compliance and "accurate self-reporting" would have been
"better served" under the more likely than not standard.
6 21
In retrospect, while "substantial authority" fell short of "more likely than
not" probability, it represented a significant step toward the goal of "com-
plete and accurate returns."6 22 Requiring "substantial authority" under section
6694, and subsequently under Circular 230,623 raised diligence standards on
tax advisors from "realistic possibility of success" to the same, higher stan-
dard required of taxpayers. Practitioners were now prohibited from advising
positions that exposed taxpayers-clients to liability while shielding themselves
from penalty and misconduct. The Treasury may have lost the battle over
practice standards in the early 1990S, 62 4 but it ultimately won the war, getting
almost everything it had proposed in 1986: substantial authority for undis-
closed positions, reasonable basis for disclosed positions, aligned standards
for practitioners and taxpayers, 625 and new partners in the quest for accurate
advice and accurate returns.
V. Conclusion
The three-decade effort to elevate practice standards-particularly its trans-
formation of tax advisors into "quasi-IRS agents ' 62 6 and conscripts in Treasury's
"enlisted army"627-continues to rankle and even frighten tax lawyers and
other tax practitioners. In some respects, fear is a reasonable response. The
Treasury and Congress require practitioners to quantify seemingly unquan-
tifiable risks in filing positions and tax-minimizing transactions. Moreover,
practitioners must satisfy this affirmative and disciplinary obligation for both
plain-vanilla positions and novel, grey-area, aggressive positions; for positions
with more than one equally meritorious answer or with opposing probability
assessments that add up to more than 100%; and even for positions with no
authority, insufficient authority, or authority on which the taxpayer-client is
not entitled to rely. Amidst manifold uncertainties, tax practitioners must
predict outcomes for these positions, often with numerical precision.
The standard of care governing tax lawyers and other tax practitioners helps
navigate the uncertainty. It provides a roadmap for deriving probabilities per-
taining to the success or failure of a client's sought after tax treatment. By
adopting an approach that leverages the benefits of accumulating knowledge
62 'Tobin, supra note 613, at 472.
622 73 Fed. Reg. 34,560, 34,562 (June 17, 2008).
62376 Fed. Reg. 32,286, 32,308 (June 3, 2011).
624 See supra Part IVE. 1.
'25To the extent the due diligence standards in Circular 230 differ from the penalty stan-
dards in Code section 6694, the "limited differences" reflect "the different purposes" of the
two regimes and a philosophy that the practice standards under Circular 230 should "provide
broader guidelines that are more appropriate for professional ethics standards." 76 Fed. Reg.
at 32,292.
626Skadden, supra note 504.
627Moore, supra note 505.
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and minimizing biases to reduce errors in judgment, the prevailing standard
of care assists tax professionals in forming stronger and more informed beliefs,
rendering more accurate advice, and achieving greater certainty in outcome.
And while at the end of the day we might be better off with a standard of care
that focuses on the persuasiveness of a tax advisor's reasoning rather than on
numerical estimates of probable outcomes,628 the parameters of the standard
of care discussed and analyzed in this Article promote accurate advice and
accurate returns under either method.
'Lee Sheppard of Tax Analysts has argued for such a standard, tying threshold ethical
behavior not to achieving precise likelihoods of success on the merits, but on "the presence of
persuasive substantial authority and good judgment on the part of the preparer." Sheppard,
supra note 568, at 602. "Instead of 50 percent or 40 percent or 30 percent, maybe the ques-
tion should be what the preparer did in making the decision how to report . .. There has to
be a point," Sheppard smartly observes, "when the preparer has done enough, assuming good
faith."
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